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Abstract

Hydroxymethyl furfural (HMF) and furfural (FF) have been identified as key bio-
refinery platforms for the synthesis of new materials. The conversion of these
platform molecules into intermediates increasingly relies on heterogeneous catalysis
rather than the enzymatic approach in recent years. One of these catalytic processes
is the oxidation of HMF and FF to 2,5-furan dicarboxylic acid (FDCA) and furoic acid
(FA), using O2 as oxidant and supported gold catalysts. However, oxidation faces
degradation challenges when using heterogeneous catalysts, leading to low yield and
poor selectivity for FDCA and FA. In this thesis, we proposed a redesign strategy of the
Au catalyst to retard the degradation activities reported in the oxidation of biomass
derivatives (HMF and FF) on Au. Our study uses a theoretical approach based on the
periodic density functional theory. First, we showed that the activation of O2 when
working in a liquid water environment is metal dependent: OH forms on Au, while O
forms on Pt and Pd. Then, the oxidation and degradation pathways of HMF and FF on
Au were identified by computing the stability of possible surface intermediates. This
study shows that the alcohol function is more difficult to oxidize than the aldehyde
function in HMF and this step is probably the rate-determining step. Regarding
degradation, the furan ring’s C-H is the most sensitive to oxidation compared with
other routes examined. Analysis of the same reaction on Pt and Pd shows the
mechanism to be the same, with greater stability of intermediates leading to higher
activity but also higher degradation. Finally, the effect of alloying on Au catalysis was
evaluated, showing that AuPd alloy improves the kinetics, while AuPt alloy improves
HMF oxidation selectivity and delays degradation activity. Our study suggests alloying
Pt and Au to retard HMF degradation, the main threat. Alternatively, alloying Pt and
Pd with Au to form a trimetallic alloy would improve kinetics and retard HMF
degradation.

Keywords: Heterogeneous Catalysis, Reaction Engineering, Green Chemistry, Oxidation,
Degradation, Selectivity.
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Resume

L'hydroxyméthyl furfural (HMF) et le furfural (FF) ont été identifiés comme des
plateformes clés de bio-raffinage permettant la synthèse de nouveaux matériaux. La
conversion de ces molécules plateformes en intermédiaires repose de plus en plus sur
la catalyse hétérogène plutôt que l'approche enzymatique ces dernières années. L'un
de ces procédés catalytiques est l'oxydation du HMF et du FF en acide 2,5-furane
dicarboxylique (FDCA) et en acide furoïque (FA), en utilisant O2 comme oxydant et des
catalyseurs d’or supportés. Cependant, contrôler finement l'oxydation est difficile et
ces procédés souffrent généralement de dégradation lors de l'utilisation de catalyseurs
hétérogènes, conduisant à un faible rendement et une mauvaise sélectivité pour le
FDCA et le FA. Dans cette thèse, nous cherchons à proposer une stratégie de
reconception du catalyseur Au pour retarder les activités de dégradation rapportées
dans l'oxydation des dérivés de la biomasse (HMF et FF) sur Au. Nous utilisons une
approche théorique basée sur la théorie fonctionnelle de la densité périodique. Tout
d’abord, nous avons montré que l'activation de O2 lorsque l'on travaille dans un
environnement d'eau liquide dépend du métal : OH se forme sur Au, tandis que O se
forme sur Pt et Pd. Ensuite, les voies d'oxydation et de dégradation de HMF et FF sur
Au ont été identifiées en calculant la stabilité des intermédiaires de surface possibles.
Cette étude montre que la fonction alcool est plus difficile à oxyder que la fonction
aldéhyde dans le HMF et cette étape est probablement l'étape cinétiquement
déterminante. En ce qui concerne la dégradation, les liaisons C-H du cycle furane du
HMF sont les plus sensibles à l'oxydation par rapport aux autres voies examinées.
L'analyse de la même réaction sur Pt & Pd montre que le mécanisme est le même,
avec une plus grande stabilité des intermédiaires conduisant à une plus grande activité
mais aussi à une dégradation plus importante. Enfin, l'effet d'alliage sur la catalyse Au
a été évalué, ce qui montre que l'alliage AuPd améliore la cinétique, tandis que
l'alliage AuPt améliore la sélectivité de l'oxydation du HMF et retarde l'activité de
dégradation. Notre étude suggère d’allier Pt et Au pour retarder la dégradation du
HMF, la principale menace. Sinon, l'alliage de Pt et Pd avec Au pour former un alliage
trimétallique améliorerait la cinétique et retarderait la dégradation du HMF.

Mots-clés: Catalyse hétérogène, Ingénierie des réactions, Chimie verte, Oxydation,
Dégradation, Sélectivité.
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Notations, Descriptions, and Structures

Notations Descriptions 2-D Molecular Structure

AC or C Activated carbon, charcoal, or
carbonaceous material,

-

‘el’ Electron -

‘nu’ Nucleus -

AuX Au catalyst alloy, where the X
denote the new metal alloyed
with the Au catalyst in Au:X ratio
of 63:1

-

C-C (C-CH2OH) Scission of C-C bond in C-CH2OH
in HMF/HMFCA

-

C-C (C-CO(H)) Scission of C-C bond in C-COH in
HMF

-

C-C (C-COOH) Scission of C-C bond in C-COOH
in HMFCA

-

C-H (H-CHOH) Abstraction of H from the C-H in
an alcohol function(H-CHOH)

-

C-H (H-CO) Abstraction of H from the C-H in
the aldehyde (H-CO)

-

C-H (H-RingCH2OH) Abstraction of H from the C-H on
furan ring’s carbon close to
alcohol (H-RingCH2OH)

-

C-H (H-RingCO(H)) Abstraction of H from the C-H on
furan ring’s carbon close to
aldehyde (H-RingCO(H))

-

C-H (H-RingCOOH) Abstraction of H from the C-H on
furan ring’s carbon close to acid
(H-RingCOOH)

-

CNF Carbon nanofibers -

CNT Carbon nanotubes -

C-O (OpenRing) Opening of the ring via the C-O
bond breaking

-

DFF Diformylfuran in gas-phase

E Electronic energy -
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Ef Energies of the final (f) reaction
step

-

Ei Energies of the initial (i) reaction
step

-

FA Furoic acid in gas-phase
unadsorbed

FF Furfural in gas-phase
unadsorbed

G Gibbs free energy -

H Enthalpy -

PBE Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof

PDFT Periodic density functional
theory

-

RDS Rate-determining step -

S-E or SE Schrodinger Equation -

X or Slab Catalyst which could be
represent any metal studied.

xCH2OH Surface alcohol, a product of C-C
scission in HMF or HMFCA via C-
CH2OH

xCOH Surface aldehyde, a product of C-
C scission in HMF via C-CH2OH

xCOOH Surface acid or surface COOH, a
product of C-C scission in HMF
via C-COOH

xDFF Surface Diformylfuran adsorbed
on a catalyst

xFA Surface furoic acid adsorbed on
a solid catalyst surface

xFDCA Surface 2,5-Furandicarboxylic
acid adsorbed on a catalyst
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xFF Surface furfural adsorbed on a
solid catalyst surface

xFFCA Surface 5-Formyl-2-furan
carboxylic Acid adsorbed on a
catalyst

xFFdiO Surface furan dioxide or
carbonate (xFFdiO), an
undesired species in furfural
oxidation mechanism

xFFdiOH Surface furan diol (xFFdiOH), an
undesired species in furfural
oxidation mechanism

xFFO Surface furan ketone or furan
oxide (xFFO), an intermediate
species in furfural oxidation
mechanism

xFFO(H)O or xFFHdiO Surface furan hydrogen dioxide
or carbonate, an intermediate
species in furfural oxidation
mechanism

xFFO(OH)H or xFFOOHH Surface furan carboxylate, an
intermediate species in furfural
oxidation mechanism

xFFOH Surface furan alcohol specie in
furfural oxidation mechanism

xFFtriOH Surface furan triol in furfural
oxidation mechanism

xH Surface hydrogen (adsorbed
hydrogen specie on solid catalyst
surface)

xH2O Surface water (adsorbed water
on solid catalyst surface)

xHMF Surface 5-hydroxymethylfurfural
adsorbed on a catalyst

xHMF_CH2OH Surface HMF_CH2OH, a product
of C-C scission in HMF via C-COH
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xHMF_COH Surface HMF_COH, a product of
C-C scission in HMF via C-CH2OH

xHMF_deH_CO Surface HMF_deH_CO, an
intermediate of oxidizing HMF to
HMFCA (via the dehydrogenation
of H-CO in aldehyde)

xHMF_deH_ringCH2OH Surface HMF_deH_ringCH2OH, a
furan ring C-H scission in HMF
via the carbon close to alcohol

xHMF_deH_ringCOH Surface HMF_deH_ringCOH, a
furan ring C-H scission in HMF
via the carbon close to aldehyde

xHMF_ringbreak Surface HMF_ringbreak via O-C
(that is, C closed to alcohol,
CH2OH)

xHMF_ringbreak Surface HMF_ringbreak via O-C
(that is, C closed to aldehyde,
COH)

xHMFCA Surface HMFCA adsorbed on
catalyst

xHMFCA_CH2OH Surface HMFCA_CH2OH, a
product of C-C scission in
HMFCA via C-COOH

xHMFCA_COOH Surface HMFCA_COOH, a
product of C-C scission in
HMFCA via C-CH2OH

xHMFCA_deH_CH2O Surface HMFCA_deH_CH2O, an
intermediate of oxidizing HMFCA
to FFCA (via the
dehydrogenation of CH2O-H in
alcohol)

xHMFCA_deH_CHOH Surface HMFCA_deH_CHOH, an
intermediate of oxidizing HMFCA
to FFCA (via the
dehydrogenation of H-CH2O in
alcohol)



XV

xHMFCA_deH_COO Surface HMFCA_deH_COO, a
product of H abstraction from
COO-H

xHMFCA_deH_ringCH2OH Surface
HMFCA_deH_ringCH2OH, a
furan ring C-H scission in HMFCA
via the carbon close to alcohol

xHMFCA_deH_ringCOOH Surface HMFCA_deH_ringCOOH,
a furan ring C-H scission in
HMFCA via the carbon close to
acid

xHMFCA_ringbreak Surface HMFCA_ringbreak via O-
C (that is, C closed to CH2OH)

xHMFCA_ringbreak Surface HMFCA_ringbreak via O-
C (that is, C closed to COOH)

xO Surface oxygen atom (adsorbed
oxygen specie on solid catalyst
surface)

xO2 Surface oxygen gas (adsorbed
oxygen gas on solid catalyst
surface)

xOH Surface hydroxyl (adsorbed
hydroxyl species on solid catalyst
surface)

XXact Activation energy in any defined
quantity, XX = E, G, or H

-

XXads Adsorption energy in any defined
quantity, XX = E, G, or H

-

XXrxn Reaction energy in any defined
quantity, XX = E, G, or H

-
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Background Information

Most countries across the globe are blessed mainly with vast biomass resources,

especially countries with low population densities 1 . The bulk of the biomass is

sourced from agricultural wastes (like maize cob, rice husk, sugarcane straws,

sugarcane bagasse, bean shell, ground shells, maize stalk, etc.) 2,3 and domestic

wastes, which includes food wastes (like unused parts of food, rotten or uneaten food,

e.g., yam peels, potatoes peels, fruit peels, and many others from various homes,

food industries, and restaurants4,5. Most of these resources are on the rise during the

harvest season when most farmers harvest their crops. Tenenbaum’s report 6 further

indicates that biomass and waste would continue to rise and were estimated to grow

to 368 million dry tons by 2030. This includes developing and developed countries.

Some of these countries, especially the developing ones 7,8 , are yet to explore the

best9,10 out of these resources as most of their current explorations are generally for

heating to warm, cooking their meals, and housing.

Figure 1- 1 Implications of promoting petroleum exploration, the current practice of biomass wastes, and
conversions to valuable materials, energy, and fuel.
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And for age-long, the world has been striving to meet the global needs of energy

generation, material resources, and fuels. Currently, material production in the

markets is primarily obtained from petroleum, despite the possibility of their

derivability from these biomass resources 11–13. This practice of relying on petroleum-

based products has largely contributed to the ongoing global warming, and sudden

changes (as shown in Figure 1- 1) reported in several countries’ climatic conditions

13,14 . Due to the ongoing environmental challenges, significant attention is now given

to decarbonizing all this in our manufacturing sector via the promotion of greener

technologies. The considerable role biomass resource exploration would play in

achieving a more sustainable environment cannot be overemphasized15, especially in

developing countries where biomass resources are poorly managed.

Figure 1- 2 Graphical scheme presenting different derivable chemicals and other valuable materials from furfural.
Adopted from Literature 26,27.

Biomass materials are often managed by disposal on dumpsites (traditional landfills),

and open burning process methods since the government needs better attention to

community waste management. The practice has been primarily reported in the
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literature that it exposes community health to danger 16,17. Some of the dangers could

be exposure of the habitants of such communities to poisonous gases released during

the combustion processes, which can result in chronic illness, climatic change, and

global warming 18,19. The rising concern about the wastes generated and the nuisance

caused by poorly managed wastes raises concern about the need to be developed a

better approach to managing the present and future biomass wastes. The initiative of

exploration of biomass resources to obtain valuable materials like glucose, xylose,

furfural, and hydroxymethyl furfural (HMF) 20 would go a long way to attract the

interest of countries’ government and private sectors toward investment in the

technology, which would further result to better management of biomass resource

and their wastes in communities.

Furfural (FF) and hydroxymethyl furfural (HMF) are among the top fourteen essential

biomass-derived platform chemicals classified by the US Department of Energy’s

report 21 . They were important due to the presence of the functional groups (such as

an aldehyde group, and hydroxyl group attached to the 2-position of furan structure)

in their structures. Other factors that contributed to its emergence in the list include

the ease of obtaining them from widely available lignocellulosic materials. It can

further be used to produce other vital chemicals for the production of essentials, such

as fuel additives, lubricants, furoic acid (FA), furan dicarboxylic acid (FDCA), resins,

pharmaceuticals, and bio-plastics 22–25 . Some of the valuable products derivable from

furfural are pictorially represented in Figure 1- 2. This wide range of areas for its

applications significantly motivated the interest of significant industries and

researchers to improve its conversions and product distributions. In addition, it has

been established that furfural and HMF, as biomass-platform molecules, would

provide a safer and environmentally friendly method of producing most of our

practical daily needs in the communities and industries.
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A further survey of existing reports in the literature has established different

approaches that can aid in efficient biomass resource management and their waste

for maximum benefits. Some of the reported methods include bioenergy generation

(that is, biomass to green energy or heat and power generation)28,29, biofuel synthesis

(that is, biomass to green fuels) 30,31 , and material production via biomass conversion

process (that is, biomass to valuable materials)32–35. These approaches were identified

as better and safer ways of managing biomass resource and their wastes in

communities due to the environmental and economic advantages they offer if

invested in.

Figure 1- 3 Potential derivatives obtained from the exploration of biomass conversion processes. Source: Clean
Synthesis36

Notably, the worldwide study focuses more on exploring the biomass conversion

processes (illustrated in Figure 1- 3) that could aid in transforming biomass resources
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into valuable materials as a better alternative to petroleum-based. These biomass

conversion processes include hydrolysis, oxidation, dehydrogenation, hydrogenation,

isomerization, dehydration, hydration, and other processes. Some of the resulting key

intermediate products include furfural, 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF), glucose, and

xylose 33,34 . Of which the furfural (obtained from cellulose) and HMF (obtained from

hemicellulose) are well-known biomass or bio-refinery platform molecules due to

their vast range of areas. They find applications in chemical and petrochemical

process industries for producing valuable materials like chemicals, polymers, fuels,

and others.

Our studies majorly investigate the oxidation of biomass derivatives like furfural and

hydroxymethyl furfural (HMF). And a survey of the literature indicates that research

works have been exploring the benefit or impact of deploying the use of enzymes 37

and heterogeneous catalysts 38–44 in their search for efficient means of converting the

HMF to valuable materials like 5-hydroxymethyl-2-furan carboxylic acid (HMFCA),

diformylfuran (DFF), 5-Formyl-2-furan carboxylic Acid (FFCA) and 2,5-

Furandicarboxylic acid (FDCA). In the use of heterogeneous catalysts, some works

explore the use of metallic oxides, metals, and other forms of catalysts (like zeolites)

in search of one that would aid in promoting the efficiency of the conversion process.

A good number of the existing works deployed experimental approaches, and a few

deployed the use of the computational approach in this search for an efficient way of

deriving valuable materials from HMF (Note that Chapter 2 of this report presented

details of the work done). Several studies with our current study have derived

motivation towards the search for understanding of the pathways leading to

degradation during the oxidation of HMF to FDCA. As a way of alleviating the

degradation challenge that often leads to low yield and poor selectivity in the

oxidation process.
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This conversion process for synthesizing the FDCA from HMF and furfural is highly

important due to its wide range of applications in different materials, pharmaceutical

productions, and other valuable chemicals. The use of a computational approach can

aid in unraveling details on the various routes promoting the degradation activity,

which is competing with the oxidation activity for the production of FDCA on Au.

1.2 Key Goal of this Thesis

In this study, we employed the computational approach using periodic density

functional theory (DFT) calculation to analyze, re-design, and simulate the catalyst for

the prevention of degradation experimentally observed in Furfural and HMF oxidation

to FDCA over gold (Au). As a measure of engineering the Au and its alloys, AuX (where

X = Au, Pd, and Pt) performance in the oxidation of HMF to FDCA, to understand the

best approach to hinder or retard the degradation of the catalyst.

1.3 Overview of the Thesis Report’s Framework

To achieve the research goal, this thesis was structured into seven chapters, which

are presented here (excluding the introduction chapter) as follows:

Chapter 2 reviews literature presenting general information on the oxidation of HMF,

the available mechanisms involved in its oxidation processes, and the significance of

its derivatives (like HMFCA, DFF, FFCA, and FDCA). The existing works in the literature

reported on HMF oxidation to FDCA in the presence of heterogeneous catalysts were

reviewed. The survey included works for experimental and computational studies

focusing on the use of metals and their alloys. From this, a summary of the current

issues is obtained from the literature and the key research problem that this recent

thesis report investigated. And further information on the thesis’s studies objectives

for addressing the challenge experimentally reported the use of Au and the specific

strategy design deployed in this thesis’s studies were presented.
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Moreover, Chapter 3 highlighted details and literature on molecular modeling and

various available approaches involved in carrying out computational studies as

reported in the literature. Further information on density functional theory (DFT)

calculation deployment in studying solid surfaces was reported. The relevant

parameters involved in DFT calculation, transition state search methods, and

thermodynamic properties calculation methods were presented.

Three specific studies on the oxidation process on Au surfaces were reported in

Chapters 4 to 6. Chapter 4 presents the report of the findings made for the Study of

mechanism & possible competition pathways in oxidizing furfural to furoic acid on Au

catalyst as a preliminary study for HMF oxidation on Au. Where the significance of

water to the process and possible products competing with the desired product were

reported. And Chapter 5 presented the report of the findings made for the

investigation of pathways promoting degradation in oxidizing HMF to FDCA on Au

were reported. Whereas Chapter 6 showcases the deduction for evaluating Au-alloys'

effects on the degradation pathway in HMF Oxidation, where the capacity of AuX (X =

Au, Pd, and Pt) alloy to retard degradation was reported.

To end the entire report, Chapter 7 was used to summarize all the deductions made

for the three studies reported in Chapters 4 to 6. And also presented areas that

further studies can look into in advancing the catalytic performance of Au catalyst in

the oxidation of furfural and HMF to furoic acid and FDCA.
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Chapter 2 Review of Literature

2.1 Overview

The rising demand for bio-based means of manufacturing different chemicals and

materials in the process industries is significantly attracting the attention of

researchers and industries’ experts towards exploring several biomass-based platform

molecules (like furfural and HMF) and other valuable derivatives like FDCA1,2. Being an

excellent alternative to the patronage of petroleum-based means, which are

significantly contributing to global warming. Considering bio-based production

methods is necessary, especially with the over-dependence or monopoly of

petroleum-based production methods, which is diminishing and is predicted to be

finished soon. FDCA, a derivative obtained from biomass, is also known as “YXY

building blocks” or furanic 3 and is also referred to as a “sleeping giant” due to the

vast range of areas where it can find application in the manufacturing industries.

Other YXY building block molecules include Furfuryl Ethyl Ether, Ethoxymethyl

Tetrahydrofuran Ether, and Bisethoxy methyl furan4.

Figure 2- 1 FDCA’s global market revenue share by application in 2020 (in %). Source: Grand View Research 5

Some areas where it finds applications include the production of chemicals, green

materials, and fuel upgrades 3,4 . The YXY molecules are generally used to build new

materials and improve diesel quality 4 . However, among all these YXY building blocks

or furanics, FDCA is well-known for being the most versatile due to its feature of furan
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and carboxylic acid functional groups. It enables FDCA to find application in a vast

range of polymer productions like polyesters (e.g., polyethylene terephthalate - PET,

polyethylene 2,5-furandicarboxylate-PEF), poly-amides, and other new materials

synthesis 6–8 as shown in Figure 2- 1.

Figure 2- 2 Market report for the FDCA demand. Source: Research and Data 9

A survey of the market demand for the FDCA indicates that its global market value is

worth 88.2 million dollars as of 2014, according to Grand View Research 5. It was also

projected to grow about 33.5 % in its market demand from 2015 to 2020, where the

need for poly-ether polyols production claims a large share of the FDCA market

demand 5. A recent report by Research and Data 9 for the FDCA market indicated that

the market value has risen to 441.5 million dollars in 2020, which agrees with the

projected rise indication reported by Grand View Research5. And have been launched

to increase by 8.70 % from 2020 to 2028. According to Research and Data 9 , Pacific

Asia, Europe, and North America are the only continents currently exploring the

market. And Europe has the largest market share (Figure 2- 2).

Findings from these reports raise the need to re-design and optimize its production

method to upgrade the production yield due to the rising FDCA market demands. A
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further survey of literature 5,9 indicates that extreme rules placed on the deployment

of petroleum-based methods of production materials like polymers in industries are

one of the primary drives attracting significant attention to this market as an

approach to promoting bio-based production of materials globally.

Methods deployed in the production of the FDCA include the oxidation of HMF to

FDCA, the transformation of galactonic acid into FDCA in the presence of acidic

conditions; the production of FDCA from furoic acid; synthesizing FDCA from furan via

haloform reaction; and the production of FDCA via dimethyl diglycolate from

diglycolic acid, in the presence of catalysts 10. The approach of synthesizing FDCA from

the oxidation of HMF is more deployed than other methods, claiming a large percent

of FDCA sold in the market by the literature 5,8,9.

This review of literature, therefore, focuses on understanding the HMF oxidation to

FDCA. The literature survey includes exploring the reported mechanisms said to be

involved in the process and the experimental and computational studies of the HMF

oxidation to FDCA in the presence of metals and alloys. The review enables us to

identify possible areas where further studies contribute to advancing the synthesis of

FDCA from biomass derivatives in the presence of a solid catalyst.

2.2 Catalytic Oxidation of Biomass Derivatives

This process of oxidizing biomass derivatives has produced several ranges of valuable

chemicals, polymers, and other essential materials that find applications in different

aspects of our daily lives. Some of the biomass derivatives often oxidized into valuable

resources in the literature include sugars (glucose, fructose, sucrose, lactose, xylose,

and others)11–24, alcohols (ethanol, glycerol, phenol, propanol, and others)25–35, furan-

based compounds (furfural, HMF, HMFCA, DFF, and others) 36–47 , and many other

derivatives.
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Several approaches to oxidizing these biomass derivatives into valuable materials are

currently being explored in the literature. Especially with the rising interest in the

promotion of green technologies across the globe due to the harm over-dependence

on petroleum resources has caused our environment. These researchers have been

exploring the measures of improving the transformation of the derivatives in valuable

materials. At the same time, some of these studies examine the use of enzymes (that

is, biological means) and other reaction-catalytic approaches like radiation (in photo-

catalysis) and voltage (in electrocatalysis). Some concentrate on using solid catalysts,

also known as heterogeneous catalysts. Solid catalysts are receiving better attention

than other methods due to the ease of their recovery (after use) and their ease of

facilitating continuous production when such a process is scale-up. Some of these

solid catalysts whose capabilities are currently explored can either be classified as

metals (Au, Pt, Ni, Ru, Pd, Co, and others) 32,34,48 ; metal alloys (AuPd, PtPd, and many

others) 34,42,44,48,49 ; metal oxides and zeolites (ZSM-5, NaX-zeolite, NaY-zeolite, Au-

betazeolite)50–53. Other works explore the capability of the catalyst’s support (such as

ZSM-5, metallic oxides, and others) influencing the activity of the catalyst. This

current report primarily focused on its survey of the literature that explores the

capability of metals and alloys (bi-metals) to influence the oxidation of biomass

derivatives processes.

2.2.1 Metal catalysis of biomass derivatives

The report of the existing works is generally summarized in Table 2- 1. The respective

catalysts’ performances are presented along with the operating condition deployed in

the individual studies.

2.2.1.1 Overview of sugars oxidation in the presence of a metallic catalyst

Oxidation of other sugars like lactose 24 , xylose 23 , arabinose 13 , and many others

studied in the presence of metal catalysts like Au, Pt, and Pd is summarized in Table
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2- 1. The literature survey on the oxidation of sugar into valuable materials indicates

that many studies are exploring the potential of solid catalysts (Experimental reports

for the use of metals and their alloys are presented in Table 2- 1) in the optimization

of production yield. Some of the works that used pure metal include the work of Lee

et al. 12 , which demonstrated that Pt supported by activated carbon (AC) would yield

74 % glucaric acid in the absence of a base.

Table 2- 1 Some experimental studies that investigated the benefits of using pure metals (M = Metals) on a support
in the study of biomass derivative oxidation processes [Note: XC-72 = commercial carbon materials, AC= Activated
carbon or Charcoal, HAP-LDH = hydroxyapatite & Ca–Al layered double hydroxide.]

Ref M Support T (oC) P
(bar)

Base Feed Yield,
%

Products

32 Au Graphite 60 1 NaOH Glycerol S=100 Glyceric Acid
29 Pd XC-72 130 - - Benzyl Alcohol S=99,

C=90
Benzaldehyde

34 Pd AC 50 3 NaOH Glycerol S=99.5 Glyceric &
Tartronic Acid

21 Au HAP-LDH 110 5 - Glucose >98 Gluconic Acid
15 Au TiO2 110 10 - Glucose 95-97 Gluconic Acid
54 Au CeO2 120 1 - 1-Phenylethanol >95 Ketone
54 Au CeO2 120 1 - 3-Octanol >95 Ketone
54 Pd CeO2 160 1 - 1-Phenylethanol >95 Ketone
24 Pt AC 70 - NaOH Lactose S=83 Lactobionic Acid
34 Au AC 30 3 NaOH Glycerol S=82.5 Glyceric &

Tartronic Acid
28 Pd TiO2 120 3 - Cinnamyl Alcohol C=81 Cinnam Aldehyde
15 Au AC 110 10 - Glucose 78 Gluconic Acid
48 Pd AC 120 1 NaOH Benzyl Alcohol S=78.7

, C=30
Benzaldehyde

12. Pt AC 80 13.8 - Glucose 74 Glucaric Acid
13 Pt AC 60 6 - Xylose 64 Xylaric Acid
15 Pd AC 110 10 - Glucose 52 Gluconic Acid
34 Pt AC 50 3 NaOH Glycerol S=48.3 Glyceric &

Tartronic Acid
54 Pd apatite 120 1 - 3-Octanol 45 Ketone
28 Au TiO2 120 3 - Cinnamyl Alcohol C=10 Cinnam Aldehyde

Guo et al. 15 also confirmed that base-free glucose oxidation on Au/TiO2 would favor a

high yield (i.e., 95-97 %) of gluconic acid. The authors 15 further established that

substituting the Au/AC reduces the yield to about 78 % gluconic acid. Other reports,

such as Franz et al. 13 , further confirmed a good gluconic & arabinonic acid yield for
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using Au/Al2O3 in base-free oxidation of glucose and arabinose. Using Pd/AC 24 in the

base oxidation of lactose results in the selectivity of 83 % for lactobionic acid.

Generally, the report for the oxidation of different sugar molecules has shown a high

yield with lesser degradation. This implies that the use of the metallic catalyst

significantly favors the oxidation activity over the degradation one, which leads to

undesired products.

2.2.1.2 Overview of metallic catalysis of alcohols and other biomass-derivatives

oxidation

Many other studies have also demonstrated the applicability of metallic catalysts in

the oxidation of biomass derivatives like alcohols and other multi-functional

molecules. Some include the works of Wang et al. 29, where 90 % conversion and 99 %

selectivity for the formation of benzaldehyde from benzyl alcohol in the presence of

Pd/XC-72 was demonstrated to be good, especially for the catalyst synthesized with

the use of glycerine (that exhibit multiple OH functional groups) unlike other solvents

like ethanol (that has one OH). It was reported that the number of OH from the

glycerine aid in dispersing the Pd nanoparticle to avoid sintering on the catalyst. The

capability of the Pd influencing the oxidation of 1-phenylethanol 54 in the presence of

CeO2 support was confirmed to have yielded 95% ketones. However, the study 54

further established that the use of Pd-supported by apatite showed a lower yield of

45 % ketone, unlike the use of CeO2
54 . Other investigations for using Pd further

confirmed a high yield for the benefit of Pd/AC in oxidizing glycerol into glyceric acid

34 and in oxidizing benzyl alcohol on the same catalyst (Pd/AC) yield of 78.70 %

benzaldehyde 34.

The influence of other metals like Au and Pt in the oxidation of biomass derivatives

was further explored in the literature. A report summary for the use of the metals is

presented in Table 2- 1. Where it was established that Au had been identified to have
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effectively catalyzed different oxidation processes like the case of glycerol to glyceric

acid with a yield of 82.5 % on an AC support 34 ; 1-phenylethanol to yield >95 %

ketones with a catalyst supported by CeO2
54; oxidation of octanol into ketone with a

yield of >95 % on catalyst supported by CeO2 and others 54. A report in the literature15

established that the stability of Au-catalyst is more effective than other metals in

oxidation reactions (as demonstrated in the oxidation of glucose into glucaric and

gluconic acid).

The survey reveals that catalyst support like XC-72, CeO2, apatite, and many other

materials used in the experimental works significantly influenced the catalysis of the

active component of a catalyst matrix. In addition, it was established that the Au

catalyst showed higher stability than others in the literature15. This is evident with the

quantity of yield its oxidation of glucose does yield, unlike other catalysts like Pt and

Pd in Table 2- 1 that show a lower yield and favor the degradation of the species into

undesired products. However, the high cost of the catalyst is another challenge.

2.2.2 Alloying effects on the catalysis of biomass derivative oxidation

Outside the study of metallic catalysis in biomass derivative oxidation, many other

works are also significantly investigating the alloying effect of combining two or more

metals in this catalysis oxidation process. The results are summarized in Table 2- 2.

Some of these studies that investigated the use of alloy in the catalysis of sugar

oxidation into valuable materials include the work of Solmi et al.11, which explored the

alloy of Au with Bi on activated carbon (AuBi/AC) for the oxidation of glucose that

yields 31% glucaric acid and 18% gluconic acid in a base in Figure 2- 3. Moreover, Guo

et al. report a higher yield of 34 % gluconic acid for using PdBi/AC than for using

AuBi/AC 11 . Findings from their reports indicate that the AuBi/AC and PdBi/AC alloys

favor the formation of undesired products (that is, degradation) over desired

products (that is, the oxidation of glucose to produce gluconic and glucaric acid over
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other routes). In general, introducing the Bi on the metal in the oxidation of glucose

favors the production of gluconic acids. The oxidation mechanism reported in the

study shows that gluconic acid is the intermediate through which the D-glucose gets

oxidized to glucaric acid. This implies that introducing Bi eases the oxidation of the

aldehyde group of the glucose to gluconic acid (due to the increase in yield of gluconic

acid reported). At the same time, the Au site favors the oxidation of the hydroxyl to

give carboxylic acid (gluconic acid than glucaric acid).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2- 3 (a) Oxidation of d‐Glucose to Glucaric Acid Using Au/AC Catalysts, (b) Selectivity profile (below figure) for
the oxidation of d-glucose to glucaric acid [Source: Solmi et al.11 reports]

Another effect that the alloying effect results in the oxidation of the biomass

derivative are the promotion of the reaction route or diversion of the reaction route

(or pathway). Like the oxidation of glucose that has been earlier reported by Solmi et

al.11 and Guo et al.15 to have yielded gluconic and glucaric acids in the presence of

AuBi/AC or PdBi/AC, unlike the report of Liu et al.18, where alloying of Au with Pt on a

support TiO2 (in AuPt/TiO2 in Figure 2- 3) was confirmed to have yielded 50% tartaric
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acid via base-free oxidation of glucose. This difference in the resulting products

(gluconic, glucaric, and tartaric acids) indicated a change of reaction route, which later

led to the production of different products (tartaric acid). This was due to the high

selectivity of the Pt site for forming tartaric acid and xylonic acid over other Au sites.

The transformation of gluconic acid into tartaric acid involves the oxidation of

hydroxyl and the formation of carbon dioxide. The AuPt/TiO2 alloy effect yielded a

better selectivity for tartaric acid. It has further shown that using Au/TiO2 (68 %)

Table 2- 2 Some experimental studies investigated the benefits of using alloys (M = Metals) in the study of biomass
derivative oxidation processes in the presence of oxygen and water [Note: AC= Activated carbon or Charcoal, SBA-
15 = Santa Barbara Amorphous-15, X is the promoter in the catalyst, and M:X is the alloy ratio].

Ref M X M:X Support T
(oC)

P
(bar)

Base Feed Yield,
%

Products

55 Au Ir 1:3 Silica 180 - - Ethanol S=92,
C=56

Acetaldehyde

34 Au Pd - AC 30 3 NaOH Glycerol S=97 Glyceric &
Tartronic acid

26 Au Pd - SBA-15 80 1 Na2CO3 Benzyl
alcohol

S=97,
C=39

Benzaldehyde

28 Au Pd 3:1 TiO2 120 3 - Cinnamyl
alcohol

C=~97 Cinnam
aldehyde

48 Au Pd,
Pt

- AC 120 1 NaOH Benzyl
alcohol

S=87,
C=30

Benzaldehyde

48 Au Pd - AC 120 1 NaOH Benzyl
alcohol

S=82,
C=30

Benzaldehyde

34 Au Pt - AC 50 3 NaOH Glycerol S=80 Glyceric &
Tartronic acid

14 Pt Cu - TiO2 90 15 - Glucose S=60 Glucaric acid
16 Au Pt - TiO2 110 20 - Glucose 50 Tartaric acid
15 Pd Bi - AC 110 10 - Glucose 34 Gluconic acid
11 Au Bi 3:1 AC 60 10 NaOH D-glucose 31 Glucaric acid
11 Au Bi 3:1 AC 60 10 NaOH D-glucose 18 Gluconic acid

yielded more gluconic acid than Au/AC (18 %). Comparing the report of other authors

that use AC support with this one reveals that TiO2 support aid in influencing the

oxidation of the aldehyde group of the glucose to gluconic acid, unlike AC.

Moreover, Shi et al. 14 also confirmed 60% selectivity for glucaric acid in base-free

glucose oxidation on PtCu/TiO2. The study shows that introducing Cu in the catalyst

results in a high glucaric acid yield. This implies that the Cu site facilitates the
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oxidation of the hydroxyl group in gluconic acid (the intermediate) into glucaric acid

on Au. Similarly, adding Au to Ir (1:3) supported by SiO2 also enhances the catalyst

selectivity for acetaldehyde to 92 % (at 56 % conversion) in the base-free oxidation of

ethanol55 . The Au aid in binding ethanol well to the catalyst, while the Ir site covered

with O aid in catalyzing the C-H bond breaking (in the alcohol) to yield aldehyde.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2- 4 (a & b) Selected experimental results for Gluconic acid (GA) oxidation over Au/TiO2 and Pt/TiO2, showing
the alloying effect on the catalysis of the process and selectivity for tartaric acid (TA), using CGA0 = 0.3M, cat.
amount = 0.05g, T =110°C, 10bar O2, 4h. (c) The oxidation routes for glucose to tartaric acid and other products
[Source: Liu et al. report18]

Other works that investigative the alloying effect include benzyl alcohol to

benzaldehyde on AuPd/SBA-15 (97 % selectivity, 39 % conversion at 353 K, 1 atm) 26 ;

AuPd/AC (81 % selectivity, 30 % conversion at 393K, 1 bar) 48 ; AuPdPt/AC (86.7 %

selectivity, 30 % conversion at 393K, 1 bar)48; glycerol to glyceric and tartaric acid on

AuPd/AC (97.1 % selectivity) and AuPt/AC (80.4 % selectivity) 34 ; glycerol to glyceric

and tartaric acid on AuPd/AC 34 ; and many others 56 . Table 2- 2 summarizes the

operating conditions, yield, catalyst type (for alloys), feedstock, and products.

2.2.3 Key remarks on the catalytic, support and alloy effects on the process

The findings from the survey of the existing works on biomass derivatives oxidation on

a solid catalyst show that the alloying effects are a function of their constituent
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metals and the support. This was because the nature of the metal used in alloy

another one influences the resulting material behavior; the same applies to the

support. And their resulting behavior influences the yield, conversion, and selectivity

for desired products. This implies that the alloying effect of some bimetallic catalysts

can favor some undesired routes (degradation activities) over their desired ones on

their surfaces. Like, Cu-in-Au eases the oxidation of OH to carboxylic acid, Ir-in-Au

eases the breaking of C-H, Pt-in-Au eases the oxidation of OH to carboxylic acid with

CO2 release, and in many other cases. The AuPd was the alloy found to be a promising

catalyst due to its better catalytic performance in benzyl alcohol (97 % selectivity) and

glucose (97.1 % selectivity) oxidation. Moreover, the experiment report indicates that

some pure metals better hinder degradation than their respective alloys 11,15 . These

findings indicating a significant and careful choice is required when screening

materials to obtain the best performance.

2.3 Overview of Catalytic Oxidation Furfural and HMF to Acids

Oxidation of furfural and HMF to acids (furoic acid and FDCA, respectively) involves

removing hydrogen atoms and accepting oxygen or hydroxyl. The oxygen is often

obtained for the activating oxygen gas to the oxygen atom (specie) on the catalyst

surfaces. In the presence of water, the activation of the oxygen gas results in the

production of surface hydroxyl species (instead of an surface oxygen atom). After

successful removal of the hydrogen atoms and acceptance of hydroxyl or oxygen

results in the conversion of the aldehyde and hydroxyl functional groups of the HMF

into FDCA, a product with two carboxylic acid functionals production. Figure 2- 5

diagrammatically displayed a primary mechanism of oxidizing furfural and HMF into

acids. The oxidation process can be done in the presence or absence of a base. Ones

held in the presence of a base are referred to as alkaline oxidation. While the

oxidation carried out in the absence of base is referred to as base-free oxidation 44 .
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Base-free oxidation methods have been reported to have been less toxic than the

other approach of oxidizing furfural and HMF in the presence of a base to obtain

furoic acid and FDCA, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2- 5 Schematic diagram showing (a) the synthesis of furoic acid and FDCA from biomass and possible
degradation (oxidative esterification) routes, and (b) the general oxidation mechanism for transforming HMF
into FDCA

Moreover, the furfural and HMF oxidation process involves several steps over a

heterogeneous catalyst surface. The state of each step tends to vary from one type of

catalyst surface to another due to the varying affinity of the different catalyst surfaces

for the species involved in the oxidation process. The presence of water in the

oxidation process also changes the mechanisms involved in catalytic activities over

the heterogeneous catalyst (whether they are metals, alloys, or metal oxides). The

possible mechanisms involved in the conversion process are presented in detail for

different situations (in the presence or absence of water) for the oxidation and

degradation route in furoic acid (from furfural) and FDCA (from HMF) production. The

possible mechanism involved in conversion is presented in Figure 2- 5. The scheme

displayed the general mechanism involved in synthesizing furoic acid and FDCA from

biomass (that is, carbohydrates), including a possible side reaction (a case of oxidative
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esterification). The generic oxidation mechanism for transforming HMF into FDCA via

the aldehyde oxidation (pathway I) and hydroxyl oxidation (pathway II) routes was

also presented in Figure 2- 5.

We further reviewed the existing studies on the oxidation of furfural and HMF to

acids such as furoic acid and formyl furan dicarboxylic acid (FDCA) in the presence of

metals or their alloys. The works include both experimental and computational

investigations. Our research into the diverse methods of obtaining FDCA in the

literature unravels that the bulk of the existing FDCA consumed in the markets is

largely produced from the oxidation of HMF. Likewise, the furoic acid from furfural is

attracting the attention of both industries and researchers. Due to its wide range of

applications in chemical, material, and pharmaceuticals productions using bio-based

feedstock 57 . This significant drive of attention towards this method was due to its

possibility of synthesizing it from biomass resources amidst this huge campaign

against further exploration of petroleum resources 58 . Much research has attempted

to synthesize different kinds of metal and alloy catalysts that would yield a higher

yield for the production of FDCA. Any possible high-yield catalyst identified would

significantly aid the industries in meeting the market’s rising demand for FDCA. Some

of these industries requiring these FDCA as feedstock 8,59,60 are presented earlier in

this report's introduction. Similarly, furoic acid 38,59,61–63 also finds a wide range of

applications in the market for the production of FDCA.

Some of these works have considered the study of single metal catalysts (such as Pt,

Au, Ag, Pd, Ni, Ru, Co, and many others)37,58,64–66, bimetallic materials or alloyed-metal

catalysts (such as AuPd, AuCu, AuPt, PtPd, RuNi, RuPt, PdBi, AuAg, PtBi, and many

others) 40,42,44,45,67–71 , while some investigated the use of other catalytic materials 38,72

in the oxidation of furfural and HMF into acids. Other works attempt to explore the

chances that different support in the catalyst design has on the formulation
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performance while seeking a way to optimize the yield for higher production

feasibility. However, we limit our reviews (in this Chapter) to the studies on the use of

metal catalysts in the literature with emphasis on the use of gold (Au), platinum (Pt),

and palladium (Pd), and any bimetallic form of Au/Pt/Pd for the oxidation of furfural

(in Section 2.3.1) and HMF (in Section 2.3.2 and 2.4).

2.3.1 Metal Catalytic & Support Effects in Furfural Oxidation into Furoic Acid

A survey of existing studies 37–41,43,62,63,69 indicates that the research focuses on

identifying catalysts that effectively transform furfural into furoic acid with a high

yield and good selectivity. Some of these studies include Bruno 73 investigation which

revealed the influence of Au-supported catalysts. In the study, it was confirmed that

the use of Au/HT (that is, hydrotalcite) support favored 78 % furoic acid yield and

more degradation. In contrast, Au/VPP (that is, vanadyl pyrophosphate) favored the

production of maleic acid (with 38 % yield) in base-free oxidation of furfural (as shown

in Figure 2- 6). With the use of MgO-based support for the Au catalyst, Ferraz et al. 66

obtained a better yield of 100 % for furoic (in the absence of base), different from the

finding made using HT and VPP support. Despite the high yield of furoic acid reported

for the use of MgO, leaching was the key challenge that accounted for its use in the

process.

(a) (b)

Figure 2- 6 (a) Experimental results comparing different times of reaction 2h (BR24) and 6h (BR36) with Au/HT3:1
(b) Effect of gold nanoparticle addition on the process. Reaction conditions: BR24 [Au/HT 3:1 (100mg), water
(20mL), t=2h]; BR36 [Au/HT 3:1 (100mg), water(20mL), t=6h]; BR31 [VPP(100mg), water(20mL), t=2h]; and BR32
[Au/VPP(100mg), water(20mL), t=2h] at mass of furfural=50mg, P=15bar, T=110C. [Source: Bruno73].
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Moreover, Douthwaite et al. 69 experimentally confirmed that the alloying of Au with

Pd supported by Mg(OH)2 was found to have improved furoic acid yield from 63.30 to

93.20 % in a base (NaOH). Another study by Kumar et al. 38 experimentally identified

an optimum yield of 81 % using alum-impregnated activated alumina in furoic acid

production. Using titanium silicate 43 leads to higher selectivity for maleic acid than

furoic acid. It was also established that the presence of an acid site on some support

like Zeolite-templated carbons (ZTC) could aid in suppressing undesired side reactions,

as reported by Papanikolaou et al. 41 for the use of Au/ZTC. The studies show that

catalyst support significantly impacts the catalytic activity, which agrees with similar

reports by Donoeva et al.74and other reports 39.

In another search to improve Au selectivity for the oxidation of furfural (FF) into furoic

acid (FA), Al-Rawas et al.40 explore the benefit of alloying Pt and Pd with Au/TiO2. The

study established that Au3Pd has shown the highest selectivity for furoic acid (FA),

while alloying Au with Pt favors better maleic acid (MA) selectivity. It is also found that

the improvement significantly depended on the metal ratios, similar to an earlier

study,68 which also showed the impact of the metal ratio. A recent study by Sadier et

al. 64 reported a 96 % furoic acid (FA) yield for using Ag/TiO2 in a base. However, the

recyclability study of the catalyst shows that catalyst activity easily deactivate due to

the drastic drop in its activity after three runs. The study further established the loss

of the activity to be associated with re-oxidation of the silver (Ag) particles.

Finally, there is a need to unravel more details on the activities of metals, especially

Au, in the catalysis of the furfural oxidation to furoic. It helps to unravel why lower

yield was obtained in the literature, especially in the report of Bruno favoring the

production of undesired products. The insight gained from such an investigation

would facilitate the design of a more effective and efficient catalyst.
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2.3.2 Metal Catalytic & Support Effects in the Oxidation of HMF to FDCA

Here, we present survey works showcasing the effect of different metals and their

catalyst support in the catalysis of the oxidation processes involved in the production

of FDCA on Au, Pt, and Pd. The findings are summarized in Table 2- 3 to Table 2- 5.

2.3.2.1 Gold (Au) in HMF oxidation: Catalytic and support effects

Several studies in the literature (in Table 2- 3) have highlighted the implications of

deploying several forms of metals in the oxidation process's catalysis for producing

valuable products from HMF.

Table 2- 3 Report of experimental studies on HMF oxidation studies using Au-catalyst [M=Metal, HT=hydrotalcite,
AC= Activated carbon or Charcoal, ZTC=ZTC replica of BETA zeolite (β-ZTC), VPP=vanadyl pyrophosphate (VO)2P2O7,
Cp = Sibunit carbon, FA = furoic acid, MFA = methyl-2-furoate, MA = maleic acid].

Ref Au Support Ratio Oxidant P (bar) Base
Used

T
(°C)

Time
(h)

X(HMF)
%

Y (FDCA) %

75 TiO2 150 air 10 NaOH 130 8 100 99
76 Al2O3 100 O2 3 NaOH 70 4 100 99
77 HT 40 O2 50

mL/min

Base
free

93 7 99 99

75 CeO2 640 Air 10 NaOH 130 5 100 96
78 CeO2 53 O2 5 Na2CO3 140 15 99 91
79 MgO 50 O2 16 Base

free
110 2 99 91

80 ZrO2 384 air 50 NaOH 125 5 100 89
81 TiO2-MgO 200 O2 3 NaOH 60 2 99 87(HMFCA)
82 TiO2 110 O2 3 NaOH 60 6 99 85
81 TiO2-CeO2 200 O2 3 NaOH 60 2 99 84(HMFCA)
81 AlOOH-S 200 O2 3 NaOH 60 2 100 80(HMFCA)
81 Cp 200 O2 3 NaOH 60 2 100 79(HMFCA)
83 SiO2 72 O2 10 NaHCO3 90 5 99 74
84 TiO2 100 O2 10 NaOH 30 18 100 71
85 TiO2 100 O2 3.4 NaOH 25 22 100 69
86 CeO2 100 O2 10 NaOH 70 4 100 52
71 AC 200 O2 3 NaOH 60 2 100 36
81 Cp 200 O2 3 NaOH 60 2 100 21
87 PVP-HT - O2 40

mL/min
Base
free

95 3 69 1

One of the works uses Au/MgO in HMF oxidation 79 , where a conversion of 99% and

FDCA yield of 91 % in the absence of base was obtained. Despite recording a lower

degradation, the result for oxidation showed that MgO support got leached. The
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leaching challenge makes catalyst recycling difficult. To address the challenge, the

author synthesis a composite made up of MgO-MgF2 to serve as a support of Au.

Using the composite resulted in less FDCA yield, with degradation accounted for in

carbon loss. In the presence of a base, a similar kind of higher effect (99 % conversion

and 91 % FDCA yield) was obtained for the use of Au/CeO2 catalyst78. Although there

is no report of leaching for using CeO2, but the toxicity of the basic environment is a

subject of concern. In oxidizing HMFCA to FDCA, the yield obtained for the use of

Au/MgO 78 (with leaching problem) and Au/CeO2
78 (in the basic environment) is

relatively higher than that obtained for using activated carbon (AC) support 71 that

yields 36 % FDCA (at 100 % conversion in a base); TiO2
84 that yields 71 % FDCA in a

base (at 100% conversion); and Cp (Sibunit carbon) support 81 with a yield of 21 % (at

100 % conversion in a basic environment). With different kinds of varying yields

reported for the use of other supports, it is essential to computationally explore

details on the activities of Au catalysis in the oxidation of HMF to acids to understand

better how it influences the reaction. It has been established that supports like MgO

79 and HT 77 , significantly influences the activity in a catalyst. And the like of such

supports used for the Au has shown a good yield. However, the catalyst has often

been reported to suffer the challenge of leaching.

Differently from the behavior of the previously used support for Au catalyst, the use

of ZrO2
88 resulted in the production of the new product, DMF, with a yield of 78.5 %.

The catalyst was found to have promoted the oxidative esterification route that led to

the new products. Tianqi et al. report further unravel that AC support promotes

hydroxyl oxidation to produce DFF. On the way, HT support promotes the aldehyde

oxidation to produce HMFCA. It shows that the support not only provides a good

surface area for the metal activities but also competes with its in influencing the

reaction route and product selectivity. Table 2- 3 further presents other parameters
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(operating conditions), the kind of materials used for catalyst synthesis, and other

details for our existing works on the deployment of pure Au in the oxidation of HMF.

The literature has largely established the significant impact of catalyst support choice,

as existing works (displayed in Figure 2- 7 and Figure 2- 8) have shown that the choice

has contributed to improving the Au’s catalytic activity on the surface. Some of these

influences include the kind of product distribution, conversion, yield, and other

parameters of the reaction kinetics. Many experimental studies have established the

Figure 2- 7 Experimental reports collated by Choudhary et
al.87 Study of the pure form and alloying effect of Au, Pd,
and Pt supported by PVP-HT in base-free oxidation (using
0.5mmol HMF, Catalyst (Metal load on HT is 1wt %;
70mg), 5mL water, 3h, 95°C, oxygen flow of 40mL/min,
with metal alloy ratio of 1:1. [Note that HMF conversion
(black bar), Yields of FDCA (red bar), FFCA (blue bar), and
HMFCA (gray bar)].

Figure 2- 8 Impact of pure Au and its alloy effect on
the catalysis of HMF oxidation using nNiO support
reported by Bonincontro et al. 87 at 90°C, 6h, 10 bar
O2, HMF/metal is = 100. [Note that HMF conversion
(Black bar), HMFCA yield (Red bar), FFCA yield (Blue
bar), FDCA yield (Green bar), and DFF yield (Gold
bar)].

impact of support alone on the reaction activities in the absence of the metal, but no

effects of unsupported metal activity on HMF oxidation have been reported

experimentally. However, the survey of the works in the literature indicates how

significant Au catalytic activities are faced with the degradation favoring the

production of HMFCA more than FDCA (the desired product) relative to other metals

(Pd and Pt), as shown in Figure 2- 7. There is a need to understand the influence of

the metal alone on the catalysis of the oxidation pathways leading to the acids (that is,

furoic acid and FDCA) using a computational approach. Such investigation would help

to unravel factors hindering the production of FDCA over Au. Moreover, leaching has
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also been identified as one of the major challenges reported for using some reducible

basic supports, like MgO, HT, and others, although they showed a higher yield.

2.3.2.2 Platinum (Pt) in HMF oxidation: Catalytic and support effects

The use of platinum (Pt) catalyst in the literature has been largely evaluated similarly

to the level of attention that the use of Au is also receiving. Similar to the report

obtained for the use of pure Au over a different range of supports, a good range of

support investigated in the literature for the use of the Pt is highly beneficial, resulting

in a yield ranging from 95 to 100 % FDCA with a good conversion in most of these

supports.

Table 2- 4 The existing experimental studies on the use of Pt in the oxidation of HMF to valuable products
[RGO=Reduced Graphene Oxide, GO = Graphene Oxide, CTF = covalent triazine framework, HT = hydrotalcite, CNT =
carbon nanotubes, AC or C = Activated carbon or Charcoal, PVP=poly (N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone), Cp = Sibunit carbon,
EDA = ethylenediamine, C-EDA = nitrogen-containing carbons EDA, Feed/Metal Ratio = F/M]

Ref Pt Support F/M Oxidant P
(bar)

Base Used T (°
C)

Time
(h)

X
(HMF)
%

Y
(FDCA)
%

89 110-Fe3O4

@C@Pt
24 O2 100

mL/min

Na2CO3 90 4 100 100

90 PVP-ACS-800 125 O2 10 Base free 110 5 100 100
91 NC-CeO2 163 O2 4 Base free 150 4 100 99
92 CNTs 100 O2 5 Base free 95 14 100 98
93 Dowex-Na resin 62 O2 20 Base free 120 22 100 98
94 Ce0.8Bi0.2O2-δ 200 O2 10 NaOH 23 0.5 100 98
95 C-O-Mg 50 O2 10 Base free 110 12 100 97
96 ZrO2-ALD-30 70 O2 4 Base free 100 12 100 97
92 HT 100 O2 5 Base free 95 14 100 97
97 CNT 200 O2 30 Base free 100 12 100 97
96 CeCP@Pt 50 O2 30

mL/min

NaOH 70 12 100 96

95 C-EDA-4.1 50 O2 10 Base free 110 12 100 96
94 α-Al2O3 43 O2 1 Na2CO3 140 12 96 96
92 GO 100 O2 5 Base free 95 14 100 95
98 TiO2 100 Air 40 Na2CO3 100 6 99 84
99 RGO 40 O2 50 NaOH 25 24 100 84
98 AC 100 Air 40 Na2CO3 100 6 100 69
87 PVP-HT - O2 40

mL/min

Base free 95 3 87 35

92 Al2O3 100 O2 5 Base free 95 14 94 26
94 CeO2 200 O2 10 NaOH 23 0.5 100 20
92 ZrO2 100 O2 5 Base free 95 14 81 8
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Moreover, Some of these supports are proven to be a good yield in the presence of a

base, while some are in the absence of a base. Some of those catalyst supports that

have positively influenced the catalytic activity of the Pt catalysts to include NC-CeO2

91 with 99 %; Dowex-Na Resin 92 with 98 %; CNT 97 , 92 with 97-98 %; 100-Fe3O4@C 89

with 97 %; HT 92 with 97 %; Al2O3
92 with 96 % in a base; GO 92 with 95 %; and many

others 90,95,96, whose details are presented in Table 2- 4.

Some of the other catalysts support that show lower yields include the use of AC 98

with a yield of 69% FDCA in a base; CeO2 in base yields 20 % FDCA 94 ; Al2O3 with a

yield of 26 % FDCA in the absence of a base; and ZrO2 with an 8 % yield of FDCA 92

Similar to reports 71 for the use of Au/AC (with 36 % FDCA yield), the use of pure AC

support for Pt 98 in the oxidation of HMF has also been proven to have a negatively

(with a yield of 69 %) impact on its activity in the oxidation of HMF into FDCA.

Moreover, the yield obtained for Pt/AC 98 in oxidizing HMF into FDCA was much better

than that obtained using Au/AC 71 , with both carried out in a base. In contrast, other

supports showed poorer yields for the FDCA production in the presence of the Pt

catalyst. And some of these supports, like CeO2, Al2O3, and ZrO2, were established in

the previous report (in Table 2- 4) to have positively influenced the yield of FDCA

when supporting Au-catalysts, unlike that of the Pt.

This implies that the impact of the support used in synthesizing a metallic catalyst

varies from one metal to the other. A good number of reports presented in Table 2- 4

for the use of Pt indicated that a good number of base-free oxidation over Pt-

supported catalysts showed a higher acid yield (furoic acid and FDCA), with a few

cases showing lower yields.
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2.3.2.3 Palladium (Pd) in HMF oxidation: Catalytic and support effects

A further survey of the findings reported on the use of pure palladium (Pd) catalysts

and how the choice of support materials in their synthesis has impacted the resulting

yield for the oxidation of HMF into valuable products reveals that a lot has been

reported. Out of which, a few sets of catalyst supports has been proven to be highly

efficient in promoting the Pd activity. Some of these few support materials include

Pd/PVP, which shows a 90 % FDCA yield 100 ; Pd/KF-Al2O3, which shows a 91 % FDCA

yield 100 ; Pd/ZrO2-La2O3 which shows a 90 % FDCA yield 100 ; Pd/HAP@Fe2O3 shows a

yield of 93 % FDCA 101 ; Pd/HT yields 100% FDCA 102 , and many other supports which

presented in Table 2- 5.

Table 2- 5 The existing experimental studies on the use of Pd in the oxidation of HMF to valuable products [Note:
CNT=carbon nanotubes, AC = Activated carbon, charcoal, or carbonaceous material, FLG = few-layers graphene,
CNF= carbon nanofibers, HPGSs = highly porous nitrogen- and phosphorus- co-doped graphene sheets, PVP = poly
(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone), PVP = polyvinylpyrrolidone, Cp = Sibunit carbon, M = Metal, F = Feed].

Ref Pd Support F/M
Ratio

Oxid-
ant

P (bar) Base
Used

T
(oC)

Time
(h)

X
(HMF)
%

Y
(FDCA)
%

102 HT 21 O2 100 mL/min Base free 100 8 100 100
103 CaMn2O4 25 O2 100 mL/min Base free 100 12 100 99
101 γ-Fe2O3@HAP-

Pd(0)
43 O2 30 mL/min K2CO3 100 6 97 93

100 KF-Al2O3 100 O2 1 NaOH 90 8 100 91
104 AC-Fe2O3 56 O2 1 K2CO3 80 4 98 91
100 PVP 100 O2 1 NaOH 90 6 100 90
100 ZrO2 -La2O3 100 O2 1 NaOH 90 8 100 90
105 C@Fe3O4 27 O2 20 mL/min K2CO3 80 6 99 87
106 FLG 83 O2 5 K2CO3 160 5 100 85
107 AC 16 O2 20 mL/min K2CO3 140 30 100 85
108 HPGSs 60 O2 500 mL/min NaOH 50 6 100 83
103 CaMn3O6 25 O2 100 mL/min Base free 100 12 100 79
100 Al2O3 100 O2 1 NaOH 90 8 100 78
85 AC 150 O2 7 NaOH 70 4 100 71
103 Ca2Mn3O8 25 O2 100 mL/min Base free 100 12 100 70
106 CNF 83 O2 5 K2CO3 160 5 100 70
106 CNT 83 O2 5 K2CO3 160 5 100 60
103 CaMnO3 25 O2 100 mL/min Base free 100 12 100 59
81 Cp 200 O2 3 NaOH 60 2 99 55
100 TiO2 100 O2 1 NaOH 90 8 100 52
81 AlOOH-S 200 O2 3 NaOH 60 2 97 50
87 PVP-HT - O2 40 mL/min Base free 95 3 87 35
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However, the catalyst supports that showed lower yields for using Pd include PVP-HT

yielded 35 % FDCA; AlOOH-S showed a yield of 50 % FDCA; TiO2, with a 52 % FDCA

yield 100 , and CNT, with a yield of 60 % FDCA 106 . The yield obtained for the use of

Pt/TiO2
98 in the oxidation of HMF into FDCA showed a higher yield of 84 % FDCA

unlike that case of Pd/TiO2
100 which was reported to be 52 % yield, with both cases in

a base.

The survey reveals that some metal activities in catalysis could strongly influence the

reaction output more than the support effect, like the case of Pt/TiO2, unlike the case

of Pd/TiO2, where a lower yield would obtain. It was also identified that using

reducible supports like HT and others has strongly influenced the higher FDCA yield

obtained on Pd-supported catalysts.

2.3.3 Key remarks on the catalytic and support material effects

The use of platinum catalysts has been largely reported to be effective, with higher

conversion and selectivity compared to the use of palladium and gold-supported

catalyst. The catalyst supports have also been established to influence the catalysis of

the reaction progresses in the oxidation of the furfural and HMF into acid. In an

absence base, the non-basic support materials have largely shown lower acid yield

with a production of undesired products. The basic support materials have generally

shown a better yield and selectivity for acid during oxidation, but those supports are

not stable in the solution that is increasingly acidic with the generation of carboxylic

acid which favors leaching in the process. It is, therefore, vital to investigate how to

improve Au activity and selectivity for acid using non-basic support that cannot be

exposed to leaching.
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2.4 Alloying effects in the catalysis of furfural and HMF oxidation

The previous section established the efforts of the research works on the promotion

of pure metal usage in the oxidation of furfural and HMF (Where the impact of how

their supports influences their yields were reported). However, other research tends

to give further attention to exploring the metal alloying effect on the catalysis of the

oxidation processes in transforming the furfural and HMF oxidation into valuable

products. Details of some findings reported in the literature on using Au-alloys, Pt-

alloys, and Pd-alloys are reviewed from the existing reports.

Table 2- 6 Report of experimental studies on Furfural (FF) and HMF oxidation studies using Au-alloys [CNT=carbon
nanotubes, ZOC = Zinc hydroxycarbonate, AC= Activated carbon or Charcoal, nNiO=Nanosized-NiO, PECN =
hydrophilic mesoporous ionic copolymer,, IRA-734 = commercial IX resin Amberlite, Feed/Metal = F/M].

Ref Au
Promo-
ter

Support F/M Oxid
-ant

P (bar) Base Used T
(°C)

Time
(h)

X
(HMF)
%

Y
(FDCA)
%

111 Pd La-
CaMgAl-
LDH

68 O2 5 Base free 100 4 100 99

70 Pd nNiO 100 O2 10 Base free 90 14 100 99
112 Pd PECN 100 O2 1 K2CO3 90 12 100 99
113 0.33Cu TiO2 100 O2 10 NaOH 95 4 100 99
114 Pd ZOC 100 O2 3 NaHCO3 80 4 99 99
115 Cu TiO2 100 O2 10 NaOH 95 4 100 95
71 Pd AC 200 O2 3 NaOH 60 2 100 95
44 Pd CNT 100 O2 5 Base free 100 18 100 91
67 Pd IRA-743 100 air 10 Na2CO3 100 4 100 93
116 (3/7)Ag ZrO2 100 Air 10 NaOH 120 5 100 75
71 Pt AC 200 O2 3 NaOH 60 2 100 62
116 (1/9)Ag ZrO2 100 Air 10 NaOH 120 5 100 31
116 (5/5)Ag ZrO2 100 Air 10 NaOH 120 5 100 29
87 Pd PVP-HT - O2 40 mL/min Base free 95 3 33 29
87 Pt PVP-HT - O2 40 mL/min Base free 95 3 69 21
116 (7/3)Ag ZrO2 100 Air 10 NaOH 120 5 100 10
116 (9/1)Ag ZrO2 100 Air 10 NaOH 120 5 100 1

2.4.1 Au-alloy effects on the catalysis of furfural and HMF oxidation

Some of the reported alloys for Au include AuPd, AuPt, AuAg, AuCu, and many others

44,67,71,81,109,110 summarized in Table 2- 6. A Survey of the impact of these Au alloys on

the catalysis of the oxidation processes studied by Churchil et al. 67 work which
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confirmed a yield of 93 % FDCA using AuPd/IRA-743 in a base; Danilo et al. 70

confirmed 99 % FDCA yield for AuPd/nNiO; Alberto et al. 71 confirms 95 % FDCA yield

in a base; and many other works 112 . This confirms that the use of AuPd alloy for the

oxidation of HMF into FDCA has been reported to have shown a good FDCA yield

better than using some pure Au-supported catalysts. Although some of these works

that deployed AuPd alloys largely use base in their oxidation processes with only a

few works, consider the use of base-free ones.

The use of the Au-alloys has shown 62 % FDCA yield using AuPt/AC in a base 71 ; 75%

FDCA yield using AuPd/ZrO2 with base in 3:7 ratio116; and AuCu/TiO2 in a base 95-99%

FDCA 113,115 . A smaller ratio of Pd or Cu in the Au-alloy was demonstrated to have

shown better FDCA yield in the oxidation of HMF, unlike a higher ratio. The effect of

alloying Pd and Pt with Au/AC was found to have reduced degradation and yielded

95 % and 62 % FDCA, respectively, compared to using a pure metal, Au/AC, which

shows a lower yield (36 %).

2.4.2 Pt-alloy effects on the catalysis of furfural and HMF oxidation

A few of the research works that investigated the use of Pt-alloys in the catalysis of

furfural and HMF oxidation into valuable products are presented in Table 2- 7.

Table 2- 7 The existing experimental studies on the use of pt in the oxidation of furfural and HMF to valuable
products [Note: AC= Activated carbon or Charcoal, FA=Furoic acid, Feed/metal = F/M].

Ref Cat. Support Feed
type

F/
M

Oxid-
ant

P
(bar)

Base
Used

T (°
C)

Time
(h)

X
(HMF)
%

Y
(FDCA)
%

98 PtBi AC HMF 100 Air 40 Na2CO3 100 6 100 99
98 PtBi TiO2 HMF 100 Air 40 Na2CO3 100 6 99 99
117 PtPb AC FF - O2 5 mL/s NaOH 65 1 93 89 (FA)
87 PtPd PVP-HT HMF - O2 40

mL/min

Base
free

95 3 81 47

This includes Hichan et al., 98 whose attempt to alloyed Bi with Pt goes a long way to

improving the FDCA production with a yield of 99 % in a base. The authors 98 further
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established that no significant difference in yield and conversion was obtained for

using AC or TiO2 in support PtBi alloy due to similar yield reported for supports.

In the presence of a base, Verdeguer et al. 117 further explored the impact of alloying

Pt with Pb (using charcoal (AC) as the support in the catalyst matrix) in the oxidation

of furfural into furoic acid. Findings from study 117 indicate that the PtPb/AC yielded

89 % (at 93 % conversion) furoic acid. This reveals that the introduction of Pb and Bi in

Pt/AC has significantly improved its FDCA yield from 69 % (Pt/AC) to 89 % (PtPd/AC)

and 99 % (PtBi/AC), respectively, in the catalysis of HMF oxidation.

2.4.3 Pd-alloy effects on the catalysis of furfural and HMF oxidation

Some of the Pd-based alloys (in Table 2- 8) explored in the literature include PdAu 81 ,

PdPt-PVP 87 , PdNi0.9Pd0.1
118 , PdBiTe, 119 and many other alloys. One of the Pd-alloy is

the PdAu that was investigated by German et al., whose introduction of Au into the

Pd catalyst matrix significantly appreciated the FDCA yield from 54 % (on Pd only) to

74 % on the alloy (as shown in Figure 2- 9).

Figure 2- 9 A production-time plot for FDCA showing the effect of Sibunit (Cp) support treatments in HMF oxidation
on Pd-Au catalysts using 0.15 M HMF (H2O, 0.15 L), NaOH/HMF = 2, T = 60 °C, P(O2) 3 atm, R = 200. (Source: German
et al.81)
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Further evaluation of the support impact or influence on the catalytic performance of

the catalyst was seen to have improved with the replacement of Sibunit carbon (Cp)

support with Cp-NH4OH (81 % FDCA yield) in a base. Whereas the alloyed of the Pd

Table 2- 8 The existing experimental studies on using Pd in the oxidation of furfural and HMF to valuable products
[Note: HT=hydrotalcite, AC= Activated carbon or Charcoal, PVP = polyvinylpyrrolidone, Cp = Sibunit carbon,
Feed/metal = F/M].

Ref Pd
Promo-
ter

Support Feed
type

F/M Oxid-
ant

P
(bar)

Base
Used

T
(oC)

Time
(h)

X
(HMF)
%

Y
(FDCA)
%

87 Pt-PVP HT HMF 75 O2 40
mL/min

Base
free

95 11.5 100 100

119 Bi-Te AC HMF 100 O2 1 KOH 50 6 100 95
118 Ni0.9Pd0.

1

Nil HMF 20 Air Nil Na2CO3 80 4 100 86

81 Au Cp-
NH4OH

HMF 200 O2 3 NaOH 60 6 99 81

81 Au Cp-
HNO3

HMF 200 O2 3 NaOH 60 6 99 74

81 Au Cp HMF 200 O2 3 NaOH 60 6 99 71

with Pt-PVP on HT support results in a yield of 100 % in the absence of base. Other

works confirm a yield of 95 % FDCA for using PdNi0.9Pd0.1
118 , and 86 % yield for using

PdBiTe 119 on AC support. They indicate that trimetallic alloys can also aid in improving

the catalytic performance of metal, like the case of PdNi0.9Pd0.1 118.

The survey of works done reveals that the introduction of Au in Pd/Cp(German et al.,

2021) (PdAu/Cp) and Bi and Te in Pd (PdBiTe/AC) significantly improves the FDCA yield

obtained from the oxidation process. The catalyst support and the kind of treatment

were established that have also affected the selectivity and yield for FDCA, in line with

the reported works in the literature. No report was found for the base-free oxidation

using an alloy-based catalyst.

2.4.4 Key remarks on the alloying effects

The survey of work reveals that significant attention is given to the experimental

investigation of the Au alloy effect on the catalysis of HMF oxidation into FDCA

compared to Pt and Pd. The lesser attention (with few reports in the literature) given
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to the study of the alloying effect on Pt and Pd could be due to good activities

reported for using their pure form compared to that of Au. Moreover, the alloying of

metal with a new one has been demonstrated to have significantly improved the yield

of FDCA from the oxidation of HMF across the Au, Pt, and Pd. It was also shown that

with the use of an alloy-based catalyst in oxidation, the support effect on the catalysis

of the reaction is observed. However, the impact of introducing new metal in the

catalyst matrix has yielded varying outputs. This insight suggests the use of extra care

in screening the metals before considering them for alloying another one. The use of

a computational approach can help aid the screening metals of the alloys for existing

metals to improve their catalytic activity in oxidation while inhibiting the degradation

activities on the catalyst surface.

2.5 Theoretical Study for the Roles of Metals & their Alloys

Here, the reports of existing works on the deployment of theoretical approaches in

the search for an innovative idea for the synthesis or design of high-performance

metal-based catalysts are presented in this section. The survey of the literature

includes both alloys and pure metals. The earlier section of this report presents the

existing findings on deploying a computational approach to design better catalysts for

the oxidation of different biomass derivatives (such as sugars, alcohols, furan-based

compounds, and many others). The later part of the report presents existing works on

the use of Au, Pt, and Pd (including any alloy of such metals) in the oxidation of

furfural and HMF into valuable products such as furoic acid, FDCA, and any others.

2.5.1 Catalysis of the oxidizing wide range of biomass derivatives on metals

With the use of the DFT (GGA/PBE) calculation method, Li et al. 18 show that the yield

(50 % tartaric acid) obtained experimentally for the alloying of the Pt with Au on TiO2

in the oxidation of glucose was found to be a function of the synergistic activity of Pt

and Au on the catalyst surface created by alloying of Au with Pt. The Pt-Au alloy on
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the TiO2 contributed to influencing the kinetics of the C-H and C-C cleavage reaction

in the oxidation process. Caglar et al.20 further investigation into PtAu/TiO2 catalysis of

glucose oxidation confirms that the interaction of the surface hydroxyl (xOH)

interaction with glucose was much better on the Pt site than Au and DFT (B3LYP). This

was contrary to the report of Amaniampong et al. 19 and Gu et al.109 , which confirms

that the presence of surface xOH aid in easing oxidation processes. Gu et al. 109

demonstrated the impact of surface xOH in the oxidation of ethanol into ethanoic

acid on Au and Pt to be advantageous using DFT-dDsC (GGA/PBE) shown in Figure

2- 10(a). The study established the benefits of alloying Au with Pt in the oxidation

process. And it confirmed the oxidation in the presence of water (generating xOH) to

benefit the process. The author 120 unraveled that the co-adsorption of xO and xOH

could facilitate the production of carbon dioxide from xCOOH, unlike HCOOx, which

was found to be more challenging. The works of Gu et al.109 (shown in Figure 2- 10b),

Amaniampong et al.19, Wang & Liu121 and Scaranto & Mavrikakis120, and many others

works were able to establish the significance of having water present in the base-free

oxidation, especially for the surface like Au and its alloys.

(a)
(b)

Figure 2- 10 The profiles showing (a) the water oxidation over Au and Pt, (b) the ethanol oxidation over Au alloyed
with Pt in presence of water, where dash line represent basic while straight line represented neutral pH. (Source:
Gu et al.109 report)
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Other works’ findings for investigating alloying metal with another on the catalysis of

the oxidation process are presented in Table 2- 10 (for the use of alloys). One of the

works that investigated the alloy effects include, Monyoncho et al. 122 , which

evaluated the electrocatalysis influence of Pd3Au, Pt3Au, and Pt3Ga in promoting

ethanol oxidation into carbon dioxide and hydrogen using DFT (GGA/PBE). From this,

it was confirmed that none of the alloys evaluated were found to be promising.

Similarly, Wang & Liu 121 and Scaranto & Mavrikakis 120 further computationally

investigated the feasibility of synthesizing carbon dioxide and hydrogen from formic

acid oxidation. Wang & Liu 121 showed that Pt(111) in water, the C-H barrier was one

higher barrier hindering the reaction progress, but with the increased appearance of

formate coverages, formic acid oxidation go accelerated in the presence of an electric

field. In agreement with the report of Wang & Liu 121 that C-H scission is difficult on

Pt(111), the report of Scaranto & Mavrikakis 120 similarly indicated that the HCOO-H

scission, which confirms to be easier than H-COOH on Pd(111).

Monyoncho et al. 120 unraveled that the co-adsorption of xO and xOH could facilitate

the production of carbon dioxide from xCOOH, unlike HCOOx, which was found to be

more challenging. The works of Gu et al.27 (shown in Figure 2- 10b), Amaniampong et

al.19, Wang & Liu121 and Scaranto & Mavrikakis120, and many others works were able

to establish the significance of having water present in the base-free oxidation,

especially for the surface like Au and its alloys.
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Table 2- 9 Other biomass derivative oxidation processes investigated using metals only in DFT calculation.

Ref Code Method Metals Feedstock Product Findings made
123 GWAP PAW / BEEF

/ vdW
Au(111) Alcohol

(Ethanol)
Acetald-
ehyde

The molecular oxygen
activation was assisted by
a hydrogen-bond-donor
species (ethanol). This led
to hydrogen abstraction
from the bond donor to
form an xOOH
intermediate, followed by
its facile dissociation.

124 VASP PAW /
PW91

Au(111),
Au(511),
Au-rod,
Au38

Alcohol
(Ethanol)

Aldehydes Oxidative
dehydrogenation of
alcohol into carbonyl
compounds is structure
dependent and the
activity of the Au site
accessible would be
subject to its CN. The
higher the CN, the lower
the Au activity.

27 VASP PAW / PBE /
dDsC

Au (111),
and Pt
(111)

Ethanol Ethanoic
acid

The important role played
by water for OH
generation in oxidation
was demonstrated to be
significant, and the
benefit of alloy Pt with Au
was confirmed to be
impressive for oxidation
rate improvement.

120 DACAPO Ultrasoft
Vanderbilt
Pseudopote
ntials /
PW91

Pd (111) Formic acid Carbon
dioxide,
hydrogen
gas

HCOO-H scission is easier
than H-COOH scission on
Pd (111). Also, further
breaking of HCOO is more
challenging than COOH.
However, co-adsorption of
O and OH aided CO2

production from COOH,
unlike HCOO, which was
still difficult.

121 SIESTA Troullier-
Martins
norm-
conservin
Pseudopote
ntials / PBE

Pt (111) Formic acid Carbon
dioxide,
hydrogen
gas

C-H bond breaking was
found to be of high
barrier (1eV). Moreover,
the increased appearance
of formate coverage
accelerates formic acid
oxidation in the presence
of an electric field & water
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31 VASP PAW / PBE /
vdW

Pt (111) MeOH, EtOH,
1-PrOH, 2-
PrOH, & 2-
BuOH

Valuable
products

Pt showed insignificant
impact on the surface
activity with/without
water.

125 Quantum
Espresso

Ultrasoft
pseudopote
ntials
(USPP) /
PBE /
empirical
Grimme-D3
method

Au/TiO2 Methanol Valuable
products

Rate-determining step
(RDS) was identified as
methoxy oxidation.

35 DMol3 /
Material
Studio

Double
Numerical
Plus
Polarization
(DNPP) /
PBE / vdW -
Grimme-D2
method

Pt(111) Glycerol Tartronic
& glyceric
acid

The stable glyceric acid
promotes the cracking of
the C-C bond resulting in
lower selectivity for
desired products.
Promoters like Cu and Co
were suggested to
present C-C bond
cracking, leading to
glycolic acid production
instead of tartronic acid.

126 VASP PAW / PBE
with plane
wave

Au(111) Methanol Formald-
ehyde &
other
valuables

Sufficiency of surface
oxygen, the slab in
methanol oxidation was
critical to influencing
product distribution (in
the absence of water)

127 Gaussian MO6 / 6-
31++G
(d,p),
LANDL2DZ
for metals

Au8
-

(Cluster
model)

Methanol Formic
acid

RDS is the 1st step (H
abstraction of methoxy
species).

20 Gaussian B3LYP / 6-
31G(d,p),
LANDL2DZ
for metals

Au and Pt
(Cluster
model)

Glucose Valuable
products

Interaction of the glucose
with surface OH was
stronger on Pt than Au via
thermodynamic analysis
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Table 2- 10 Other biomass derivative oxidation processes investigated using alloys in DFT calculation.

Ref Code Method Metals Feedstock Product Findings made
27 VASP PAW / PBE /

dDsC
Au-Pt Alcohol

(ethanol)
Carboxylic
acid

O2 activation in a base
shows a lower energy
barrier than a neutral one
on Au, but the reverse was
the case of Pt. Au-alloyed
with Pt yield better
properties.

128 DMol3 Localized
double-
numerical
quality basis set
with
polarization
functions (DNP)
/ PBE

Au-Pd
(111), Au-
Pd (100)

Alcohol
(methanol)

Formal-
dehyde

The study finds an unusual
O2 activation via an OOH
route in place of direct
dissociation on Au–Pd
catalysts (i.e., Pd aids co-
adsorption of xO2 & xCH3OH
to yield *OOH). Which
enhanced its activity and
selectivity.

129 DMOL DFT Semi-core
Pseudopots
(DSPP) / PBE /
Grimme’s D3
approach

Pd (111),
PdZn (110)

Ethanol Ethanoic
acid

The addition of Zn to the Pd
slab enables the surface to
have two sites with a good
affinity for OH and ethanol
compared to a pure Pd slab
in the presence electric
field.

122 VASP PAW / PBE Pd3Au
(100),
Pt3Au(100),
Pt3Ga(100)

Ethanol Carbon
dioxide

The study was not able to
identify a promising
electrocatalyst for the
process.

130 VASP PAW / PBE /
Grimme’s D3
approach

Pt (111),
Pd, Au

Ethanol Valuable
product

Pt(111), Pt/Pd(111),
Pt/Au(111), and Pd/Pt(111)
were confirmed to have
improved adsorption
characteristics and good
prospective catalysts for
oxidizing ethanol.

131 VASP PAW / PBE /
dDsC

AuCu/CeO2 Fatty
alcohol
ethoxylates

Alkyl
ether
carboxylic
acids

Higher Cu atoms’ density
over-stabilizes the
intermediates, leading to a
higher energetic span
compared to pure metals
and low Cu-alloy, indicating
that the isolation or
dispersal of Cu on the Au-Cu
alloy would facilitate
catalysis.

18 CASTEP PBE with plane
wave

Pt(111)

PtAu(111)

Glucose Tartaric
acid

The additional defect
created on Pt with the
introduction of Au on it
alters the kinetics involved
in the oxidation process.

17 Gaussian B3LYP / 6-
31G(d,p) /
LANDL2DZ for
metals

Au, Cu, Ni,
Pd, Pt and
Zn

Glucose glucono-
lactone

Cu, Au, and Pt supported by
graphene were found to be
more effective in the
presence of an electric field.
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49 DMOL Density
functional
semicore
pseudopotential
(DSPP) / PBE

PtPd (111) Methanol Formic
acid

Adding Pd to Pt was
demonstrated to have
improved catalyst efficiency
and reduced CO poisoning.

Contrary to the works that have shown the importance of water to the oxidation

process on Au-catalyst, Li et al. 31 have established that the oxidation of alcohols such

as methanol, ethanol, propanol, 2-propanol and 2-butanol to valuable products on

Pt(111) in water result to no any different with its absence in the process. This implies

that the presence of water in the oxidation processes on the Pt surface has no

significant impact on its catalytic characteristics (or behavior). Which was similar to

the Gu et al. 27 report that shows poor Pd’s affinity for xOH (obtainable from water

oxidation) compared to Pd alloyed with Zn, which displayed a better affinity for the xO

due to the presence of Zn on the slab in the simulation. These different metals’

behavior reported for the presence of water and their affinity for surface xOH implies

that there is no global relationship or interaction mode for the surface xOH with all

kinds of metals or alloys. Other computational studies on the catalytic oxidation of

biomass derivatives into valuable products presented in Table 2- 9 and Table 2- 10

include the oxidation of glucose into glucono-lactone; methanol into formaldehyde;

ethanol, and methanol to other useful materials on different metals and some alloys

17,125,130.

2.5.2 Catalysis of furfural and HMF oxidation on metals

Among the studies that deployed the density functional theory (DFT) calculation to

computationally explored the mechanism involved in the aerobic oxidation of furfural

and HMF into FDCA is Lei et al.132 work. With DFT (GGA-PBE), this work132 established

that Pd facets have varying impacts on HMF oxidation. Where it was confirmed that

Pd(111) facet showed a better catalytic influence for the oxidation of the alcohol

group (of HMF), unlike the Pd(100) that favor that of the aldehyde groups. Moreover,

Lei et al. study 132 reveals a lower energy barrier for the transformation of HMFCA’s
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alcohol function into FFCA (aldehyde) on Pd(111) than Pd(100), as shown in Figure

2- 11. The study 132 further showed that oxidation of the O-H bond in HMFCA is

relatively easier than the C-H bond on both Pd facets due to relatively lower energy

barrier obtained for O-H than the C-H bond. This implies that HMFCA feasibly oxidizes

to FFCA via its O-H bond rather than C-H. In general, the barrier obtained for Pd(100)

was found to be higher than for Pd(111). The analysis of reaction barriers and

energies in the mechanism shows that the reaction barrier exhibits a direct

relationship with the reaction energies, except for the alcohol (O-H) oxidation step in

HMFCA, which was slightly different. Pd(111) would be more effective in catalyzing

the oxidation of HMFCA to FFCA than Pd(100).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2- 11 (a) Energy profile showing the oxidation of HMFCA to FFCA on Pd (111) and Pd (100), (b)
Geometrical Structure of the intial state (IS), transition state (TS), and final state (FS). (Source: Lei et al.132 report)
Note: HMFCA(g) = HMFCA before adsorption, HMFCA* = adsorbed HMFCA, HMFCA-H* = product of oxidizing O-
H of HMFCA, and FFCA* = product of oxidizing C-H of HMFCA.
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Following the previous experimental findings on the impact of support on the

catalytic properties of the catalyst, Yang et al.103 using the DFT (GGA-PW91) method,

the author explored the reducibility of CaxMnyOz surface when supporting Pd. From

this, it was shown that the order of reducibility (using their reduction temperature)

was CaMn2O4 (396 oC) > CaMn3O6 (430 oC) > Ca2Mn3O8 (438 oC) > CaMnO3 (472 oC),

which was confirmed to have shown good agreement with H2-TPR experiment103. The

study further establishes that surfaces with a lower coordination number and longer

M-O bond showed higher reducibility 103 . The report further reveal that CaMnO3

displayed the least the reducibility among the CaxMnyOz surfaces, showing the highest

reduction temperature, while CaMn2O4 show the least reduction temperature.

Reverse order was the case of the oxidizability trend (CaMn2O4 (510 oC) < CaMn3O6

(426 oC) < Ca2Mn3O8 (376 oC) < CaMnO3 (362 oC) using their oxidation temperature) of

the CaxMnyOz surfaces, which agreed with O2-TPO experiment103.

Moreover, the Liaoi et al. 133 study for using Pdx/MnO2 confirmed that the use of Pd

single site (Pd1/MnO2) showed better binding affinity and more accessible activation

pathways for the HMF oxidation compared to the use of Pd13/MnO2(1110). Pd1/MnO2

showed a lower oxygen vacancy formation energy (-0.21 eV) than Pd13/MnO2 (1.78

eV). Liao et al. study133 further reveal why more oxygen vacancies were reported from

the XPS and O2-TPD analysis, showing that an atomic Pd would favor more oxygen

vacancy formation on Pd/MnO2 than Pd13/MnO2. Findings from study133 indicated that

the atomic dispersion of Pd not only increases the atomic efficiency but also

maximizes metal-support interactions and effectivity tuning of the electronic

properties (which do result in better catalytic performance). To further understand

the influence of Pd(111) in furfural conversion, Vassil et al.36 also use DFT (PBE-D3) to

evaluate the furfural transformation into valuable products (furan, furfuryl alcohol
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(FAL) and 2-methyl furan(MF)) on a Pd(111) slab. Findings from study 36 indicate that

it would favor the production of furan and CO more than MF and FAL.

Some studies investigated the role of other metals influencing the catalysis of furfural

and HMF oxidation processes. The use of CdS was explored by Afrox et al. 134 in the

oxidation of HMF into FFCA using DFT (LDA) method. Afrox et al. 134 evaluated the

binding energies of HMF with the CdS surface, exploring the facet (111) and (001).

Results from the author 134 studies reveal binding energies of 12.58 kcal/mol

(nanosheet) for CdS (111) and 43.92 kcal/mol (nanorod) for CdS(001), which

correlated well with the experimental yield obtained as 65 % and 90 %, FFCA

respectively, despite the low precision of LDA relative to other the use of other

functionals. The findings from Afrox et al. 134 reports further indicate that the

adsorption or binding energies of a feedstock can be used as a catalyst descriptor for

the prediction of the catalytic capacities or performance.

With the use of DFT (GGA/PBE-D3), other reports (in Figure 2- 12) on the use of Pt

catalyst, like Liu et al. 135 , computationally predict the presence of oxygen gas on the

surface aid in lowering barriers on Pt. Study135 further reveals that the use of Pt(100)

favors the formation of xOH on the surface more than Pt (111) and that Pt(100)

promotes liquid-phase oxidation in the transformation of furfural (FF) into furoic acid

(FA). Zhen et al. 136 further reveal that the negatively-charged Pt site on Pt-catalyst-

supported by MgO in the oxidation of furfural (FF) into furoic acid (FA) served as the

intrinsic active site. The site aid in oxidizing FF via the adsorption of the C=O bond and

oxygen activation136 .

Also, Gong et al.37 use DFT to study electrocatalytic means of oxidizing furfural in the

presence of Pt (111) and show that selectivity to FA was high. The study also

predicted the use of Pt to be prone to side reactions (degradation) to other products,
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Table 2- 11. DFT studies on the oxidation of FF and HMF oxidation to produce valuable products using solid
catalysts

Ref Software
Used

DFT Catalyst
Studied

Feed
type

Material
Produced

Key findings made

134 Quantum

ESPRESSO

LDA CdS HMF FFCA HMF firmly binds to CdS. The
CdS(111) and CdS(001) with a
binding energy of -12.58kcal/mol
(nanosheet) and -43.92kcal/mol
(nanorod) correlate with the expt
FFCA yield obtained as 65 % and
90 %, respectively.

132 VASP PAW
/ PBE

Pd(111)

Pd(100)

HMF FDCA Pd(111) facet exhibited better
catalytic behavior in the oxidation
of the alcohol group, while
Pd(100) performed effectively in
the oxidation of aldehyde groups,
where Pd(111) showed a lower
barrier for alcohol oxidation
(HMFCA to FFCA) than Pd(100)
facets.

36 VASP PBE-
D3

Pd(111) FF FAL,
furan, 2-
methyl
furan

It shows that furfural and furfuryl
alcohol would easily undergo
decarbonylation to furan and CO.

136 VASP PAW /
PBE-
D3

Pt/MgO FF Furoic
acid

The negatively-charged Pt site
serves as the intrinsic active site,
which aids in facilitating furfural
oxidation via the unique
adsorption of the C=O bond and
activation of O2.

135 VASP PAW /
PBE

Pt(100)
Pt(111)

HMF FDCA O2 presence on the surface
significantly lowers the barrier
compared to a clean surface.
Pt(100) was showed produces
more xOH due to the stronger
bond it has for O2 and lowers the
barrier for xOH production
compared to Pt(111). Other
findings also indicated that Pt(100)
favors the liquid-phase oxidation
process.

133 VASP PBE /
PAW

Pd-MnO2

(1110)

Pd13-MnO2

(1110)

HMF FDCA The Pd single site has a stronger
binding affinity and an easier
activation path for HMF than other
Pd13-MnO2(1110). Pd-MnO2

showed a lower oxygen vacancy
formation energy (−0.21 eV) than
Pd13/MnO2 (1.78 eV). Suggesting
the atomic dispersion of Pd to be
highly beneficial for better
catalytic performance
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103 VASP PW91 Pd/CaxMnyO
z

HMF FCDA With the use of oxygen vacancy
formation energy as the
reducibility of surface lattice
oxygen descriptor, the order of the
reducibility of the surfaces was
found to be CaMn2O4 > CaMn3O6 >
Ca2Mn3O8 > CaMnO3, which was in
agreement with the H2-TPR
experiment results. Where it was
identified that surfaces with lower
coordination numbers and longer
M-O bond lengths displayed the
highest reducibility.

such as succinic acid. Mark et al. 137 explore possible pathways leading to the

degradation of furanic compounds into other low molecular weight compounds over

Pt (111), where the presence of O2 on Pt was observed to facilitate their oxidation

into CO2 and other smaller furanic compounds. Pt (111) in furfural oxidation facilitates

the C-C scission leading to the production of smaller furanic compounds.

Figure 2- 12 Energy profiles for water oxidation in the presence of oxygen on Pt(100) and Pt(111). (Source: Liu et
al.135 reports).

Moreover, Vorotnikov et al. 36 also predicted the reaction of the furfural into furan

and carbon monoxide in the presence of Pd (111). The study 36 established that the

production of furan and CO would be more feasible on Pd(111) than the production
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of furfuryl alcohol (FAL) and methyl furan (MF). The report of Mark et al. 137 and

Vorotnikov et al.36 confirms that using pure Pt and Pd for the oxidation of furfural into

furoic acid would not be efficient due to their promotion of several degradation

pathways on their surface. Other studies, such as by Jenness et al. 138 showed the

kinetics involved in furfural conversion to other valuable materials like 2-methyl furan

(MF) over RuO2(110). The author138 identified the rate-determining step (RDS) as the

scission of the side chain’s C-O bond. However, there is a need to investigate further

the factors promoting degradation during the oxidation of furfural on metals,

especially Au.

2.5.3 Key remarks on the theoretical studies

The survey of the existing works in the literature that computationally investigate the

oxidation of several biomass derivatives, especially the alcohols. The literature has

primarily investigated the oxidation of alcohols like methanol, ethanol, glycerol, and

many others over Au, Pt, and Pd, limited computational studies evaluated the

oxidation of furfural and HMF on metals. Most furfural and HMF studies focus on

investigating the use of Pt and Pd. With no report on the impact of Au in the catalysis

of furfural and HMF oxidation, despite the low yield and poor selectivity reported in

some existing experimental studies, which needs insight for redesigning the Au

catalyst for improved performance. It is, therefore, essential to investigate the factors

promoting the production of undesired products via the identification of degradation

routes feasible on Au during the oxidation of furfural and HMF.

2.6 Summary, Key Research Problem, Objectives & Study Strategy

2.6.1 Summary of Existing Findings Made in the Literature

The literature survey has revealed the impact of the different pure metals, their

supports, and alloy effects. Some of the metals recording lower yield during the

oxidation of either furfural or HMF as a result of the degradation holding on their
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surfaces (Au, Pt, and Pd) were reported to have been improved via the use of

replacement of support, and some via the approach of alloying the metal with a new

metal (promoter). The ratio has also been a serious subject of alloying effect research

works reviewed in the literature. The report of computational studies for the

oxidation of furfural so far is generally found to be much lower than that of the HMF

oxidation, especially for the use of metal-based catalysts. However, there needs to

explore details of the mechanism involved in the oxidation of furfural into furoic acid

on metals like Au, which is fairly reported in the literature, unlike Pt and Pd. And the

exploration of the possible factors or paths promoting the degradation of the furfural

oxidation intermediates and furoic acid on Au.

Figure 2- 13 The trend of research work exploring the HMF and FDCA from 2000 to 2019 reported by Hameed et
al. 139

The review unravels that many experimental studies have been carried out on using

metals (Au, Pd, and Pt) in the catalysis of HMF oxidation. With the majority being base

oxidation and a few of them being base-free. These studies reported include metals

and their alloys. Many of these studies have focused mainly on other valuable

products other than FDCA. With the shift in the chemical industries 5 toward a
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greener process, FDCA is gradually receiving better attention. Recent research works

are now largely researching the science and technologies involved in synthesizing

FDCA. This is evident in FIGURE 2-5, collated by Hameed et al.139

The literature further indicates that the bulk of the studies reported on using DFT in

the study of HMF oxidation is largely in the presence of pure metal. Few or no reports

on the theoretical exploration of details involved in the catalysis of HMF oxidation in

the presence of alloys with/without a base. It would be necessary to provide detailed

information on the varying reaction routes competing with the desired reaction path.

And more information on how to address the challenge of degradation that is often

experimented with using some pure metals can be addressed. The understanding

would aid in redesigning the metal catalyst to obtain a better catalytic performance

2.6.2 Key Research Problem of Focus in this Thesis

With a different kind of varying yield reported for the use of different supports for the

competition with degradation, it is important to computationally explore details on

the activities of Au catalysis in the oxidation of furfural and HMF to acids to

understand better how it behaves in the absence of support. A theoretical

explanation for the alloy effects on the retardation or hindrance of the degradation

routes during HMF oxidation to FDCA is insignificantly investigated. And it is necessary

for theoretical studies to be carried out to unfold details on why some alloys failed to

perform above the pure form of their metals in promoting HMF oxidation routes over

the degradation ones. This would go a long way to facilitating high yield to meet the

FDCA market demands.

Some of the recent results collected by our experimental partner for the oxidation of

HMF into FDCA in the presence of Au-supported catalyst are presented in Figure 2- 14

and other results. The result showed a huge carbon loss in the carbon balance trend.

The carbon loss indicates the degradation activities in the oxidation process leading to
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undesired products that were not accounted for in the experiment. The result from

the recycling tests showed that no regeneration was successfully achieved in the

study due to some carbon loss which may have deactivated the active site on the
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Figure 2- 14 Recyclability results obtained for an investigation (pending for publication) on the oxidation of HMF
over Au/TiO2 SZ-61192: PVA:Au= 1.2 at a P(air) of 20bar, T = 50oC, nHMF/nAu = 500, C0(HMF) = 45mM,
nOH/nHMF = 3, and time = 1.5h for the reaction.140

catalyst as the reaction progressed. Identifying the possible reaction routes

promoting the degradation of the feedstock, intermediate, or products observed in

the experiment is necessary. Knowing well that furoic acid synthesized from furfural

can be further carboxylated to yield FDCA, it is, therefore, essential to unravel factor-

promoting degradation (as reported in Figure 2- 6) during the oxidation of furfural

into furoic acid on Au catalyst.
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2.6.3 Thesis Objectives

In addressing the issues mentioned earlier regarding the use of Au and its alloys in the

oxidation of furfural and HMF to valuable products and to facilitate better catalyst

design for the process, this study therefore aimed:

1) To understand the mechanism involved in base-free furfural oxidation

with/without water and the factors leading to the degradation of furfural

intermediates and furoic acid (FA) during the FA production on Au-catalyst (in

Chapter 4).

2) To investigate the mechanism involved in a base-free HMF oxidation into

FDCA and explore possible reaction pathways that contribute to the

degradation of HMF and HMFCA during the synthesis of FDCA on Au-catalyst

(in Chapter 5).

3) To evaluate the impact of the other metals (Pt and Pd) on the activation of O2

with or without water, to understand other metals’ oxidation mechanisms for

converting HMF to FDCA, and to explore the impact of Au-alloy on the

retarding degradation pathway.

2.6.4 Study Strategy

In the thesis, we deployed the use of the DFT method and thermodynamic analysis to

search for the feasible mechanism leading to the oxidation of furfural and HMF into

furoic acid and FDCA on the metal. The study of furfural oxidation with and without

water was used to identify the influence of water presence in the Au catalysis of the

process. In the study of furoic acid production from furfural on Au, we investigate the

influence of water on the oxidation process and seek some understanding of some

degradation routes possibly competing with the production of the desired product

(Furoic acid) in Chapter 4.
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After that, the feasible condition (with/without water) was deployed to oxidize HMF

into FDCA on Au. This is diagrammatically summarized in Figure 2- 15. We also

explored a wide range of reaction routes leading to the degradation of HMF and

HMFCA during the synthesis of FDCA on an Au catalyst. The reaction energies of the

various degradation routes were used in identifying the most feasible route

promoting degradation on the catalyst.

Figure 2- 15 Strategy deployed in our investigation in this report.

Various routes promoting degradation and oxidation were explored for the

transformation of HMF into HMFCA and HMFCA into FFCA in the later part of this

report (in Chapter 5). The routes explored include breaking or forming C-C, O-H, C-H,

and C-O bonds across the furan ring and the other functional groups (like the hydroxyl

and aldehyde groups). The species' desorption routes were also explored. The most

energetically feasible degradation route, strongly competing with the oxidation route

leading to the production of FDCA on Au, was investigated in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3 Methodology

3.1 Overview

Here, we present the background details on the computational methods deployed in

our studies in general in the first section (Section 3.1), with reference to existing

reports in the literature. And the later part of the section (Section 3.2) presents the

specific computational details of the methods and the common specifications

deployed in our studies, while the more peculiar specification deployed for some

projects are given along with their results in the latter chapters. This study majorly

focused on the modeling and simulation of solid system, to be precise, an

heterogeneous catalyst.

3.2 Background Details on Computational Methods

3.2.1 Schrodinger Equation and Fundamental Principles

This Equation, popularly known as the Schrodinger Equation (S-E), forms the heart of

quantum mechanics calculation. Quantum mechanics studies molecules using the

interactions between nuclei and electrons with the minimum energy arrangement of

nuclei for a given molecular geometry. Identifying an easy and accurate method of

solving the Schrodinger equation is essential for enhancing theoretical prediction

efficiency using quantum chemical calculation. The many-body Schrodinger Equation

is presented in Equation 3- 1, composing muti-electron and multi-nuclei in its

systems1.

��  =  ����� 
3- 1

In the many-body wavefunction, Ψ , is expressed as a function of positions

(�1, �2, …, �� ). The Hamiltonian, � , is basically composed of kinetic and potential

energies summation1,2 . The summation of the potential and kinetic energies (i.e., PE
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and KE) gives the Hamiltonian, �, which are expressed as in the below mathematical

models in Equation 3- 2 and 3- 3.

� = ���� + ���� + ����,�� + ����,�� + ����,�� + ����,��
3- 2

�  =   − ℏ22 �
�� ��2��� + �

�� ��2���
+ �24��� 12 � <�

�� 1|�� − ��|� + 12 �<�
�� ������ − �� − �

��
�
�� ���� − �����

3- 3

Here, the ���� represent the electron’s ��, the ���� is the nuclei’s ��, the ����,�� is
the electron-electron repulsion potential energy (i.e., the electrons coulomb

interaction only), the ����, �� is the nuclei-nuclei repulsion potential energy (also

known as nuclei-nuclei coulomb interaction), and the ����,�� is the electron-nuclei

interaction potential energy (also known as coulomb interaction between electron

and nuclei)2,3. Using the above � expression, the Equation 3- 1 can be rewritten in the

form presented in Equation 3- 4:

���� + ���� + ����,�� + ����,�� + ����,�� + ����,�� � = �����
3- 4

− ℏ22 �
�� ��2��� + �

�� ��2���
+ �24��� � <�

�� 1|�� − ��|� + �<�
�� ������ − �� − �

��
�
�� ���� − ����� �= �����

3- 5

The �� is the ratio of the mass of nucleus A to be mass of an electron, � is the

nuclear charge, RA − �� is the spacing between the nuclei � and �, |�� − ��| is the
spacing existing between electron, � and � , and �� − �� is the spacing between

electron, � , and nucleus, � . The �� and �� stand for the electron and nuclei,
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respectively. The ∇2 is a Laplacian operator, which can be expressed as: �2��2 + �2��2 +�2��2, and the position vector, r or R, can be also expressed as �2 + �2 + �2 12.
Reports in the literature 1 has established that search for solution of the many-

electron or many-body Schrodinger equation is high complicated to solved. Hence,

there is need to consider the introduction of some reasonable approximation as a

way of reducing the possible number of degrees of freedom involved in the

calculation.

3.2.2 Born-Oppenheimer Approximation Model to Schrödinger Equation

One of the proposed approximations was the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) Approximation

model 1 which aids in simplifying the solution of the Schrodinger Equation in a many-

body systems. The BO approximation model facilitates the separation of electronic

motion from nuclear motion. The approximation, in line with the knowledge that

nuclei are more massive than electrons, considers that nuclear motion is slower

(almost stationary) than that of electrons, which are mostly in motion. Although

nuclei actually move, their movement is not fast compared to the speed of an

electron.. This approximation was use to reform the Schrodinger Equation into

becoming electronic Schrodinger Equation generally expressed in Equation 3- 6.

������  =  ������
3- 6

The electronic Hamiltonian, ��� is re-expressed to the form presented in Equation 3-7.

The new expression for Hamiltonian omits the terms describing the nuclear kinetic

energy (since it was assumed that nuclei is not in motion), and the nuclear-nuclear

Coulomb term.

���  =   − 12 �
�� ��2� +���−�� + 12 �>�

�� 1����
3-7
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The ���−�� denote the potential accounting for the interaction that exists between

the electrons and the atomic nuclei in Equation 3- 8.

���−�� =− �
��

�
�� �������

3- 8����  = ��� + �<�
�� ��������

3- 9

The modification gives a new expression for computing total energy, where it was

shown that the addition of the nuclear-nuclear Coulomb term to the electronic

energy gives the total energy, ���� expressed in Equation 3- 9.

Our study deployed the use of the density functional theory method in our

evaluations which are presented in the later section.

3.2.3 DFT and Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham Theorems

DFT, a theory of Hohenberg, Kohn, and Sham2,4,5 which is based on the summation of

exchange and correlation energies of a uniform electron gas can be defined exactly

knowing only its density. It is a widely used theory and is known as a theory of

electronic structure 6 . The theory was derived from the N-particle of the Schrodinger

equation (S-E) and is presented as a function of the electronic density distribution of

the ground state. The method reduces the calculation of the ground state properties

(of systems of interacting particles) to the solution of a single Hatree-type equation.

This improvement has attracted much research into its usage for systems with many

electrons. And this advantage has made it a good alternative approach to the

traditional methods of quantum chemistry, which are often expressed in terms of the

many-electron wave function. These other theoretical methods are largely more

approximate, whereas, in principle, DFT provides an exact solution. The DFT methods

find application problems involving molecules, atoms, and solids.
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The journey to the discovery of the DFT method starts from the theorem of the

Thomas-Fermi (T-F) Model, which first established the possibility of expressing energy

in terms of electronic density in the 1920s. The kinetic energies, ��� accounted in the

model were obtained using quantum statistic theory of uniform electron gas.

Whereas, other terms that account for other interactions like electron-electron,Eel−��, and electron-nuclear, Eel−nu were modeled classically as expressed in the

Equation 3- 10 . CF is 2.871.
��−�  � = ��� + ���−�� + ���−��= �� �53 � ��� − � � �� ��� + 12 � �1 � �2|�1 − �2|�� ��1��2

3- 10

The nuclear charge of the particle was denoted as � , the distance between the

electron (el) and nucleus (nu) in the system was taken as �, and the distance between

two electrons (el-el) at position 1 and 2 is |�1 − �2| . Moreover, Hohenberg-Kohn

further built on the idea of the T-F theorem to derive a theorem that enables us to

express electronic Hamiltonian as a function of electron density. Their theorem which

states that there is existence a correspondence between external potential and

electronic density and that the electronic density at ground state can also be obtained

using variational principle. From which, DFT draws its basis expressing its energy,��−� as a function of electron density, � r in Equation 3- 11.

��−�  � = ��� � + ���−��  � + ���−��  � = � � ���� � ��� + ��−�
3- 11

The ��−� term, als known as universal functional of electronic density, � r . And it is

also referred to as the summation of the kinetic and electron-electron interaction

energy, which is not dependent on external potential, ���� r . Solving the

computational of the ��−� term has been reported to challenging especially for

many-electron body problems.
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The Kohn-Sham theorem1, was later developed to address the challenge. From which,

K-S theorem established that the wrong descriptions of kinetic energy in T-F theorem

contribute to this failure. And to get this addressed corrected, we need to introduce

the non-interacting election moving in the effective field. This would imply re-writing��−� in Equation 3- 11 to form Equation 3- 12, with the inclusion of non-interacting

kinetic energy, ����, Hartree energy, EH, and exchange and correlation energy, ���.� = ���� + ���� + �� + ��� = ������ + ���= � � ���� � ��� + ���� � � + �� � � + ��� � �
3- 12

It is easy to compute the first three terms, that is, why they were summed up as

known energy terms Eknown . Computation of the EXC term is the most challenging

out of the four terms and sometime denoted as the unknown energy term, E������� .
The total electronic density, � � is expressed in the form:

� � = 2 �
�������� �� � 2�

3- 13

Whereas, the summation of the electrons, � is expressed is computed as follows:

� = � �� ��
3- 14

The effective potential, ���� in the electronic structure problems was then expressed

in the form:

���� = ���� � + � �'� − �' ��'� + ��� �
3- 15

The second term in the above equation is the Hartree potential, �� . And the

exchange and correlation potential, ��� and energy, ��� are presented in the form:

��� � = ���� � ��� �
3- 16
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��� = �� + (����� + ������� ) = �� + �� =    � � � , �� � , … ���
3- 17

The term, ECint represent the interacting correlation energy and the Ekinint is the

interacting kinetic energy. The summation of the terms is the correlation energy, EC .
The term, ��� , is accounts for the summation of the exchange energy, and the

correlation energy of the electrons. The K-S equation can be expressed in Equation

3- 18 for a one-electron Schrodinger equation.

− 12�2 + ���� �� � = � �� �
3- 18

The �� in the above Equation denotes the Kohn-Sham orbitals. It is used in the

summation which is carried out over pairs of electrons within a finite basis set which

is analogous to the LCAO approximation for the HF models). And the ground-state

electronic energy �, is presented in Equation 3- 19.

�  = �
� ��� − 12 � � � �'|� − �'|�� ����' + ���[� � ] − ��� � � �� ��

3- 19

It can said that ���� is a function of electronic density and the equations 3- 14, 3- 15,

and 3- 19 formed that key basis for solving DFT problems which are largely celebrated

in the literature. The Kohn-Sham equation is expected to be solved self-consistently.

In solving the Kohn-Sham equations, it often began with the provision of initial guess

electron density, which is used in constructing the ���� , and the obtained the K-S

orbitals. With the use of the orbitals, a new density is then computed and then a new

K-S orbital, Ψi is obtained (using equations 3- 14, 3- 15, and 3- 19). The computation

loop is been repeated until the set convergence is attained. After which, the total

energy is then computed using the last electron density obtained from the

computation. So, when we are able to be obtain all the relevant terms provided in the

K-S energy equation, we can then obtain the exact ground-state density and total
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energy with an excellent or perfect prediction. At present, it is not possible due to the

presence of an unknown energy term, better referred to as Exchange and correlation

energy, ���. The energy do account for the non-classical electron-electron interaction

along with the component of kinetic energy of a real system different from the non-

fictitious (unrealistic) non-interacting system. Several research works have been

reviews better ways of addressing the challenge.

3.2.4 Exchange and Correlation Functionals

Exchange and Correlation (XC) functionals 2 present in the Kohn-Sham’s Schrodinger

Equation do account for all the quantum effect in a given system studied. It is known

to be composed of two parts, exchange and correlation energy that exist in a

system 1,7,8 . The exchange energy has association with Pauli Exclusion principle which

tries to ensure that electron with same spin do not stay in same orbital unlike the

electron with different spins that can fill same orbital. The term, ��� is an unknown

term whose exact value is unknown in the K-S energy equation. The search for the

expressions or models that could effectively computing the term give birth to

development of different functional for computing an approximate value for the term.

Some of the functionals are developed using physical rule (that is, non-empirical

approach) while some are by fitting to a known result of atomic properties (that is,

empirical approach). The various approximations in the literature 9 are general group

in the categories which are diagrammatically presented in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1 The Jacob Ladder of DFT showing different approximations9.
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Generally, there are many reported functionals in the literature with respective pros

and cons (in terms of computational time and accuracy) 2,5 . However, the most

populous functionals widely used in the existing reports includes, functionals based

on the local spin density approximation (LDA); functionals based on the generalized

gradient approximation (GGA); and hybrid functionals. The LDA is often referred to as

local density models, while the other functional like GGA and the one that employed

the use of H-F exchange as a component is commonly known as gradient-corrected

models.

The choice of what functional to use in a defined study plays a vital role on the

accuracy of modeling and simulation outputs. This vitality of the functional choice was

due its high level of significance in computational studies which include: the role of

connecting the 1-electron system to the n-electron systems; modeling of the

electrons activities in the system; and vital for defining materials properties. So,

wrong choice can lead to disconnect and yield false predictions. Unlike DFT that

account for exchange and correlation energies, Hartree Fock method only accounts

for the exchange energies. It is important to note that when the exact

exchange/correlation functional is known, then the density functional approach can

then be said to be “exact”1.

3.2.4.1 Local Density Approximation (LDA)

In this approximation model for the computation of the exchange and correlation

energies, it was assumed that all the electrons see the overall landscape in same way

like they see locally. This idea implies that complex system can be converted into

uniform volumes of electrons, whose electron density of each volume is assume to be

constant with varying values2. The initiative confirms that one can compute XC energy

for each electron using their electron densities and that the energies obtained from

the locals (each volume) can be put together to yield the total XC energy, ������.
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������ � � = ����� � � + ����� � � = � � ���ℎ��� � � ���
3- 20

The LDA exchange and correlation energy mathematical expression is presented in

Equation 3- 20. The use of this approximation model for the exchange and correlation

energy has been reported to have overestimate ����� � � and underestimated,����� � � . LDA was also found to be efficient when charge densities varies slowly

relatively. LDA have shown to be applicable to systems involving molecules, atom, and

solids like metals too. However, LDA was reported have underestimated the

correlation energy and overestimated the exchange energy.

3.2.4.2 Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA)

GGA is a family or group of functional which is more accurate than LDA in terms of

prediction accuracy. This functional form depends on density and its gradient 7 . The

functional was developed to address the limitation of LDA which was designed to be

capture both the local and semi-local information like the electron density and their

gradient at a specified point 2 . It has been reported that much better results have

been reported for the use of GGA compared to LDA.

������ � � = � � ������ � � , �� � ���
3- 21������ � � , � = ������ � � � � � � ���
3- 22

Equation 3- 21 show cases GGA exchange and correlation (XC) energy model. When

expressed in terms of LDA using extra factor, F(s) which directly changes the LDA, the

GGA XC energy would be expressed in form presented in Equation 3- 22. The ‘s’ in the

integral is a function of electron density and their gradient as shown in Equation 3- 23.

� = � � ��34 �
3- 23
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The ‘s’ values range from 0 to 3 for electron density in solids. F(s) also known as

enhancement factors of different GGAs for the exchange ranging from 1 to 1.6. It is

important to note that when F(s) = 1, the model return to LDA. The use of GGA has

been receiving a wide range of attention for its applications in several computational

material studies in the literature2 . Example these functionals include Becke 88 (B88),

Lee-Yang-Parr (LYP), Perdew-Wang 91 (PW91), Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) and

other ones2,8.

3.2.4.3 Meta-GGA

GGA is a functional form which depends on semi-local information in the Laplacian of

the local kinetics energy and spin density7 . It is known as one of the third generation

functionals which uses second derivatives of electron density, �2� � and electron

kinetic energy, �. Such form of functionals are often expressed:

������� � � = � � ������ � � , �� � , �2� � , � ���
3- 24

The symbol, τ, denotes the kinetic energy density. The method provides a more

efficient and accurate output compared to LDA and GGA. Although, it would required

more computational time compared to LDA and GGA.

3.2.4.4 The Hybrid Approximation

This is a family or category of functionals which do deployed a combination of the

GGA kinds of functions with the Hartree-Fock (H-K) ones7,10. Examples of such kind of

functionals includes B3LYP (that combine the use of B88 and LYP) and others. It has

reported to have good applications in the computations of transition-state barriers,

bond energies, and many others.

Other families of functionals in the literature includes hyper-GGA, double hybrids, etc.

The higher one go in the Jacob ladder to more accurate it becomes due to the
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inclusion of more parameters. The computational time would be also increase as well.

However, in our study, we deployed the use of GGA-PBE functionals in computing our

exchange-correlation energies in our DFT calculations, due to its reported prediction

effectiveness obtained for its applications in several computational material design

studies. Example of such work is Gu et al.11 that used it to investigate the catalysis of

Au in ethanol oxidation.

3.2.5 Dispersion Correction Models

Dispersion interactions described empirically as the attractive component of a van der

Waals (vdW)-type of interaction potential existing in between molecules or atoms

that are not chemically bonded to each other 12 . The application of the post-self-

consistent dispersion correction is now the norm of the day when employing the used

density-functional theory in the study of a material systems where non-covalent

interactions play an important role 13 . It was so in order to ensure good accuracy for

non-bonded repulsion and dispersion attraction present in a system evaluated.

The dispersion corrections were classified into 3 groups (as shown in Figure 3- 2)

which includes: non-local density-based (which mostly include a correction to the

electronic potential V); semi-classical (C6-based) schemes (which often apply

corrections only to the total energy E); and effective one-electron potentials. Almost

all of the current dispersion corrections include empirical elements in various ways.

Figure 3- 2 Overview of the dispersion-corrections to mean-field quantum chemical approaches12.
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Examples the methods include the D314, D415, density-dependent correction (dDsC)16,

and many other ones. Irrespective of the method of dispersion correction used in a

study, the dispersion energy is always added to the base DFT energy result as a post

self-consistent-field (post-SCF) correction to yield the DFT total energy as show in

Equation 3- 25.

���� = ����� + �����
3- 25

The ���� , ����� , and ����� denotes the total energy (obtained from DFT), base-

functional energy, and dispersion correction, respectively. Moreover, the non-local

dispersion methods is an alternative for the use of post-SCF methods, which uses the

van der Waals (vdW) density functional 17 with many variations 18,19 . These methods

are of high accuracy. However, they are more computationally expensive than the

post-SCF models due to their non-locality13. Our study, therefore, resolved to employ

post-SCF model (using dDsC) due to the range of existing related studies that have

deployed it and its simplification in term of computational cost, unlike the non-local

dispersion methods.

3.2.6 K-points

It is an important computational parameter that defined describes the different

energy levels in any periodic structure. When using VASP package 20,21 , it is normally

prepared as input file tagged as KPOINT. The KPOINTS file for computation does

specifies the Bloch vectors (k-points) employed in sampling the Brillouin zone.

Converging this sampling is essential tasks in many calculations concerning the

electronic minimization. It can be generated use gamma-centered mesh, Monkhorst-

Pack mesh, and some of other approaches.

To select the K-point to use in an analysis, a range of K-points values used in a bulk

(using a unit cell) was employed in identifying the best value and its corresponding
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computational time, as the electronic energy changes, until it gets to a static value.

Findings from the analysis is often used in deciding the K-points to use in studying a

solid system.

3.3 Computational Details for This Study

3.3.1 DFT Calculations

In our study, density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using

density-dependent dispersion correction (dDsC) and the Vienna Ab initio Simulation

Package (VASP) package 21–23 to obtain energies. Using the VASP package, our

computational work flow for the DFT calculation was structured in the pattern

presented in Figure 3- 3.

Figure 3- 3 A generic flow diagram for a DFT calculation used in VASP for our study.

The exchange and correlation terms were obtained using the Perdew–Burke–

Ernzerhof (PBE) form of Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) functional 21,24

similar to the one used in previous studies 25 . It existing report for its efficiency in

structural properties computation with a range of 7.9 % mean absolute error

(m.a.e.) 9,26 , and 1-3 % error 2 (for structural properties computations) also motivated

our choice for the functional in order yield effective predictions. In this study, we
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deployed the projector-augmented wave (PAW) pseudo-potentials in our

computations using a cutoff energy of 400 eV and SCF convergence of 10-6 eV.

Figure 3- 4 A slab structure (a top view) showing the different adsorption sites present on the slab that were
explored in our study in VASP.

In general, all the slabs were modeled to be 4-layers, where the last two layers were

frozen while the first two layers were kept free to adjust. For geometry optimization,

the convergence of the forces acting on atoms was set to equal or less than 0.02 eV/Å

using the Conjugate-gradient algorithm approach. A Monkhorst-Pack mesh K point

was used for the 2D Brillouin zone integration. Dimension, number of the layer of the

supercell, lattices of the metals, and other supercell information, are provided in the

later chapters (where the results are discussed). To select the K-point to use in an

analysis, a range of K-points values was employed in the bulk analysis (using a unit cell)

to identify the best value and its corresponding computational time, as the electronic

energy changes, until it gets to a static value. Findings from the analysis is often used

in deciding the K-points to use in studying a solid system. An approach similar to one

deployed in selecting K-points was also employed in the selection of cutoff energy

(ENCUT) and lattice parameter in our study.
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Various positions like top, bridge, FCC, and HCP sites on the metal slab were explored

in the search for the most energetically stable optimized structure for all the species

involved (as shown in Figure 3- 4). In this study, the structure with the most negative

electronic energy identified from the overall energy evaluation for different positions

is confirmed as the most stable optimized structure.

In this study, all the slabs modeled with surface specie (adsorbate) were mono-

adsorbed on a slab singly, except for the case of the transition state (TS) computation

were the reacting surface species are co-adsorbed on a single slab. This approach was

employed in the study of furfural and HMF oxidation and degradation activity on a

slab.

3.3.1.1 Transition State Geometry Search

In the study, we deployed the use of climbing images nudged elastic band (NEB) 27–29

in our transition state search between two stable states (initial and final state of the

reaction step), where the forces are less than 0.5 eV/Å. After which, the image with

the highest energy in the NEB steps were further use in running a DIMER

calculation30–32 . The resulting geometry images from the DIMER calculation was then

subjected to the frequency calculation, in order to ensure that there exist a single

imaginary frequency with the vibration mode corresponding to with the expected

reaction coordinates.

3.3.2 Statistical Thermodynamic Calculations

We first made a code that we tagged, "PyThermoProperty," in Python for estimating

thermodynamic properties so that our statistical calculations could be done

automatically. The code was designed to automatically extract the atom positions,

masses, electronic energies, cell lattices, and other relevant parameters from the

optimized geometry results (in CONTCAR and OUTCAR files) from the VASP package.

The extracted data from the DFT calculation output files were used in the code for
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computing various contributions (like electronic, translation, and many others) that

could be required in the calculation of various thermodynamic properties (like Gibbs

energy, enthalpy, heat capacity, and many others) as shown in Figure 3- 5. The

computation structure in the “PyThermoProperty” code was written using relevant

statistical thermodynamic models reported in the literature33–35.

Figure 3- 5 A flow diagram scheme used in the design of the python-based thermodynamic properties estimation
(“PyThermoProperty”) code, using DFT output files.

In our study, we used the code to compute the different species’ free energies

accounting majorly for translational, rotational, and electronic contributions. A

generic form of the model for the estimation of the Gibbs free energy (��) is generally
expressed as:

�� = �� ����, �����, ���, . . – � �� ����, �����, ���, . .
3- 26

Where the �� denoted the Enthalpy, �� is the entropy, � is the reaction temperature,���� is the electronic contribution, ����� is the translational contribution, and ��� is
the rotational contribution in the simplified model (in Equation 3- 26). The

calculations were done using rigid rotator, harmonic vibration and perfect gas

approximations33,34,36,37. Other details on the thermodynamic models used in the code

are presented in the Supplementary Information of this Chapter. In addition, it is

essential to note that the approximation used in the computation Gibb’s energy for
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the gas-phase species accounts for the electronic, translation, and rotation (with zero

vibriation) contributions; while the approximation employed in solid-phase species

accounts for only electronic contributions.

3.3.3 Adsorption, Activation, and Reaction Energies Calculations

Here, the energy quantity was general denoted as �� , which can be electronic

energy,(�� = �) or Gibbs energy (�� = �). Other analysis computed in this study

includes the analysis of the adsorption energy (�����), activation energy (�����), and
reaction energies (�����) for different adsorbates and reaction steps. These energies

were computed using the mathematical relations presented in Equation 3- 27 to 3- 29.

����� = ����– ���– ���
3- 27����� = ����– ���
3- 28����� = ��� − ���
3- 29

Where ��� is the energies of the slab, ��� is the energy of the specie, ���� is the

energy of the slab with the specie adsorbed on it, ���� is the energies of the

transition state (ts), ��� is the energies of the initial (i) reaction step, and ��� is the

energies of the final (f) reaction step.

In this study, we deployed approximated that reaction step with the lowest

exothermic (or highest endothermic) reaction energy ( ����� ) as the slowest,

otherwise known as rate-determining step (RDS). In contrast, one with the highest

exothermic reaction energy was approximated to be the fastest step, since show

reaction energies a direct linear relation with activation barrier. So, the step with the

highest energy barrier (�����) known as the RDS 38 was approximated as the step with

the least exothermic reaction energy ( ����� ) in our analysis for rate control;

following the principle of Brønsted−Evans−Polanyi Relation (BEP) and other linear
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relations which establishes a direct relationship of reaction energies with their

corresponding barriers38–40. This implies that when energy barrier (�����) is high, the
corresponding reaction energy ( ����� ) would be more endothermic and less

exothermic relative to other cases analyzed. Although, it is not best approximation,

but can be used to rapidly screen reaction steps to identify a RDS in a reaction

mechanism using reaction energies.
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3.5 Supplementary Information for Chapter 3

3.5.1 Other Details On Statistical Thermodynamic Computation

3.5.1.1 Computation of Exact Positions of Atoms

The was done with the use of Python programming from which the following code

was written to provide the followings:

(A) Number of Atoms in the Structure:

The total number of atoms in the structure was calculated with the list of atoms'

numbers in a structure obtained from the VASP is expressed:� = ��� = �1 + �2 + …+ ��
3- 30

where � is the total number of atoms in the structure, �� is the number of atom (i).

(B) Total Mass of the Structure:

The total mass of the structure was calculated with the list of atomic masses for the

atoms present in a structure obtained from the VASP is expressed:

� = Σ���� = �1�1 +�2�2 + … +����
3- 31

where M is the total mass of the structure,�� is the mass of the atom (i), and �� is the
number of atoms (i).

(C) Center of Mass Computation

The center of mass of the structures 35 were computed via the use of the

mathematical expression presented below:

�com = Σ����Σ��
3- 32
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�com = Σ����Σ��
3- 33

�com = Σ����Σ��
3- 34

where ���� , ���� and ���� is the X, Y and Z coordinate center of mass position, �� ,�� and �� is the direct lattice positions of the atoms in the structure respectively

while�� is the individual masses of the atoms present in the structure.

(D) Actual Position of Atoms with Scale-up in the Structure

The actual position of atoms with the scale-up in the structure was calculated with

the lattice scale-up factor and the cell lattices matrix obtained from the VASP is

expressed:

���,� = �� ∗ ��� ∗ ���
3- 35���,� = �� ∗ ��� ∗ ���
3- 36���,� = �� ∗ ��� ∗ ���
3- 37

where ���,�, ���,�, ���,� is the scale up X,Y,Z-coordinate of the different atoms, ��� is

the scale up factor for cell lattice, ���, ���, ��� is the cell lattice matrix X,Y,Z-

coordinates while ��, ��, �� is the X,Y,Z direct coordinates for the different atoms.

3.5.1.2 Moment of Inertia

The moment of inertia computations was carried out with the use of the masses

collected from the VASP file positions in their respective positions in the matrix.
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(A) Moment of Inertia Tensor Computation

The moment of inertia tensors for the structures 35 was computed via the use of the

mathematical expression presented below:��� = ��� ∗ ��2 + ��2
3- 38��� = ��� ∗ ��2 + ��2
3- 39��� = ��� ∗ ��2 + ��2
3- 40��� = ��� = − ��� ∗ �� ∗ ��
3- 41��� = ��� = − ��� ∗ �� ∗ ��
3- 42��� = ��� = − ��� ∗ �� ∗ ��
3- 43

where, � is the moment of inertia tensors for the respective��, ��, ��, ��, ��, ��, ��, ��, and �� coordinates.

(B) Principal Moment of Inertia Computation

The principal moment of inertia tensors 35,38 for the structures was computed via the

use of the result obtained for the calculation of the moment of inertia tensors and the

use of mathematical expression presented below in Equation:
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� = IXX IXY IXZIYX IYY IYZIZX IZY IZZ
3- 44

The diagonalization of the above matrix for the moment of inertia was done via the

use of python code which employed the use of the expression shown below in

Equation: � � = ��
3- 45� = ��(1/�)
3- 46�� = �(1/�)
3- 47� = ���
3- 48� − ��� = 0
3- 49

where � is the moment of inertia tensor matrix, �� is the identity matrix, � is the

eigenvalue, � is the eigenvector. The diagonalized form gives rise to the matrix

presented in Equation:

� = Ia 0 00 Ib 00 0 Ic
3- 50

where, ��, �� and �� are principal moment of inertia computed.
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3.5.1.3 Thermodynamic Properties Calculation

Using computed output collected from the previous model presented above like

moment of inertia, total mass, and wave-numbers of the structure.

(A) Translation Effect Contribution on Thermodynamic Properties

The effect of translation on the thermodynamic properties33–35 were estimated using

perfect gas approximation:

a. Enthalpy, ���:
��� � = 52��

3- 51

b. Entropy, ��:
�� � = � �� 2��ℎ2 32 ��� 52�� + 52

3- 52

c. Partition function, ��:
�t � = 2�� �B� 32�ℎ3

3- 53

Where � is the mass of the molecule or specie, � is volume express as ���� for the

calculation of its contribution, and �� is the taken to be 1 atm (or 101.3 kPa). The

translation effect contribution for adsorbed species is considered to be negligible

(that is, zero) especially for entropy, enthalpy, and specific heat capacity which were

in agreement with the literature33–35,39 .
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(B) Rotation Effect Contribution on Thermodynamic Properties

The effect of rotation on the thermodynamic properties was estimated using classical

mechanical rigid rotator approximation:

a. Enthalpy, ���:
���,������ � = ��

3- 54

���,���−������ � = 32 ∗ ��
3- 55

b. Entropy, ��:
��,������ � = � ln 8�2�B���,������ℎ2�r + 1

3- 56

��,���−������ � = � ln 8�2(2��B�)32 �a�b�c 12ℎ3�r + 32
3- 57

where, ��,������ = �b = �c, �a = 0
c. Partition function, ��:

��,������ � = 8�2��B�ℎ2�r
3- 58

��,���−������ � = 8�2ℎ3�r �a�b�c 12 2��B� 32
3- 59

Where, the ��, ��, �� are principal moment of inertia, � � is the symmetry number of

the structure. The translation effect contribution for the adsorbed species is
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considered to be negligible (that is, zero) especially for entropy, enthalpy, and specific

heat capacity which were in agreement with the literature33–35,39 .

(C) Vibration Effect Contribution on Thermodynamic Properties

The effect of vibration on the thermodynamic properties 33–35 were estimated using

quantum mechanical harmonic oscillators (QMHO) approximation:

a. Enthalpy, ���:
��� � = � � � ℎ������ 2 ∗ �−ℎ�����1 − �ℎ�����

3- 60

b. Entropy, ��:
�� � = � �

ℎ������ℎ����� − 1� − � � �� 1 − � ℎ������
3- 61

c. Partition function, ��:
�� � = �

11 − �− ℎ����∗��
3- 62

Where, �� is wave frequency in �−1 obtained from the conversion of wave number (i.e.��,�) in ��−1 via the use of the expression:
�� = ��,��

3- 63
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The � represents the speed of light, while all other variables' definitions remain the

same as earlier defined.

d. Zero point energy, ���
Zero-point energy (ZPE) is said to be the lowest possible energy that a quantum

physical system could possess which corresponds to its ground state energy, that is to

say when any other kind of energy has been eliminated. This energy can be

mathematically presented in the form:

��� = 12 ��,��
3- 64

Where, ��,� is the wave numbers of the species in ��−1 , ZPE is the zero point energy

which was to be converted from ��−1 to ����.
3.5.1.4 Overall Thermodynamic Properties

The Equations used are summarized below:

(A) Enthalpy,�:

� � = �� � + ������ + ���
3- 65

where, �� � = ��� + ��� + ��� which indicates the contributions of

translation (t), rotational (r) and vibration (v) effects to the enthalpy of the structure

computed. ������ is the electronic energy which were in agreement with reports from

literature40.

(B) Entropy, �:
� � = �� + �� + ��

3- 66
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where, ��, �� and �� which indicates the contributions of translation (t), rotational (r)

and vibration effects to the entropy of the structure computed37,41.

(C) Gibbs free energy, �:
� � = � � − � � �

3- 67

where, �(�) is overall enthalpy, �(�) is the overall entropy while � is temperature.

(D) Overall partition function, �:
� � = �� �� ��

3- 68

where, ��, ��, and �� which indicates the contributions of translation (t), rotational (r),

and vibration effects to the overall partition function of the structure computed.
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Chapter 4 Study of mechanism &

competition pathways in oxidizing furfural

to furoic acid on Au

4.1 Overview

A survey of the literature in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.1) has unraveled the need to

investigate factors promoting the production of undesired products during the

production of furoic acid from furfural over Au catalyst. Currently, more literature still

needs to unveil details on the impact of Au on the catalysis of the process (that is,

furfural (FF) oxidation to furoic acid (FA)). Unlike its application in the catalysis of

ethanol 1–4 , methanol 5–8 , and glucose 9,10 oxidation into valuable products, which has

been computationally studied to gain insight for redesigning Au-based catalysts. It

was known well that furoic acid (FA) is a valuable feedstock for synthesizing FDCA,

which has a wide range of applications and high market value11–13.

Figure 4-1. A scheme for the furfural oxidation reaction to yield furoic acid with the participation of water and a
case when water does not participate.

With the use of density functional theory (DFT) calculation and thermodynamic

analysis, we studied molecular details on the mechanisms involved in the oxidation of

furfural into furoic acid (as shown in Figure 4-1) in the presence of an Au catalyst and

a further exploration of the pathway promoting degradation routes. The insight

gained from this study provides better guidance for redesigning the Au catalyst to

favor high furoic acid (FA) yield in furfural (FF) oxidation.
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4.2 Computational Methodology

A thermodynamic feasibility study was deployed to understand furfural (FF) oxidation

and the routes leading to the degradation of intermediates and furoic acid (FA) into

undesired products that compete selectively with the oxidation of FF into FA. It was

studied on Au(111) facet in modeling its slab for the simulation.

Details on the computational methods deployed in this study for computing the

specie energies involved are presented earlier in Chapter 3. The peculiar

specifications for this chapter include the p(3x3) supercell used as its slab in the study

with four layers (Au-Au inter-atomic distances of 2.93 Å). The Monkhorst-Pack mesh

was taken 3x3x1 K points, which was used for the 2D Brillouin zone integration. The

total height of the periodic supercell was set at 23.92 Å, which takes 70 % of the

supercell height to be a vacuum above the metal slab.

4.3 Results and Discussions

In this study, we investigate the impact of having water present and absent in furfural

oxidation to furoic acid on Au (111). This ascertains the role of water in the furfural

oxidation processes as a means of confirming the significant role of water accounted

by Gu et al. in ethanol oxidation to ethanoic acid on metal. We resolve to structure

the findings on:

1. the furfural oxidation on Au with and without the participation of water,

2. the influence of water in the synthesis of furoic acid from furfural on Au,

3. the influence of adsorption energies on the furfural oxidation, and

4. the possible competition pathways leading to undesired products.

In the overall evaluation of the entire reaction network’s reaction energy, the reaction

energy (Erxn) obtained for oxidizing the furfural into furoic acid as -2.59 eV was found

not to be closely related to one obtained as -3.13 eV from the use of experimental
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thermochemical data in NIST 14–16 database, as shown in Table 4- 1. The difference in

the result obtained could likely be due to the limitation of the functional (PBE-dDSc)

used in our study in the computation of oxygen gas.

Table 4- 1 Reaction energy calculated using NIST thermochemistry data

Species Symbols
Stochiometric
Coefficient

Average Standard

Enthalpy (∆H)
Ref.

Furfural FF -1 -199.03 kJ/mol 15,17–19

Furoic acid FA 1 -500.74 kJ/mol 14,19,20

Oxygen gas O2 -0.5 0 16,21

Reaction energy Erxn - -301.71 kJ/mol -

Reaction energy Erxn - -3.13 eV -

4.3.1 Evaluation of the furfural oxidation to furoic acid on Au

4.3.1.1 Oxidation without the Participation of Water

The mechanism involved transforming furfural into furoic acid on a Au (111) slab

catalyst in the presence of oxygen without the participation of water. The scheme in

Figure 4- 2 diagrammatically summarizes the reaction mechanism investigated in this

study. Moreover, two reaction pathways investigated without the participation of

water oxidize the surface furfural (xFF).

Figure 4- 2 The scheme for the oxidation reaction pathways for transforming furfural into furoic without the
participation of water on Au. Note that “Path 1-1” is the C-H oxidation path, “Path 1-2” is the C-O oxidation path,
FF is furfural, x is catalyst surface, FA is furoic acid, FFO is furan oxide, and FFHdiO is furan hydrogen dioxide. All
surface species are singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.
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The first route is via the initial C-H bond breaking to form xOH with xO (producing

furan oxide, xFFO) for Path 1-1, and the later formation of the C-O bond using xOH to

produce the surface furoic acid (xFA). Such reaction route, Path 1-1, is the “C-H

oxidation path.” The second reaction route of the pathway is the “C-O oxidation path”

(Path 1-2) oxidizes via the initial formation of a C-O bond (using xO to yield furan

hydrogen dioxide, xFFO(H)O), and the breaking of C-H bond to form O-H bond to give

surface furoic acid (xFA) as shown in Figure 4- 2.

The corresponding energy diagram for oxidizing furfural (FF) into furoic acid (FA) on

the Au (111) slab without the participation of water is presented in Figure 4- 3. All

elementary reaction steps are exothermic. The adsorption of oxygen gas (O2) and

furoic acid (FA) desorption are endothermic, with the reaction energy (Erxn) of +0.32

eV and +0.68 eV, reported for each step, respectively.

Figure 4- 3 The oxidation reaction energy profile for converting furfural to furoic acid without water participation on
Au (111) using the electronic energies (in eV) computed, showing C-H (Path 1-1) and C-O (Path 1-2) oxidation
pathways. Note: FF is furfural, x is catalyst surface, FA is furoic acid, FFO is furan oxide, and FFHdiO is furan
hydrogen dioxide. All surface species are singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.
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The overall reaction energy (in Figure 4- 3) was generally negative, indicating the

process would be largely exothermic (Erxn = -2.59 eV). The results suggest that the

furfural oxidation was not overall a highly energy-requiring (that is, endothermic)

process, despite the existence of two endothermic elementary steps. The analysis of

the oxidation mechanism further confirms that the oxidation of furfural (in Figure 4-4)

on Au(111) in the absence of water would be feasible via the pathway (the C-H

oxidation path, that is, Path 1-1) involving the furan oxide (xFFO) formation (an

intermediate), which later transforms into furoic acid (xFA). The pathway for the C-H

oxidation path (Erxn = -0.54 eV) was confirmed to be more feasible than the other

pathway (Erxn = -0.30 eV) due to its higher exothermic reaction energy. The findings

agreed with the report of Gu et al. 2 for the oxidation of ethanol, where it was also

demonstrated that the reaction energy of C-H oxidation was higher than that of the C-

O oxidation (CH3CHO to CH3CO, similar to xFF to xFFO) reaction steps. Likewise, the

identified feasible reaction pathway was found to be similar to the one reported by Li

et al. 22 for the use of Au(111) and Roman et al. 23 on Au(111) and Pt(111) in the

electrochemical oxidation of furfural into furoic acid. The findings show that the

presence of the electrocatalytic effect also favors furfural oxidation via the C-H

oxidation path on Au and Pt.

Figure 4-4 Structural geometry of the furfural (xFF) (distance from the surface, H‐Au is 3.30A).
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Figure 4-5 Structural geometry of the resulting products of oxidizing furfural (FF) via the O‐H oxidation routes:
FFO(H)O (distance from the surface, O‐Au is 2.14A).

Figure 4-6 Structural geometry of the resulting products of oxidizing furfural (FF) via the C‐H oxidation routes: FFO
(distance from the surface, C‐Au is 2.10A)

Moreover, the later step (after adsorption) of oxidizing furfural (xFF in Figure 4-4) to

yield furan oxide (xFFO in Figure 4-5) or furan hydrogen dioxide (xFFO(H)O in Figure 4-

6), which shows a shorter distance to the Au surface than the furfural (xFF).

Comparison of the distance of the intermediates surface species with the Au surface

confirms that furan oxide (xFFO) shows the shortest distance of 2.10A compared to

others, as shown in Figure 4-4 to Figure 4-6.

4.3.1.2 Oxidation with the Participation of Water

In the presence of water, we further investigated the mechanism involved in

transforming furfural into furoic acid on Au (111) slab catalyst. The scheme in Figure

4- 7 diagrammatically displayed the reaction mechanism employed in our study with

the participation of water.
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Figure 4- 7 The oxidation reaction pathways for transforming furfural into furoic with the participation of water are
investigated in this report on Au. Note that “Path 2-1” is the C-H oxidation path, “Path 2-2” is the C-O oxidation
path, FF is furfural, x is catalyst surface, FA is furoic acid, FFO is furan oxide, and FFHdiO is furan hydrogen dioxide.
All surface species are singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.

The reaction pathways are generally divided into two routes (as shown in Figure 4- 7),

which include one (that is, Path 2-1 with water) that oxidizes the surface furfural (xFF)

via the initial C-H bond breaking (to form water with xOH to yield furan oxide, xFFO,

and water) and the later formation of C-O bond (using xOH) to produce the surface

furoic acid (xFA). This first route is the “C-H oxidation path.” Whereas the other route

of the pathway is the “C-O oxidation path” (that is, Path 2-2 with water) oxidizes via

the initial formation of a C-O bond (using xOH to form furan carboxylate, xFFO(OH)H),

and later breaking of C-H bond to form C=O (on Path 2-2 in Figure 4- 7) to give surface

furoic acid (xFA).

Further exploration of the impact of water participation in the oxidation of furfural (FF)

into furoic acid (FA) on the Au (111) slab was also investigated. The results are

presented in Figure 4- 8. We investigated the pathway involved in the oxidation of the

furfural via the pathway leading to the formation of furan oxide (xFFO, Path 2-1) and

furan carboxylate (xFFO(OH)H, Path 2-2) intermediates into furoic acid (xFA), as

shown in Figure 4- 7.
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Figure 4- 8 The oxidation reaction energy profile for converting furfural to furoic acid with the participation of water
on Au (111) using the electronic energies (in eV) computed, showing C-H (Path 2-1) and C-O (Path 2-2) oxidation
pathways. Note that the red slab indicates steps similar to when there was no water participation, while the blue
slabs signify the steps peculiar to only when there was water participation. FF is furfural, x is catalyst surface, FA is
furoic acid, FFO is furan oxide, and FFHdiO is furan hydrogen dioxide. All surface species are singly mono-adsorbed
(not co-adsorbed) on a slab.

All the elementary reaction steps were exothermic except a few steps (as shown in

Figure 4- 8). These elementary steps include oxygen gas (O2) adsorption, water (H2O)

oxidation, furoic acid (FA), and water (H2O) desorption. These identified endothermic

elementary steps, where participation of water (H2O) was accounted were similar to

the ones obtained for the oxidation of furfural in the absence of water participation

on the Au (111) slab, except for the water (H2O) oxidation and desorption.

Figure 4-9 Structural geometry of the resulting products of oxidizing furfural (FF) via the O‐H oxidation routes:
FFO(OH)H (distance from the surface, O‐Au is 2.14A)
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The feasibility of oxidizing surface furfural (xFF) into surface furoic acid (xFA) on

Au(111) slab in the presence of water via C-H bond breaking and C-O bond formation

was further evaluated. The result presented in Figure 4- 8 indicates that oxidizing

surface furfural (xFF) via C-O bond formation (Erxn = -0.21 eV) to form intermediate

furan carboxylate (xFFO(OH)H in Figure 4-9) was less exothermic than the one

oxidized via C-H bond breaking (Erxn = -0.69 eV) to create an intermediate furan oxide

(xFFO in Figure 4-6). The high exothermicity of the C-H oxidation pathway in the

presence of water (Path 2-1) favors the formation of furan oxide (xFFO), through

which furoic acid (FA) is produced. The findings also agreed with Gu et al. report 2

confirming that C-H oxidation is more exothermic than C-O oxidation on Au(111).

Another report by Yan et al. 24 also shows the oxidation of the C-H bond to be

exothermic during the transition of CH3CH2O* into CH3CHO* in their study on Pt and

PtAu.

4.3.2 Influence of water in the oxidation of furfural to furoic acid on Au

Comparative analysis of the respective pathways for with or without water in the

oxidation of furfural into furoic acid on Au (111) slab was further carried out. Figure

4- 10 displays a summary of the report obtained for evaluating water’s influence on

the common elementary steps in the oxidation mechanism (with or without water

participation). Figure 4- 10 indicates that all the common steps were not affected

except the initial step of oxidizing surface furfural (xFF) into furan oxide (xFFO), furan

hydrogen dioxide (xFFHdiO), or furan carboxylate (xFFO(OH)H) intermediates. And the

conversion of furan intermediates (xFFO or xFFO(OH)H) to surface furoic acid (xFA).

Following the earlier deduction in Section 4.3.1 that confirms the oxidation of furfural

into furoic acid via the C-H oxidation pathway to be energetically feasible on Au(111)

in the presence of water. We further search for insight into how the water influences

the oxidation pathway. The investigation reveals that the participation of water
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affected the exothermicity of the initial stage of the oxidation process. It shows that

the participation of water improves the exothermicity of the C-H bond breaking (Erxn =

-0.69 eV) to yield furan oxide (xFFO) intermediate than when water participation was

not considered (Erxn = -0.54 eV) as shown in Figure 4- 10. The further oxidation of the

furan oxide (xFFO) intermediate indicated that the formation of furoic acid (xFA)

would be more feasible than other routes (for furan carboxylate (xFFO(OH)H) / furan

hydrogen dioxide (xFFHdiO)) with or without water participation. The furoic acid (xFA)

on Au(111) showed no difference in the presence/absence of water participation in

reaction energies.

Figure 4- 10 The reaction energies for common reaction steps in the furfural oxidation with or without water
participation (using computed electronic energies in eV). Note: The structures above are the initial step, and those
below the lines are the final step across each change. FF is furfural, x is catalyst surface, FA is furoic acid, FFO is
furan oxide, FFHdiO is furan hydrogen dioxide, FFOOHH is furan carbonate. All surface species are singly mono-
adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.

The analysis of the initial stage of the furfural oxidation to furoic was seen to have

shown a significant difference due to the presence of the surface hydroxyl (OH, that is,

the product of water oxidation) on the Au(111), which was absent for oxidation

without water participation (Path 1-1). Similarly, the presence of surface hydroxyl
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(xOH) on the Au(111) with/without water participation in the further oxidation of

furan oxide (xFFO) to furoic acid (xFA) resulted in a similar effect obtained for their

respective reaction energies. The impact of surface hydroxyl (xOH) on Au(111) on the

other pathways (that is, C-O oxidation paths, Path 1-2 or 2-2) on their exothermicity

and species stability is largely evident in Figure 4- 10.

4.3.3 Influence of adsorption energies on the furfural oxidation reaction mechanism

We further investigated the adsorption energies of some surface species such as

oxygen, hydrogen, hydroxyl, water, furfural, and furoic acid for the Au (111) surface to

understand that the energies influence the reaction energy profiles presented in the

preceding section in Figure 4- 3, Figure 4- 7, and Figure 4- 10. The resulting energies

collated for the adsorption of species on Au are shown in Table 4- 2.

Table 4- 2 Adsorption energies of the selected key species involved in the oxidation of furfural into furoic acid. Note:
X is Au; Eads(H) computed as ‘ExH-(EX+0.5*EH2)’; Eads(O) computed as ‘ExO-(EX+0.5*EO2)’; and Eads (OH) as minimum
of ‘ExOH-X-0.5*EH2O-0.25*EO2‘, ‘ExOH-EX-0.5*EH2-0.5*EO2’, and ‘ExOH+0.5*EH2-EX-EH2O’.

Specie Formula Symbols Adsorption site Eads, eV

Oxygen gas O2 xO2 Top 0.64

Hydrogen gas H2 xH2 Top -0.08

Water H2O xH2O Top -0.26

Furfural C5H4O2 xFF FCC (parallel) -0.66

Furoic acid C5H4O3 xFA FCC (parallel) -0.68

Oxygen atom O xO FCC 0.15

Hydroxyl OH xOH Bridge -1.25

Hydrogen atom H xH FCC 0.05

The adsorption energies collated in Table 4- 2 indicate that a weak adsorption

strength was obtained for the binding of hydrogen gas (xH2), water (xH2O), furfural

(xFF), furoic acid (FA), and hydroxyl (xOH). A more weaker adsorption strength was
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obtained for other surface species, such as oxygen gas (xO2), oxygen (xO), and

hydrogen (xH).

Further analysis of the results in Table 4- 2 reveals that the stability of the oxygen (xO2)

gas on Au(111) would be difficult, but rather, its atom form (xO) would be more stable

compared to its gas form. The adsorption effect is visible in Figure 4- 3 and Figure 4- 7

for oxygen adsorption and activation, indicating the preference of Au(111) to have xO

than xO2, unlike other metals like Pd and Pt, which shows better interaction with

oxygen. Also, the strong adsorption strength reported for the binding of hydroxyl

(xOH) species on Au (111) largely contributes to the improved stability of species

involved in the oxidation of furfural to furoic acid (in the presence of water). A fairly

stronger interaction was obtained for the furoic acid than the furfural, indicating the

possibility of deeper oxidation on the slab. This finding for strong binding of furoic

acid to Au(111) was similarly reported by Roman et al.23, where it was indicated that it

is easier desorbing furoic acid on Au(111) than Pt(111) which was more difficulty.

4.3.4 Exploration of possible competition pathways leading to undesired products

To gain more insight into the possibility of degrading furfural intermediate and furoic

acid into undesired products, we explored several reaction routes as an approach or

measure for understanding the selectivity of the furan oxide (xFFO) intermediates and

surface furoic acid (xFA) for its desorption route.

4.3.4.1 Pathway selectivity for the intermediate species progression to desired products

The section of this report presented the evaluation of the selectivity for the path

leading to the oxidation of furfural intermediate to produce furoic acid in the

presence of water (since the earlier section has confirmed the C-H oxidation pathway

with water to be more feasible).
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Here we analyzed the feasibility of the routes leading to the formation of desired

[that is, furan oxide (xFFO), furoic acid (xFA)] and the selected undesired species [that

is, furan dioxide (xFFdiO), furan diol (xFFdiOH), furanol (xFFOH), and furan carboxylate

(xFFO(OH)H)] that could lead to the formation of furoic acid (FA, the desired product)

and undesired products, respectively. For each of the routes, the species in the

presence of xO, xO2, xH, xH2, xOH, or xH2O were explored. The most stable form for

each selected species was used to examine the possibility of leading the reaction to

desired or undesired pathways. The respective reaction energies for various pathways

are presented in Figure 4- 11 (details of other cases explored that were less stable are

shown in Table 4- 4).

Figure 4- 11 Furfural intermediate oxidation route selectivity for the furoic acid production using the electronic
energies (in eV) computed. Note that red leads to undesired products, while green leads to desired products. Note
that FF is furfural, x is catalyst surface, FA is furoic acid, FFO is furan oxide, FFHdiO is furan hydrogen dioxide,
FFOOHH is furan carbonate, FFdiOH is furan diol, FFdiO is furan dioxide, FFOH is furan alcohol. All surface species
are singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.

The analysis of results presented in Figure 4- 11 obtained for the selectivity of furfural

intermediate (furan oxide, xFFO) for the furoic acid (FA) production indicates that the
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xFFO (an intermediate would not be thermodynamically feasible in transforming into

furanol (xFFOH) and furan carboxylate (xFFO(OH)H). However, due to their

exothermic reaction energies, other pathways leading to the production of furan diol

(xFFdiOH), furoic acid (xFA), and furan dioxide (xFFdiO), were found to be

thermodynamically feasible. These findings indicate that furan diol (xFFdiOH) and

furan dioxide (xFFdiO) would be the primary competitors with the desired product

(that is, xFA). The xFFdiO was the most substantial competition pathway with the xFA.

The xFFdiO would be obtainable from the furan oxide (xFFO) intermediate via the

formation of the C-O bond and the breaking of the O-H bond. The availability of

surface oxygen (xO) in a gold (Au) catalyst (that is, composed of the support and

active agent) would favor the oxidation of the furan oxide (xFFO) intermediate to

undesired intermediate (xFFdiO) against the formation of furoic acid (xFA). This

surface oxygen (xO) could like be responsible for the lower yield reported for the

oxidation of furfural into furoic acid in the presence of Au on some catalyst support

(that is, highly oxygenated following the Mars–Van Krevelen Mechanism 25,26 ). Report

from experimental studies earlier indicated that the oxidation of furfural (FF) into

furoic acid (FA) on Au using HT support (71% furoic acid 27 , 100% furoic acid 28 ) show

better yield than one obtained for the use of Au/VPP (vanadyl pyrophosphate, with

38% maleic acid yield) 27 . This variation in their yield and selectivity can be well

understood to be a function of the surface hydroxyl (xOH) or oxygen (xO) availability

on their support. This was because HT (hydrotalcite) is primarily surrounded by OH

functional groups 25,27, unlike VPP, which is covered mainly by O 27 . Going by our

theoretical study indicates that the sufficiency of surface oxygen (xO) on Au(111)

would aid the degradation leading to the formation of furan dioxide (xFFdiO)

intermediate, where Au/VPP 27,28 has more exposure xO, especially from its support,

unlike Au/HT27 that has more of xOH from its support.
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4.3.4.2 Pathway selectivity for the furoic acid desorption over undesired products

Further evaluation of the possible reaction routes that could compete with the

desorption of furoic acid on a gold (Au(111)) slab was reported in Figure 4- 12. Similar

to the analysis made for the furan oxide (xFFO, one of the intermediates in furfural

oxidation), we also explore the chance of the selected pathways to compete with the

desorption of furoic acid (FA) from Au(111). The selected competing pathways

evaluated lead production of furan ketone (xFFO), furan alcohol (xFFOH), furan

dioxide (xFFdiO), furan diol (xFFdiOH), furan triol (xFFtriOH), and furan carboxylate

(xFFO(OH)H) instead of furoic acid (FA).

Figure 4- 12 Furoic acid desorption route selectivity for the furoic acid production using the electronic energies (in
eV) computed. Note that red leads to undesired products, while green leads to desired products. Note that FF is
furfural, x is catalyst surface, FA is furoic acid, FFO is furan oxide, FFHdiO is furan hydrogen dioxide, FFOOHH is
furan carbonate, FFtriOH is furan triol, FFdiO is furan dioxide, FFOH is furan alcohol. All surface species are singly
mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.

The analysis of the selectivity profile presented using the various reaction pathways’

reaction energies is shown in Figure 4- 12. The result indicates that the formation of

furan ketone (xFFO), furan alcohol (xFFOH), furan triol (xFFtriOH), and furan

carboxylate (xFFO(OH)H) would be less feasible due to their higher positive reaction

energies relative to the desired route (FA desorption route). In comparison, other
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pathways leading to the production of furan dioxide (xFFdiO) and furan triol (xFFtriOH)

showed better reaction energies comparable to the one obtained for FA desorption.

This confirms the formation of the furan dioxide (xFFdiO in Figure 4-14) and furan triol

(xFFtriOH in Figure 4-13) during the oxidation of furfural into furoic acid to be more

competitive with the desorption of FA from Au(111). The most severe pathway

competing with the furan ketone (xFFO) intermediate oxidation and furoic acid

desorption on Au (111) was found to be one leading to the formation of furan dioxide

(xFFdiO) intermediate due to the higher exothermicity of its pathway. The identified

threat of xFFdiO formation during the oxidation process, agreed with the report of

Roman et al. 15, predicted the possibility of deeper oxidation holding in the electro-

oxidation of xFF into xFA on Au(111). The use of catalyst support that can generate

oxygen (xO) for oxidation of xFFO into xFFdiO on Au influences the lower FA yield

reported by Bruno 27 for using Au/VPP but favor a higher yield for the use of Au/HT

due to the generation of xOH from the support instead of xO from the support. The

pathways can be prevented or hindered via sufficient availability of hydroxyl during

oxidation processes.

Figure 4-13 A structural geometry for the formation of furan triol, xFF‐tri‐OH (with a distance from the surface, O‐
Au is 2.89 A) as a possible side products.
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Figure 4-14 A structural geometry for the formation of furan dioxide, xFFdiO (with a distance from the surface, O‐
Au is 2.23 A) as a possible side products.

The breaking of the O-H bond from a furoic acid (xFA) leading to the production of

furan dioxide (xFFdiO) has been a significant threat competing with the oxidation of

the furfural (FF) into furoic acid (FA) and desorption of furoic acid (FA) from the Au

(111) slab. Redesigning the Au catalyst to favor more of the C-H bond breaking than

the breaking of the O-H bond would aid in preventing the degradation of this

intermediate into an undesired one and improve the yield. The report of Gu et al. 2

shows that the deployment of oxidation in a basic environment could facilitate the

desorption of furan dioxide or carbonate (xFFdiO in Figure 4-14) formation from Au,

unlike the case of using a neutral environment which would be difficult and could

favor deactivation of the catalyst. Otherwise, the surface furan dioxide or carbonate

would require to be protonated before it can be easily desorbed on Au.

4.4 Conclusions

A computational study investigating the mechanism involved in the oxidation of

furfural into furoic acid with or without water participation was successfully carried

out, including an exploration of the possible processes leading to degradation on the

Au (111) slab. It has been confirmed that the oxidation of furfural into furoic acid on
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Au in water is highly beneficial. It showed better stability and a much more

exothermic reaction pathway than the other pathway without water participation.

The energetically feasible reaction mechanism obtained from this study for the

oxidation of the furfural into furoic acid is the one held on Au (111) in the presence of

water participation via the C-H oxidation pathway. This pathway includes steps such

as serial adsorption of furfural (FF), oxygen (O2), and water (H2O); activation of oxygen;

water oxidation; initial oxidation of furfural into an intermediate (furan ketone, xFFO,

by C-H bond breaking); further oxidation of the earlier intermediate (xFFO, by the

formation of C-O bond with OH to furoic acid, xFA); then, serial desorption of furoic

acid (FA) and water (from the Au (111) slab).

More results from this study confirm that breaking the O-H bond and making surface

oxygen (O) from some catalyst supports have been the biggest threats to the

degradation of the furfural intermediate and surface furoic acid species on an Au (111)

slab. This study, therefore, suggests that redesigning the Au catalyst to favor C-H

bond breaking, hinder the breaking of the O-H bond, and ease the desorption of

furoic acid would aid in preventing the degradation activities, improving the yield and

selectivity for their desired reaction path and products. It would work better if there

were enough water to make hydroxyl (to get rid of or stop surface oxygen atoms from

being available), to use a base, or to choose a catalyst support that does not make

oxygen (O) but makes hydroxyl (OH) during oxidation on Au. It would aid in preventing

degradation activities on Au during the synthesis of furoic acid.
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4.6 Supplementary Information for Chapter 4

4.6.1 Supplementary information on the results of furfural oxidation

Table 4- 3A The reaction energies for common reaction steps in the furfural oxidation with or without water
participation. Note that FF is furfural, x is catalyst surface, FA is furoic acid, FFO is furan oxide, FFHdiO is furan
hydrogen dioxide, FFOOHH is furan carbonate.

Elementary Reaction Step Notations
Reaction Energies, eV

With Water
(using -OH)

Without Water
(Using -O)

Difference

Oxidation of xFF into xFFO xFF => xFFO -0.69 -0.54 0.15

Oxidation of xFF into
xFFHdiO or xFFOOHH

xFF => xFFHdiO/xFFOOHH -0.21 -0.30 0.09

Oxidation of xFFHdiO or
xFFOOHH to xFA

xFFHdiO/xFFOOHH => xFA -2.70 -2.46 0.24

Table 4- 4B The reaction energies for common reaction steps in the furfural oxidation with no difference for with or
without water participation. Note that FF is furfural, x is catalyst surface, FA is furoic acid, FFO is furan oxide,
FFHdiO is furan hydrogen dioxide, FFOOHH is furan carbonate.

Elementary Reaction Step Notations Reaction Energies, eV

Oxygen adsorption O2 => xO2 0.32

Oxygen activation xO2 => 2xO -0.17

Furfural adsorption FF => xFF -0.66

Furoic acid desorption xFA => FA 0.68

Oxidation of xFFO to xFA xFFO => xFA -2.22

Table 4- 5 Furfural intermediate selectivity route possibilities evaluated. Note that FF is furfural, x is catalyst surface,
FA is furoic acid, FFO is furan oxide, FFHdiO is furan hydrogen dioxide, FFOOHH is furan carbonate, FFdiO is furan
dioxide.

Step E / eV Remark

xFFO+xOH+xH+xOH+xOH
xFFO+xOH+xH2O+1*slab+xOH

-705.82
-707.41

Less stable
Most stable

xFA+xH+xOH+slab+xOH
xFA+xH2O+2*slab+xOH
xFA+xH+xO+xH+xOH
xFA+xH2O+2*slab+0.5*xH2O+0.25*xO2g

-708.04
-709.63
-706.59
-709.62

Less stable
Most stable
Less stable
Less stable

xFFdiO+xH+xH+xOH+xOH
xFFdiO+xH+xH2o+1*slab+xOH
xFFdiO+xH2O+xH2O+2*slab

-706.75
-708.34
-709.94

Less stable
Less stable
Most stable

xFFdiOH+xOH+2*slab+xOH -707.76 Most stable
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xFFOH+xO+xH+xOH+xOH
xFFOH+2*xOH+1*slab+xOH
xFFOH+xO+xH2O+1*slab+xOH
xFFOH+0.5*xO2g+xH2O+1.5*slab+xOH

-704.47
-705.92
-706.07
-705.90

Less stable
Less stable
Most stable
Less stable

xFFOOHH+xOH+2*slab+xOH -706.93 Most stable

Table 4- 6 Furoic selectivity route possibilities evaluated. Note that FF is furfural, x is catalyst surface, FA is furoic
acid, FFO is furan oxide, FFHdiO is furan hydrogen dioxide, FFOOHH is furan carbonate, FFtriOH is furan triol, FFdiO
is furan dioxide

Step E / eV Remarks

xFA+xH+xOH+slab+xOH
xFA+xH2O+2*slab+xOH
xFA+xH+xO+xH+Xoh
xFA+xH2O+2*slab+0.5*xH2O+0.25*xO2g

-708.03
-709.63
-706.59
-709.62

Less stable
Most stable
Less stable
Less stable

FA+2*slab+xH+xOH+xOH
FA+3*slab+xH2O+xOH
FA+1*slab+2*xH+xO+xOH
FA+2*slab+xH+xO+xH2O

-707.36
-708.95
-705.91
-707.51

Less stable
Most stable
Less stable
Less stable

xFFO+xOH+xH+xOH+xOH
xFFO+xOH+xH2O+1*slab+xOH

-705.82
-707.41

Less stable
Most stable

xFFOH+xO+xH2O+1*slab+xOH
xFFOH+0.5*xO2g+xH2O+1.5*slab+xOH
xFFOH+2*xOH+1*slab+xOH
xFFOH+xO+xH+xOH+xOH

-706.07
-705.90
-705.92
-704.47

Most stable
Less stable
Less stable
Less stable

xFFdiO+xH+xH+xOH+xOH
xFFdiO+xH+xH2O+1*slab+xOH
xFFdiO+xH2O+xH2O+2*slab

-706.75
-708.34
-709.94

Less stable
Less stable
Most stable

xFFdiOH+xOH+2*slab+xOH -707.76 Most stable

xFFtriOH+3*slab+xOH -709.23 Most stable

xFFOOHH+xOH+2*slab+xOH -706.93 Most stable
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4.6.2 Geometrical Structures of Other Species in Degradation Study

In this section, we present the geometrical structures of other species in evaluating

the oxidation of furfural into furoic acid not presented in the main discussion earlier.

Note that the red atom is oxygen, white atom is hydrogen, yellow atom is gold, and

black atom is carbon.

Table 5- 7 Geometrical structures of the other species are present in evaluating the degradation route.

Geometry
Description

xOH (most stable) on Au
(111) in hollow FCC
position on the metals
with a distance (O-Au) of
2.25A.

Water (most stable) in a
gas phase (unadsorbed
form) with bond length
and angle (H-O-H).

surface oxygen gas, xO2

(with a bond distance (O-
Au) of 2.27A)

surface oxygen atom, xO
with a bond distance (O-
Au) of 2.14A.
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Chapter 5 Investigating HMF oxidation

mechanism & pathways promoting

degradation in FDCA synthesis on Au

5.1 Overview

In line with earlier reports presented in Chapter 2 (where the reports of existing

works are reported), we established that degradation of species on metals during

base-free oxidation of HMF has posed a significant threat to the yield of FDCA. This

challenge has resulted in lowering the yield of FDCA and poor selectivity on some

metals, including gold (Au), on which we focus our studies.

(a) (b)

(c)
(d)

Figure 5- 1 Concentration-time plot for species (HMF, HMFCA, FFCA, and FDCA yield with carbon balance report
carried out at the conditions (� ��� 0 = 20 bar, ���/���2 = 33 mg, ���� /��� = 500, �0 ��� = 45 m M,���/���� = 3, 1wt% Au/ ZrO2 SZ-61192: PVA:Au = 1.2). Note that (a) top-left (T=110oC), (b) top-right (T=50oC for
7h, and latter change to T=150oC), (c) bottom-middle (T=50oC, 2h) information 1 , and (d) a simplified chemical
equation for the HMF oxidation to FDCA.
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The degradation activity on Au was evident in one of the recent reports collated by

one of our experimental partners’ laboratory studies1 . Their report shows a low yield

(with some imbalances in the carbon, as shown in Figure 5- 1 (a)) for using pure

Au/ZrO2 support (at 110oC) in the oxidation of HMF into FDCA in the presence of

water. The pathway(s) promoting the degradation (leading to about 70 % carbon loss)

is yet to be clearly identified. However, our experimental partner has deployed

several strategies to identify the source and route promoting the observed

degradation. One of their attempts (in Figure 5- 1(b)) was to explore starting with a

lower temperature (50oC) and then switching to a higher temperature (150oC) after

2h (when HMF has almost been converted into HMFCA). With such a strategy, no

visible carbon loss within the first 2h of the reaction, and a carbon loss of about 20%

was observed within the next 3h, as shown in Figure 5- 1(b). The strategy of switching

from low to high temperatures reduces the amount of carbon loss observed earlier

(at 110 oC) by about 50%. Our study, therefore, finds it essential to unravel the

pathways promoting the degradation observed from an experiment study reported in

Figure 5- 1.

So, to understand the mechanism promoting the degradation of the species involved

in the oxidation of HMF into FDCA on Au using the DFT calculation method:

1. We first explored the mechanism involved in the oxidation of HMF into FDCA on

the solid catalyst (Au) in the presence of water to understand if it follows an

aldehyde or hydroxyl oxidation pathway.

2. We investigated several degradation routes feasible for producing undesired

products on the Au slab. We choose to focus on species experimentally

reported to have been seen degrading during their studies, including HMF and

HMFCA.
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5.2 Computational Methodology

We evaluated the reaction energies of various reaction routes (or pathways) using

thermodynamic analysis to identify the most energetically feasible pathway or route.

The approach was used both in the study of oxidation and degradation pathways.

Details on the computational method for the reaction energies are presented earlier

in Chapter 3.

Moreover, all the computational details used in computing the respective energies for

species involved in the study using the DFT method are also presented earlier in

Chapter 3. Exception for a few specifications peculiar to this chapter. The peculiar

specifications for this chapter include the 4x4 atoms supercell used as its slab in the

study with four layers (Au-Au inter-atomic distances of 2.93 Å). The 2D Brillouin zone

integration was performed at the gamma point. The total height of the periodic

supercell was set at 23.92 Å, which takes 70 % of the supercell height to be a vacuum

above the metal slab.

5.3 Results and Discussions

Here, the results obtained for our investigation of the oxidation and degradation

pathways during the production of FDCA from HMF on Au in the presence of water

are presented. In agreement with the earlier conclusion in Chapter 4 on the

promotion of oxidation in the presence of water on Au, we resolved to constrain this

section to be mainly on the use of aerobic oxidation, which has already been

established. This was similar to Gu et al. 2 , which showed that the presence of water

on Au in the base-free oxidation of ethanol was found to be favorable.

In addition, Section 5.3.1 report the findings made for exploring the mechanisms

involved in the oxidation pathways investigated, while the later Section 5.3.2 present
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our search for the degradation routes energetically promoting the production of

undesired products in the presence of water.

5.3.1 Mechanism involved in oxidizing HMF to FDCA on Au

Using the experience gained from the survey of the existing experimental and

theoretical studies for oxidizing HMF into FDCA, we proposed a mechanism shown in

Figure 5- 2 for understanding the activities involved in oxidation processes on a metal

catalyst in the absence/presence of water. The mechanism shows two different

oxidative pathways we computationally evaluated in our studies. This pathway

includes one that produces FDCA via the aldehyde oxidation route (involving the

production of HMFCA as an intermediate) and the other pathways via the hydroxyl

oxidation route (involving the production of DFF as an intermediate).

The oxidation of the HMF in the absence of water gets, initiated with the activation of

oxygen (O2) gas to give surface oxygen (O) species on the Au catalyst, was found to be

less favorable. This was similar to the earlier report (Chapter 4) for furfural oxidation

into furoic acid, which validates the presence of water to have been more favorable

for using a gold (Au) catalyst. Due to that deduction established earlier in Chapter 4

for the benefit of water presence on Au during the oxidation, the section would

majorly present findings made for HMF to FDCA on Au in the presence of water only.

In addition, the mechanism involved in the oxidation of water to yield hydroxyl (xOH)

on Au (111) has been established in Chapter 4.

5.3.1.1 General overview of the mechanism analyzed for the oxidation of HMF to FDCA

The oxidation of HMF is initiated with the presence of surface hydroxyl (xOH) species

obtained from the oxidation of water via the feeding of water and oxygen gas on Au

(111), as shown in Figure 5- 2.
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The oxidation of the HMF began with the adsorption of HMF to the Au (111) slab. The

next step was the oxidation of adsorbed HMF (that is, xHMF) into intermediate

species (xDFF or xHMFCA) via hydroxyl or aldehyde oxidation pathways, respectively.

The resulting intermediate species (xDFF or xHMFCA) were further oxidized into

xFFCA via oxidation of the aldehyde (xDFF) and hydroxyl (xHMFCA), respectively. FFCA

was then oxidized via its aldehyde functional group to the formed xFDCA (adsorbed

FDCA) on Au (111).

Figure 5- 2 Scheme for the oxidizing HMF to FDCA over Au (111) catalyst. Note that the line with purple is the
hydroxyl oxidation pathway, yellow is the aldehyde oxidation pathway, blue is the adsorption pathway, green is the
desorption pathway, and black is the other conversion processes. All surface species are singly mono-adsorbed (not
co-adsorbed) on a slab.

The desorption of xFDCA leads to the production of FDCA. In oxidation, the respective

hydrogen atom abstracted from the species at any step bonds with xOH to form

surface water which is expected to be oxidized to generate more xOH in the presence

of oxygen gas.

5.3.1.2 Analysis of the oxidation mechanism for the conversion of HMF to FDCA

A Gibbs reaction energy profile collected from the study is presented in Figure 5- 3 at

110 oC. Analysis of the reaction energy profile indicated that all the steps involved in

the oxidation mechanism were exergonic and spontaneous except for the HMF

adsorption, which was shown to be slightly endergonic ( ���� = 0.26 eV) and
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exothermic (���� = -0.92 eV, ��� = 1.81 eV) due to its positive Gibbs reaction energy

and negative Enthalpy. The slightly positive Gibbs reaction energy obtained for HMF

adsorption could be due to the limitation of effectiveness in adsorption entropy when

degree of freedom is lost during conversion from the gas phase to surface species.

However, the ���(1.81 eV at 110 oC) result reveals the role a temperature rise would

play in aiding its adsorption. The formation of surface hydroxyl (xOH) on Au (111) was

highly exergonic (���� = -1.46 eV). In addition, the exergonicity of xOH formation step

would feasibly aid in driving the energy requirement for HMF adsorption on Au (111).

Figure 5- 3 Gibbs reaction energy profile (in eV) for the oxidation of the HMF into FDCA over Au (111) at 1 bar and
110oC. Note that the straight line is the hydroxyl oxidation pathway (i.e., HMFCA route), and the broken line is the
aldehyde oxidation pathway (i.e., DFF route). X represents the number of empty slabs modeled in the analysis. All
surface species are singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.

The aldehyde oxidation pathway (in Figure 5- 3) involving the conversion of xHMF to

xHMFCA via its aldehyde (HCO) group in the presence of xOH was further analyzed.

This pathway involves the breaking of the C-H bond (on aldehyde) and the formation

of C-O with one of the xOH(s) to form xHMFCA (in Figure 5- 4) on Au. The distance of

xHMFCA from Au slab (with shortest distance of 2.63 Å) in Figure 5- 4 confirms the

adsorption mode or interaction to be Van der Waals interaction otherwise known as
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physisorption. And the eliminated H atom later bonds with xOH species to form

surface water (xH2O). The reaction energy, ���� obtained for transforming xHMF into

xHMFCA, was found to be -1.43 eV using the energy profile. In further transforming

xHMFCA into xFFCA on Au, its (i.e., xHMFCA) hydroxyl (OH) group was oxidized by

breaking the O-H and C-H bonds, with the formation of C=O. This resulted in more

water formation via H bonding with OH species. These changes result in the formation

of xFFCA. Reaction energy, ���� of -0.41 eV, was obtained for transforming xHMFCA

into xFFCA on Au. The first (xHMF to xHMFCA) and second (xHMFCA to xFFCA)

oxidation were exergonic and spontaneous. The result showed that the first oxidation

(with ���� = -1.43 eV that oxidizes aldehyde function to carboxylic acid) step was

more exergonic than the second (with ���� = -0.41 eV that oxidizes alcohol function

to aldehyde). This path’s higher exergonicity (���� = -1.43 eV) was similar to the high

conversion rate accounted for by Wan et al.5 for transforming aldehyde function of

HMF to carboxylic acid in HMFCA in their study. It also reveals why our experimental

partner results (in Figure 5- 1(c), especially one for the regeneration test) showed high

evolution of HMFCA in their product distribution during the FDCA synthesis using Au.

Figure 5- 4 Optimized structure of the HMFCA chemisorbed on Au(111). The left image is the top view, while side
view of the structure is the right image. Note that the red atom is oxygen, white atom is hydrogen, yellow atom is
gold, and black atom is carbon. All surface species are singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.
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In contrast, we also analyzed the hydroxyl oxidation pathway that oxidizes the xHMF

via its hydroxyl (OH) group in the presence of xOH on the Au (111) to yield xDFF. The

pathway is composed of the O-H and C-H bonds breaking and forming a C=O bond.

This results in water formation (from bonding H with OH specie on the surface) and

xDFF (shown in Figure 5- 5). The study confirms the mode of xDFF adsorption on Au to

be Van der Waals interaction otherwise known as physisorption. The conversion

process that led to xDFF showed reaction energy, ���� of -0.43 eV. Similar to xHMFCA,

the xDFF further oxidizes to xFFCA. In this further step, one of the xDFF aldehydes

(HCO) groups oxidizes to yield xFFCA. The oxidation step involves breaking the C-H

bond (from xDFF) and forming the C-O bond (with surface xOH specie). The reaction

energy, ���� , for the formation of xFFCA and water (via the bonding of H with OH on

the surface) from xDFF on Au was found to be -1.41 eV. The first (alcohol function of

xHMF to aldehyde in xDFF) and second (aldehyde function of xDFF to carboxylic acid

in xFFCA) oxidation were exergonic. However, the first oxidation step showed a lower

reaction energy than the second one, which shows a lower conversion rate in the

report of Wan et al.3.

Figure 5- 5 Optimized structure of the DFF chemisorbed on Au(111). The left image is the top view, while side view
of the structure is the right image. Note that the red atom is oxygen, white atom is hydrogen, yellow atom is gold,
and black atom is carbon. All surface species are singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.
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A thermodynamic feasibility evaluation (or comparative analysis) of results (in Figure

5- 3 at 1 bar and 110 oC) obtained for the two pathways for transforming xHMF into

xFFCA on Au shows that the aldehyde oxidation path (xHMF to xFFCA via xHMFCA)

would be energetically feasible. The validation of the aldehyde oxidation pathway was

due to its higher reaction energy obtained for the first oxidation step (aldehyde

function of xHMF to carboxylic acid in xHMFCA, ���� = -1.43 eV) than the hydroxyl

pathway (alcohol function of xHMF to aldehyde in xDFF, ���� = -0.43 eV). This implies

that the reaction energy of the aldehyde path was 3.3 times more exergonic than the

hydroxyl path in their first oxidation step. It is predicts that aldehyde oxidation route

would be faster than hydroxyl route in accordance with BEP relationship (which

indicates a linear direction relationship of reaction energies and barriers). And the

higher stability of the xHMFCA relative to xDFF further validates the feasibility of the

aldehyde pathway. The comparative analysis of the two pathways using

thermodynamics confirms that the aldehyde oxidation pathways are feasible. Our

findings for validating the aldehyde oxidation pathway for the oxidation of HMF into

FFCA agreed with an experiment report 3 , which reveals a higher conversion rate for

aldehyde function of HMF to carboxylic acid in HMFCA (31 umol/cat-g/sec) than

alcohol function of HMF to aldehyde in DFF (5 umol/cat-g/sec) on Au. Similarly, the

experimental findings by Megia-Sayago et al. 4 for the use of Au agreed with the

feasible pathway (aldehyde oxidation pathway) identified in our study, despite their

usage of the base. Our finding further agreed with our experimental results1 (in Figure

5- 1(c) profiles), which shows the evolution of HMFCA without any visible profile for

DFF production using Au catalyst.

The xFFCA (obtained from the aldehyde oxidation) is further oxidized into xFDCA via

its aldehyde (HCO) group. This stage involves the breaking of the C-H bond (from

xFFCA) and the formation of the C-O bond (with xOH species on Au slab) to give a new
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molecule with two carboxylic acid functional groups, better known as FDCA (the

desired product). The conversion of xFFCA to xFDCA was also exergonic (���� = -1.49

eV).

Moreover, the desorption of FDCA (���� = -0.33 eV, ���� = 0.87 eV at 110 oC) from

the Au (111) slab was found to be favorable due to its negative reaction energy. This

implies that FDCA desorption would be spontaneous. Despite being slightly

endergonic, it would easily get desorbed from the Au(111) with a rise in temperature

& entropy (���) effect, similar to the earlier discussion on adsorption. Although, the

endergonic nature of the FDCA desorption could expose it to degradation into an

undesired product. In addition, it would lead to the formation of undesired precursors

for producing undesired products5,6.

The analysis of the mechanism involved in the oxidation of HMF into FDCA on Au in

the presence of water was successfully identified. This was validated to have followed

the order of adsorption water on the Au slab (due to its ease and exothermic nature).

Followed by the adsorption of oxygen gas which later got the water (xH2O) oxidized

into hydroxyl (OH) on Au. Then, the adsorption of HMF on Au. It then first oxidation of

aldehyde function of xHMF to carboxylic acid in xHMFCA. Next was the second

oxidation step, alcohol function of xHMFCA to aldehyde in xFFCA. The aldehyde

function of xFFCA is then oxidized to carboxylic acid in xFDCA and water. Desorption

of FDCA was the later step. The mechanism obtained agreed with one proposed from

some experimental studies3,5 on the process.

Furthermore, the reaction energies, ����, obtained for the steps were found to be in

the order: xFFCA to xFDCA (-1.49 eV) > xHMF to xHMFCA (-1.43 eV) > xHMFCA to

xFFCA (-0.40 eV) > xFDCA to FDCA (-0.33 eV). Excluding the adsorption and desorption

steps, the oxidation of xFFCA’s aldehyde functional group to xFDCA and xHMF’s

aldehyde functional group to xHMFCA was the set of fast reaction steps, while the
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oxidation of xHMFCA’s alcohol functional group to xFFCA was the slowest steps in the

mechanism. Being a series reaction that is dependent on the other to yield another, it

implies that there would be the production of more HMFCA due to its higher Gibb

reaction energy (-1.43 eV for oxidizing xHMF’s aldehyde functional group to xHMFCA)

due to the lower reaction energy (-0.40 eV for oxidizing xHMFCA’s alcohol functional

group to xFFCA) obtained for the step converting it to FFCA. With a low conversion

rate of xHMFCA’s alcohol functional group to xFFCA, it is expected the record a lower

FDCA yield, despite showing the highest reaction energy (-1.49 eV for oxidizing

xFFCA’s aldehyde functional group to xFDCA) in the oxidation mechanism. Our

findings reveal why higher selectivity and yield were reported for HMFCA in our Lille

experimental partner 1 results (in Figure 5- 1 obtained at 50 and 150 oC), showing

faster conversion of HMF to HMFCA than FDCA desorption.

Our deductions were also in agreement with other experimental reports like one

investigated by Ferraz et al.5 for Au/SiTi, which shows the selectivity for HMFCA as the

highest (~54 % at 12 h, ~53 % at 24 h) while FDCA was the lowest (~3 % at 12 h, 4 % at

24 h) at 100 ºC and 1 bar. Although, the author 5 further reported a good selectivity

for FFCA (38-40 %). The experimental report of Davis et al. 7 also agreed with our

findings, confirming a higher selectivity of 95 and 84 % for HMFCA with a lower

selectivity (<3%) for FDCA in the presence of Au/C and Au/TiO2. Another experimental

study reported by Wan et al. 3 for Au/CNT also confirms a high selectivity for HMFCA

(16 %) and low selectivity for FDCA (1.4 %). FFCA showed 8.3 % selectivity in their

study at 100 ºC, 5 bar for 12 h. In addition, a theoretical analysis of the FDCA

synthesis from HMF by Lu et al. 8 (using Co3O4 (111) and electrochemical method) and

Yaqi Liu et al. 9 (using Pt(111) slab) confirmed the step oxidizing HMFCA’s alcohol

functional group into FFCA to have been the rate-determining step (RDS) for FDCA
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production, which agreed with our findings for Au (111) that reveal the same step as

the slowest step. Moreover, the study of Yaqi Liu et al. 9 further catalyst facet also

influences the RDS of the reaction.

5.3.2 Exploration of pathways leading to HMF & HMFCA degradation over oxidation

The existing experimental report has associated Au’s poor selectivity for FDCA with

the presence of degradation activities which were not clear experimentally. However,

it was certain that the degradation was held due to the imbalance observed for

carbon 1,5 . However, this section presents our findings for the routes promoting

degradation activities that must have resulted in the production of side products

based on our theoretical investigation. We gained insight into the possible

degradation routes in the FDCA production on Au by comparing the degradation

routes with oxidation routes leading to the production of FDCA. The reaction energies

of the respective routes were computed and used to validate or invalidate their

influence on the selectivity of Au for the FDCA production route.

In the study, we primarily investigate the degradation routes present in the oxidation

of HMF and HMFCA on Au (111), in line with the experimental report in Figure 5- 1(a-

c). Other species (presented in the Supplementary Information) involved in the

reaction do not show any feasible degradation routes except for the formation of

furan (during the oxidation of some intermediates and desorption of FDCA), which is

better controlled or managed in a basic environment (that is, experimental condition

deployed by partner), unlike neutral environment. This enables our research to

unravel the details of the factors contributing to the carbon loss and catalyst

deactivation reported by our partner 1 in their experiment, where degradation is

suspected to have held during the conversion of HMF to FFCA before the production

of FDCA on Au.
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Our investigation of the degradation possibilities in the synthesis of FDCA over Au was

structured into different stages as follows:

1. Degradation activities competing with HMF oxidation (to HMFCA) , and

2. Degradation activities competing with HMFCA oxidation (to FFCA) in the FDCA

production.

This approach would aid in unraveling the major routes posing a threat to FDCA

synthesis that often contribute to the experimentally observed carbon loss in the

production. The study mainly takes focus on oxidation activity with water

participation, in agreement with the deduction reported for the HMF oxidation in

previous section (5.3.1) and Chapter 4 of this report.

5.3.2.1 Exploring the degradation routes in the oxidation of HMF into HMFCA on Au

In understanding the feasibility of the various degradation routes in converting HMF

to HMFCA, we looked into the pathway leading to the oxidation of HMF to desired

products. The pathway includes breaking the C-H bond from the xHMF’s aldehyde

group to give an intermediate for the production of HMFCA. And other possible

degradation pathways that could lead to undesired products or routes were explored

across the path shown in Figure 5- 6.

In this exploration, we have several breaking and formations of bonds involving C-H,

C-C, and C-O. The various pathways (oxidation and degradation path) explored in the

study are presented in Figure 5- 6. The oxidation of 1-mole xHMF in the presence of

3-mole xOH (from oxidation of 1.5-mole xH2O and 0.75-mole xO2) with 1-mole empty

slab via different routes includes:

1. Breaking of the C-H bond on the aldehyde functional group of HMF (H-CO)

2. Breaking of the C-H bond on the furan ring of the HMF-aldehyde side (H-
RingCO(H)) and the HMF-hydroxyl side (H-RingCH2OH)
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3. Scission of the C-C bond on the aldehyde (C-CO(H)) and the hydroxyl (C-CH2OH)
functional groups of HMF

4. Ring Opening via the C-O bond of the HMF furan

5. Desorption of HMF (unconverted) from the Au (111) slab

The results obtained for analyzing the various routes’ reaction energies were also

presented in Figure 5- 7, showing the most feasible reaction pathways for both

oxidation and degradation routes.

Among the various degradation routes investigated for xHMF during oxidation to

xHMFCA indicates that the breaking of the C-C bond (that is, C-CH2OH and C-CO(H))

and ring-opening would be less feasible due to their higher Gibbs reaction energies

compared to other routes (as shown in Figure 5- 7). The different routes which were

more feasible include the breaking of C-H bonds from furan rings and the desorption

of HMF from Au (111). Moreover, the hydrogen abstraction (that is, C-H bond

breaking from the furan ring) was found to be more severe from the furan ring side

close to aldehyde than others (from the hydroxyl side of the ring).

Figure 5- 6 Scheme revealing possible degradation pathways in the transition of HMF to the intermediates over a
heterogeneous catalyst. Note that red is the undesired pathway, blue is the fairly good pathway, and green is the
desired pathway (HMF on slab is at the middle). All surface species are singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on
a slab.
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Our studies also reveal that most of the degradation routes evaluated were

endothermic except for the HMF desorption route. The HMF desorption would make

high conversion of HMF difficult due to its ease of desorbing from the surface, but it

would not be responsible for the lower carbon balance observed in the study of the

process.

However, a few of the identified endothermic degradation routes in Figure 5- 7 can

feasibly compete with the oxidation route due to their lower reaction energies. The

route is hydrogen abstraction from the furan ring by breaking the C-H bond on Au

(111). In a nutshell, the feasible degradation routes (or competition routes) with the

oxidation of HMF to yield FDCA were found to be the breaking of the C-H bond in the

furan ring and HMF desorption. At a lower temperature, the furan ring C-H bond

breaking and HMF desorption would be less feasible than the oxidation routes. At the

same time, the higher temperature would improve degradation routes feasibility for

the oxidation of HMF on Au (111).

Figure 5- 7 Reaction energies and scheme revealing possible degradation pathways in the transformation of HMF to
the HMFCA intermediates over Au catalyst at 1 bar and 110oC. Note that red is the undesired pathway, gray is the
initial form before the chemical change, green is the desired pathway, X is a 1-empty catalyst slab, and all bonded
species that have a dashed line or are placed on the slab. All surface species are singly mono-adsorbed (not co-
adsorbed) on a slab.
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Comparing our results with the experimental results 1 reveal answers for why HMF

would best oxidize favorably with less degradation at a lower temperature than the

higher temperature on Au. This was because the furan ring C-H bond breaking would

be highly feasible at the higher temperature, leading to the production of undesired

products and intermediates shown in Figure 5- 1 with a low carbon balance at more

elevated temperatures on Au.

5.3.2.2 Exploring the degradation routes in the oxidation of HMFCA into FFCA on Au

We further explored the degradation routes involved in oxidizing HMFCA to FFCA. To

do that, we explored two oxidative pathways for oxidizing HMFCA to yield FFCA. The

two pathways in HMFCA were due to its hydroxyl branch that needs to be oxidized to

produce an aldehyde functional group (FFCA). These pathways include O-H and C-H

bond breaking to turn the hydroxyl group of the HMFCA into an aldehyde one. So, in

this study, we analyze which of the bond breaking precedes the other in the oxidation

(that is, O-H to C-H or C-H to O-H bond breaking) using the reaction energies. After

this, we focused our investigation on the preceding feasible oxidative pathway, which

was comparatively investigated to see how other degradation pathways could

compete with it to yield undesired products, which were visible in the experimental

result for the carbon balance (Figure 5- 1).

Pathways that include bond breaking and formations involving C-H, C-C, and C-O,

similar to the ones investigated for HMF, were also explored here for HMFCA. The

various pathways (oxidation and degradation path) explored in the study are

presented in Figure 5- 8. The possible degradation routes include:

1. Breaking of the C-H bond from the rings;

2. C-C scission of carboxylic acid (C-CO(OH)), and hydroxyl (C-CH2OH);

3. Furan ring opening;
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4. Breaking of the O-H bond from carboxylic acid (OCO-H);

5. HMFCA desorption (unconverted); and

6. Other pathways are the routes that can only favor the oxidation of HMFCA to

FFCA.

The analysis of the results presented in Figure 5- 9 confirms the oxidation of the

HMFCA initially via the breaking of the O-H bond of the hydroxyl (OH) group to be

more feasible than the C-H bond breaking of the same group (that is, O-H to C-H bond

breaking route). This implies that the later step would oxidize via the C-H bond. Our

findings that reveal that O-H bond breaking would precede in the oxidation of HMFCA

to FFCA before C-H bond breaking agrees with the trend of the reaction energies

obtained by Gu et al. 2 for breaking of O-H (-0.17 eV) and C-H (-1.87 eV) in the

oxidation of ethanol to yield aldehyde over AuPt alloy.

Figure 5- 8 Scheme revealing possible degradation pathways in the transition of HMFCA to its intermediate or
degraded forms over a heterogeneous catalyst. Note that red is the undesired pathway, blue is the fairly good
pathway, and green is the desired pathway. All surface species are singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a
slab.

Our analysis of all the degradation pathways investigated for this transformation

reveals that all the routes were endothermic except for the HMFCA desorption and
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the feasible oxidation pathway, which was exothermic (to give intermediate). Route

desorbing HMFCA from the Au(111) slab would retard the amount of HMFCA

available for further oxidation to yield FDCA. The exergonic nature of the HMFCA

desorption reveals why a high yield of HMFCA is often observed in the experimental

results Figure 5- 1(a & c) reported by our partner1

Figure 5- 9 Reaction energies and scheme revealing possible degradation pathways in converting HMFCA to the
FFCA-intermediates over Au catalyst. Note that red is the undesired pathway, gray is the initial form before the
chemical change, green is the desired pathway, X is a 1-empty catalyst slab, and all bonded species that have a
dashed line or are placed on the slab. All surface species are singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.

Further analysis of the endergonic pathways shows that the C-C scission and the ring

opening were highly endergonic. In contrast, the breaking of the O-H and C-H bond

from the carboxylic acid functional group (to form carboxylates) and furan rings (to

form other undesired products/intermediates), respectively, which shows a small

endergonicity (below Grxn < 0.5 eV), among the degradation pathways. The review of

Gui et al. 2 report further establishes role of basic environment in promoting the

formation and ease desorption of carboxylic acid as alternative to the degradation

(aid catalyst poisoning) leading to carboxylate (due to its high surface stability)

obtained for a neutral environment. So, in agreement with the existing literature,
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deployment of basic environment in the oxidation of HMF on Au(111) would help in

averting furan carboxylate formation. However, the C-H bond breaking from the furan

rings remains a major feasible degradation route competing with the oxidation of

HMFCA on Au(111) to progress the production of FDCA. The degradation route must

have also contributed to the lower carbon balance observed in the experimental

results collated by our partner1 in Figure 5- 1, based on our study.

In a nutshell, the thermodynamics analysis of the various pathways shows that

HMFCA would feasibly get oxidized via the breaking of the O-H bond but also the

breaking of the C-H bond to yield FFCA on Au(111). The formation of furan

carboxylate via O-H bond breaking (from carboxylic acid), furan ring opening, and

HMFCA desorption were the identified feasible degradation routes. In accordance

with Gui et al.2, the use of basic environment would in preventing possibly poison that

furan carboxylate lead to and also facilitate the conversion of carboxylate to

carboxylic acid.

5.3.3 Comparative analysis of degradation routes using reaction and activation energy

To better understand where the degradation was higher, whether it was during the

oxidation of HMF or HMFCA on Au(111), we compare the two together. The

comparison was made for oxidizing HMF’s aldehyde functional group to HMFCA

intermediate and HMFCA’s alcohol functional group into FFCA intermediate. Focus is

given to routes that show Gibbs reaction energies less than 0.5 eV (that are more

significant) in both the first and second steps of oxidizing HMF and HMFCA on Au.

Comparison of the degradation intensity in the oxidation of HMF/HMFCA via:

1. The analysis of reaction energy, Grxn, and

2. The analysis of activation energy, Gact.
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The two parameters were used in ascertaining where degradation is more intense

thermodynamically and kinetically. Other data for pathways with higher reaction

energies is presented in the Supplementary Information of this Chapter.

5.3.3.1 Analysis of HMF/HMFCA degradation intensity on Au using Reaction Energy

Here, we compared the degradation routes feasible during the oxidation of HMF and

HMFCA on Au using the Gibbs reaction energies. Figure 5- 10 graphically compares

the different significant pathways in the oxidation of HMF and HMFCA during the

production of FDCA on Au.

Figure 5- 10 Compares the different significant degradation pathways in 1st stage of oxidizing HMF/HMFCA to the
intermediate. Note that red is the undesired pathway, gray is the initial form before the chemical change, green is
the desired pathway, X is a 1-empty catalyst slab, and all bonded species that have a dashed line or are placed on
the slab. A case where two slabs denote slab-1 for HMF and slab-2 for HMFCA. All surface species are singly mono-
adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.

The result showed the reaction energies obtained for the routes with the most

significant effects which include HMF/HMFCA desorption and hydrogen abstraction

(that is, C-H bond breaking) from the furan ring of HMF/HMFCA. We plot the Gibbs
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reaction energies of HMFCA against the ones for the HMF (in Figure 2- 10). Cases

where certain degradation points in the Figures fall below the line would imply that

such degradation is more intense in HMFCA, but then it falls above the line, which

would mean that HMF degradation is more intense.

The comparative analysis of the reaction energies for the degradation indicates that

all the degradation points in Figure 5- 10 were above the line, which signifies that the

degradation across the identified routes were more intense during the oxidation of

HMF to HMFCA than the oxidization of HMFCA to FFCA. And the strength of the

feasible degradation routes was found to be in order: HMF/HMFCA desorption >

furan ring C-H bond breaking via ringside with COH/COOH > furan ring C-H bond

breaking via ringside with CH2OH/CH2OH as shown in Figure 5- 10.

Despite the fact established in the preceding discussion that degradation is more

intense during the oxidation of HMF than that of HMFCA, it is important also to note

that a comparison of the oxidation reaction energies reveals that oxidation of HMF to

HMFCA is easier than the one of HMFCA to FFCA on Au (111). This was graphically

visible in Figure 5- 10, where one with the most negative reaction energies is

confirmed to be an easier process.

The deduction further agrees with the existing experimental and theoretical reports7–

9 that have shown that the step converting HMFCA to FFCA controls the reaction rate

due to its slower rate of converting FFCA, which has often favored the desorption of

HMFCA from Au (111). This was evident in the results in Figure 5- 1(a), where a lower

HMF conversion and high yield of HMFCA were reported by our experimental

partner1 in their analysis.
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5.3.3.2 Analysis of HMF/HMFCA degradation intensity on Au using Activation Energy

We further evaluated the intensity of the degradation in the oxidation of HMF and

HMFCA to HMFCA and FFCA with the participation of water, respectively (from the

kinetic point of view) using activation energy, also known as the energy barrier. From

which, findings from the analysis of the respective activation energies in Figure 5- 11

indicated that the degradation route across the HMFCA was found to be of higher

barrier (0.81 eV) compared to HMF (0.71 eV) on Au (111).

Figure 5- 11 Gibbs Free Energy Profile of the Degradation on HMF (red) and HMFCA (black). A and D represent the
modeling of the mono-adsorption mode (no interaction of adsorbates), while B and C denote the co-adsorption
mode (with interaction of adsorbates). The slab with red color denoted the HMF routes, while the grey stands for
the HMFCA routes. X represents the number of empty slabs modeled in the analysis.

The results imply that it would be easier for the degradation to hold during the

oxidation of HMF to HMFCA on Au than that of HMFCA to FFCA. And the bulk of the

undesired products associated with the low carbon balances reported in the

experiment would be largely from the degradation of HMF with little from the HMFCA

degradation. The energy profile further shows that mono-adsorption of species (on a
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single slab each) was found to be more stable and favorable for the HMF and HMFCA

(at A), while the resulting degradation products of HMF were more stable when co-

adsorbed (at C). No significant difference was observed for the HMFCA degradation

products at C and D in the energy profile (Figure 5- 11).

The energy barriers indicate that the degradation activity was more intense on HMF

than on HMFCA. This deduction implies that the imbalance obtained in Figure 5- 1 for

the experimental studies1 is majorly the product of HMF degradation due to its lower

energy barrier. It also show that the thermodynamic analysis showed a good

agreement with kinetic analysis’ output.

5.3.3.3 Analysis of Geometrical Structures for Species in HMF/HMFCA Degradation on Au

We further analyzed the structural geometries of the initial (IS), transition (TS), and

final (FS) states of the degradation routes across the HMF and HMFCA to the

degraded intermediate (from our DFT calculations). The geometries are in Figure

5- 12 for HMF and Figure 5- 13 for HMFCA.

In our study, we analyzed the HMF geometries collected in Figure 5- 12, presenting

the pictorial representation of the breaking of H from C (on the furan ring) to bond

with O (in the surface xOH). The review of the C-H bond distances across the three

states (first, transition, and final) reveals 1.09 Å, 1.42 Å, and 2.28 Å for the IS, TS, and

FS, respectively. And the O-H bond distances were found to be 2.28 Å, 1.19 Å, and

0.98 Å for the IS, TS, and FS, respectively. The results imply that the C-H and O-H bond

gets longer and shorter, respectively, across IS to FS, confirming the transfer of H to O

in xOH on the slab to form a water molecule.

Additional analysis of the HMF transition state geometry structure on Au (111) reveals

that xOH better interacts with the H on the furan ring C atom when a position in a

bridge position is compared to the top position, as shown in Figure 5- 12.
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(IS)

(FS)

Figure 5- 12 Geometries for the initial (IS), transition (TS), and final state (FS) for the most feasible HMF
degradation route on Au (111), showing distances and angles in the structures (using the BLUE arrow lines). Note
that the O-H = 0.977 Å, and C-H (where degradation is holding) = 1.091 Å. Note that the red atom is oxygen, white
atom is hydrogen, yellow atom is gold, and black atom is carbon. All surface species are co-adsorbed on a slab.
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A comparative analysis of the O-H-C transition state show an O-H and H-C bond

distance was 1.19 and 1.42 Å (when water is at the bridge position); and 1.29 and

1.33 Å (when water is at the top position). Outside the fact that TS with

water@bridge (Gact = 0.71 eV) in Figure 5- 12 show a lesser energy barrier than the TS

with water@top (Gact = 0.74 eV), the formation of O-H bond length to yield water was

found to be shorter for TS with water@bridge than TS with water@top.

In the degradation of HMFCA, we analyzed the geometries collected for HMFCA in

Figure 5- 13, displaying the abstraction of H from C (on the furan ring) to bond with O

(in the surface xOH). The investigation of the C-H bond distances across the three

states reveals 1.09 Å, 1.43 Å, and 2.32 Å for the IS, TS, and FS, respectively. And the O-

H bond distances were found to be 3.92 Å, 1.18 Å, and 0.99 Å for the IS, TS, and FS,

respectively. The results similarly show that the C-H and O-H bond gets weaker and

stronger, respectively, across IS to FS, confirming the abstraction of H to bond with O

in the surface xOH to form a water molecule.

Evaluating the HMFCA transition state (TS) geometry structure reveals that xOH

better interacts with the H on the furan ring C atom when positioned in a bridge

position compared to the top position, as shown in Figure 5- 13. A comparative

analysis of the O-H-C transition in the degradation of HMFCA on Au(111) shows an O-

H and H-C bond distance was 1.18 and 1.43 Å with water@bridge; and 1.28 and 1.34

Å with water@top. The TS with water@bridge (Gact = 0.79 eV) in Figure 5- 13(TS) was

more energetically stable with lesser barrier than the TS with water@top (Gact = 0.81

eV) and formed a stronger bond towards the formation of water@bridge in Figure

5- 13(TS) than the one formed on top. So, the degradation of HMF and HMFCA were

generally more exergonic (or facilitated) and lower barrier when water is at bridge

position than top position.
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(IS)

(FS)

Figure 5- 13 Geometries for the initial (IS), transition (TS), and final state (FS) for the most feasible HMFCA
degradation route on Au (111), showing distances and angles in the structures (using the BLUE arrow lines). Note
that the O-H = 0.977A, and C-H (where degradation is holding) = 1.084A. Note that the red atom is oxygen, white
atom is hydrogen, yellow atom is gold, and black atom is carbon.All surface species are co-adsorbed on a slab.
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The analysis of the HMF and HMFCA degradation on Au(111) confirms that they both

preferred forming the water on the bridge than the top, showing a stronger bond

toward the formation of water (O-H) than the C-H bond. Moreover, the degraded

furan-based intermediates formed were found to have shown shorter bond length (C-

Au is 2.28 Å [HMF] and 2.87 Å [HMFCA]) with Au(111) when water@bridge than while

a longer bond length (C-Au is 2.33 Å [HMF] and 2.33 Å [HMFCA]) was obtained for a

case of when water@top. It was also deduced that the degraded product obtained

from HMF was stronger than that of HMFCA, evident with the shorter bond length

obtained for C-Au (HMF) as 2.28 Å.

Findings from the analysis of the geometrical structures of the species in the

degradation do agree with the energy barrier trend obtained for the HMF (0.71 eV)

and HMFCA (0.79 eV) (in Section 5.3.3.2). It was also confirmed that HMF

degradation is largely responsible for the carbon loss reported in the laboratory

experiment1 and other experimental reports due to the ease of degradation obtained

for HMF compared to HMFCA.

5.4 Conclusions

A study of the mechanism involved in the oxidation of HMF into FDCA on a gold (Au)

slab was successfully identified. Our study found the mechanism to commence with

water oxidation to yield hydroxyl (xOH), which was easy and exothermic. It was

proven that aldehyde oxidation (the HMFCA pathway) was the pathway for

transforming HMF to FFCA. The xFFCA was then oxidized into xFDCA and water via the

hydroxyl group pathway (of FFCA), starting with O-H bond breaking followed by C-H

bond breaking to yield xFDCA. In a subsequent step, the xFDCA was desorbed to yield

FDCA. Our analysis of surface reaction energies shows that the step oxidizing FFCA's

aldehyde functional group to FDCA (-1.49 eV) is the fastest, followed by the step

oxidizing HMF's aldehyde functional group to HMFCA (-1.43 eV), and the step
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oxidizing HMFCA's alcohol functional group to FFCA (-0.40 eV) is the slowest. The

study reveals that a slower rate of HMFCA to FFCA has resulted in a lower yield of

FDCA and a higher yield of HMFCA, which agrees with the experiment report.

To shed more light on the carbon losses reported in the experiment results, we

successfully explored different degradation routes across the HMF and HMFCA. From

this, we knew that ring opening and cracking around aldehyde, hydroxyl, and acid

functional groups were impossible because their routes' reaction energies were too

high. However, hydrogen abstraction from the furan rings and desorption were the

major routes identified to facilitate the degradation route leading to carbon losses

reported in the experiment. Our comparison of the degradation intensity across HMF

and HMFCA on Au (111) using reaction and activation energies confirms HMF to have

sustained more degradation than the HMFCA on Au(111). The analysis of the

geometrical structures obtained for the transition state (TS) further confirms that a

higher degradation intensity was confirmed to have a hold during the oxidation of

HMF than HMFCA on Au (111). The study agreed with the experimental report that

showed high HMFCA yield and rapid degradation of HMF than HMFCA on Au catalyst.

Findings from the study would be valuable in facilitating better guidance (or direction)

for the design of a more efficient catalyst for the oxidation of the HMF to produce a

high yield of FDCA to retard degradation.
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5.6 Supplementary Information for Chapter 5

5.6.1 Other Data for Comparison of HMF and HMFCA degradation intensity

Information on the various degradation routes explored in our project is presented in

this section (including both significant and less significant routes).

Figure 5- 14 Other details for other degradation routes, including the less significant ones. Gray slab denotes initial
reaction state, red slab is degradation intermediate products (explored), and green slab is the oxidation
intermediate products. All surface species are singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.

The comparison of HMF and HMFCA degradation routes on Au (111) is summarized in

Figure 5- 14.

5.6.2 Geometrical Structures of Other Species in Degradation Study

In this section, we present the geometrical structures of other species in evaluating

the degradation routes not presented in the main discussion earlier. It is shown in

Table 5- 1 Geometrical structures of the other species are present in evaluating the

degradation route. Table 5- 1. Additional information, like the transition state

geometry structure for the case of having the water molecule on the BRIDGE position,

was also presented therein and as other species like xHMF, xHMFCA, xOH, and xH2O
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on Au (111). Note that the red atom is oxygen, white atom is hydrogen, yellow atom

is gold, and black atom is carbon.

Table 5- 1 Geometrical structures of the other species are present in evaluating the degradation route.

Geometry Description

xOH (most stable) on Au
(111) in hollow FCC
position on the metals.
The geometry displayed
important distances in
the structure.

Water (most stable) in a
gas phase (unadsorbed
form) with bond length
and angle (H-O-H).

Adsorbed water on
Au(111) with molecule
adsorbed on TOP of the
Au metal. The geometry
displayed important
distances and angle (H-
O-H) in the structure.

HMF (most stable),
showing the bonding
length of C-H where
degradation with the
highest reaction energy
(least endothermic) was
obtained.
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xHMF (most stable,
before degradation) on
Au(111) and important
distances are displayed
in the structure. It is the
same as a component in
step A in Figure 5- 11,
excluding xOH.

xHMF oxidized product
(via H-C bond on the
aldehyde) excluding
surface water.

TS for HMF degradation
(water@top), a case of
when the degraded
product is on TOP (most
stable) and water (on
TOP) on Au metal.

xHMF after degradation
(via H-C bond on the
furan ring) excluding
surface water. It is also
denoted as a component
in step A in Figure 5- 11.
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HMFCA (most stable),
showing the bonding
length of C-H where
degradation with the
highest reaction energy
(least endothermic) was
obtained.

xHMFCA states before
degradation (via H-C
bond on the furan ring)
excluding xOH. It is also
denoted as a component
in step A in Figure 5- 11.

xHMFCA oxidized
product (via H-O bond
on the hydroxyl)
excluding surface water
.

TS for HMFCA
degradation
(water@top), a case of
when the degraded
product is on TOP (most
stable) and water (on
TOP) on Au metal. The
geometry displayed
important distances in
the structure.
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xHMFCA degraded
product (via H-C bond
on the furan ring)
excluding surface water.
It is also denoted as a
component in step D in
Figure 5- 11.

5.6.3 Reaction Expression for the Schemes Used in Evaluating Degradation Routes

This section presents a simplified reaction expression for the various degradation

routes explored in our study. They are grouped into two, where the first was Table

5- 2, showing the degradation for HMF routes (during HMF oxidation to HMFCA).

Table 5- 2 Scheme revealing possible degradation pathways in transforming HMF to HMFCA intermediates over Au
catalyst. (Note that x is the catalyst slab/site, H is hydrogen, and R is the furan ring of the compounds).

Category Description Reaction expression

Initial Initial
xHMF+3*xOH+1*slab�����2_���_��� + 3��� + �

Oxidation C-H (H-CO)
xHMF_deH_CO+xH2O+1*slab+2*xOH�����2_���_�� + ��2� + 2��� + �

Degradation C-H (H-RingCO(H))
xHMF_deH_ringCOH+xH2O+1*slab+2*xOH�����2_��_��� + ��2� + 2��� + �
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Degradation C-H (H-RingCH2OH)
xHMF_deH_ringCH2OH+xH2O+1*slab+2*xOH�����2_��_��� + ��2� + 2��� + �

Degradation C-C (C-CO(H))
xHMF_CH2OH+xCOH+3*xOH+0*slab�����2_��� + ���� + 3���

Degradation C-C (C-CH2OH)
xHMF_COH+xCH2OH+3*xOH+0*slab�_���_��� + ��2��� + 3���

Degradation C-O (OpenRing)
xHMF_ringbreak+3*xOH+1*slab��6�6�3 + 3��� + �

Degradation Desorption HMF
HMF+3*xOH+2*slab����2_���_��� + 3��� + 2�

The second group in Table 5- 3 is the degradation routes evaluated for the HMFCA

(during its oxidation into FFCA, which is expected to lead to FDCA) on Au (111).

Table 5- 3 Scheme revealing possible degradation pathways in the transformation of HMFCA to FFCA-intermediates
over Au catalyst. (Note that x is the catalyst slab/site, R is the furan ring of the compounds, and H is hydrogen).

Category Description Reaction expression

Initial Initial
xHMFCA+xOH+2*slab+xH2O�����2_���_���� + ��2� + ��� + 2�

Oxidation O-H (CH2O-H)
xHMFCA_deH_CH2O+2*xH2O+2*slab����2_���_���� + 2��2� + 2�
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Degradation O-H (COO-H)
xHMFCA_deH_COO+2*xH2O+2*slab�����2_���_��� + 2��2� + 2�

Oxidation C-H (H-CHOH)
xHMFCA_deH_CHOH+2*xH2O+2*slab�����_���_���� + 2��2� + 2�

Degradation C-H (H-RingCOOH)
xHMFCA_deH_ringCOOH+2*xH2O+2*slab�����2_��_���� + 2��2� + 2�

Degradation C-H (H-RingCH2OH)
xHMFCA_deH_ringCH2OH+2*xH2O+2*slab�����2_��_���� + 2��2� + 2�

Degradation C-C (C-CH2OH)
xHMFCA_COOH+xCH2OH+xOH+1*slab+xH2O�_���_���� + ��2��� + ��2� + ��� + 1�

Degradation C-C (C-COOH)
xHMFCA_CH2OH+xCOOH+xOH+1*slab+xH2O�����2_��� + ����� + ��2� + ��� + 1�

Degradation C-O (OpenRing)
xHMFCA_ringbreak+xOH+2*slab+xH2O��6�6�4 + ��2� + ��� + 2�

Degradation Desorption HMFCA
HMFCA+xOH+3*slab+xH2O����2_���_���� + ��2� + 3�

Degradation C-H (H-CO, reverse)
xHMF_deH_CO+2*xOH+1*slab+xH2O�����2_���_�� + ��2� + 2��� + 1�
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Chapter 6 Exploring Strategies for Re-

designing Au Catalyst for the Retardation

of Degradation Rate in FDCA Synthesis

6.1 Overview

The preceding chapter (Chapter 5) has unraveled the pathways promoting the

degradation activities on the Au surface during the production of FDCA from HMF.

The affected stages of the production (or synthesis) include the conversion of the

HMFCA intermediate into HMFCA, FFCA into FDCA intermediate, and the desorption

of FDCA. These affected stages have been reported to favor the production of HMF

carboxylate, CO and small furan compounds, and FFCA carboxylate on Au,

respectively.

It is, therefore, vital to computationally explore a range of strategies for redesigning

the Au catalyst structure to aid in retarding the degradation activity on it. Here, we

present the report of our findings for the exploration of the alloying effect on Au

performance in retarding the degradation activity.

6.2 Computational Methodology

In the study, we investigated the viability of oxidizing water to yield hydroxyl (xOH) on

new metals such as Pd(111) and Pt(111), similar to that of Au (111) using their Gibbs

reaction energy (whose details are presented in Chapter 3) to understand if it would

favor the oxidation of HMF into FDCA on the respective slabs. Moreover, the peculiar

specifications for this chapter include the 4x4 atoms supercell used as its slab in the

study with four layers (Au-Au, Pd-Pd, and Pt-Pt inter-atomic distances of 2.93, 2.80,

and 2.81 Å, respectively). The 2D Brillouin zone integration was performed at the
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gamma point. The total height of the periodic supercell was set at 23.92 Å, which

takes 70 % of the supercell height to be a vacuum above the metal slab. Other generic

computational details are presented in Chapter 3.

To gain insight for re-designing Au catalyst, we explore the feasibility of a singe-atom

alloy (i.e., bimetallic) system approach in redesigning Au for improved performance.

The Au-alloy system was modeled to have a ratio of 63:1 for the Au to the new metal.

The selected new metals include platinum (Pt) and palladium (Pd). The study sampled

different atom positions (that is, 16 positions) of the top layer of the Au slab in the

study. An illustration of the slab is shown in Figure 6- 1 with the new metals in one of

the positions evaluated on the top layer of the slab.

Figure 6- 1 An illustration of the singe-atom alloy (111) slab, where the left image is the AuPt and the right image is
the AuPd. The Au, Pt, and Pd are colored gold, milky-like, and blue, respectively, showing the top view of the
structure. Note that the yellow atom is Au, gray atom is Pt, and blue atom is Pd; the broken line circle is indicate
where Au was substituted with a new metal. The new metals (the promoters) are substituting a top Au atom of the
Au (111) slab.

The position with the most stable structure was the optimum for any concerned case

or specie. We deployed the DFT method in the study using the computational details

earlier presented in Chapter 5 for FDCA synthesis on Au. Energies computed were

used to gain insight into the ease of the degradation activity on the various alloys

using their reaction energies.
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6.3 Results and Discussions

Here, we present the results obtained for our investigation of the impact of different

metals (Pd and Pt) on the oxidation of water to yield hydroxyl (xOH) to ascertain the

viability of the slab for the hydroxyl (xOH) production for the HMF oxidation process.

Other analyses reported in this section include the HMF oxidation reaction

mechanism and energy profiles simulated over Pd (111) and Pt (111). The findings

made are also compared with Au(111). Desorption profiles for the various slabs (Au,

Pd, and Pt) were also analyzed, as well as the alloying effect on the stability of the

degradation product on the Au-based slab.

6.3.1 Influence of the metals in the oxidation of water to yield xOH: Au, Pd, and Pt

Here, we evaluated the impact of the Pd (111) and Pt (111) relative to Au (111) on the

catalysis of the water oxidation for the formation of hydroxyl (xOH) on the respective

slabs. The strategy presented in Figure 6- 2 was deployed to understand the

significance of the water present in the oxidation of the HMF on other metals (Pd and

Pt) relative to Au (111), which has earlier been evaluated in Chapter 4.

Figure 6- 2 Strategy deployed in the analysis of water oxidation to yield hydroxyl (xOH) across different M(111)
slabs (M = Au, Pd, and Pt). Note that the red circle indicates the aspect the analysis focused on (i.e., the feasibility of
xOH formation on the slabs.

The result obtained from the analysis is presented in Figure 6- 3, where it was shown

that the oxidation of the water into xOH on Au (111) was found to be exothermic. In

contrast, other slabs like Pd (111) and Pt (111) showed positive reaction energies. This
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implies that the oxidation of the water molecule into xOH on Pd (111) and Pt (111)

would be highly endergonic, while Au (111) is exergonic.

Our study reveals that the oxidation of HMF in the absence of water participation

would be more favorable on Pd (111) and Pt (111). Unlike Au (111), which would be

more favorable with the participation of water in oxidation process. The findings

made for Au (111) in our study showed good agreement with a theoretical study by

Liu 1 using PW19-GGA that reveals that shows a lower activation energy for the

oxidation of water to ‘2xOH’ ( ���� = 0.46 eV [or 44.61 kJ/mol]) compared to

‘xO+xH+xOH’ (���� = 2.65 eV [or 255.54 kJ/mol]). Similarly, a theoretical investigation

carried out by Cao & Chen 2 using PW19-GGA agreed with our findings that confirm

the impossibility or difficulty of oxidizing water to yield surface hydroxyl (xOH) on Pd

(111) due to its barrier (���� = 0.3 eV) that is a bit high with endothermic reaction

energy compared to the path leading to formation surface oxygen atom (xO) (���� =
0.1 eV). This implies that even though we used different theoretical methods (PBE-

GGA) in our study, a similar deduction was reached for the viability of the process on

Au (111) and Pd (111).

Figure 6- 3 The Gibbs energy profile of water oxidation for hydroxyl (xOH) production. Note that the red arrow
indicates the endothermic (unfavorable route), while the green arrow is the exothermic (favorable) route at 1 bar
and 110 oC. M is the generic form of the slabs for Au, Pd, and Pt.

A further survey of existing report of Gu et al.3 and other literature4,5 on water

oxidation on Pt (111) reveals that our deduction, which indicates that it is not feasible
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on Pt (111) to yield xOH, showed good agreement with other literature. One of the

literature includes a theoretical study (using PBE-GGA) by Ungerer et al.5, which

reveals that the molecular adsorption of water was more viable for Pt (111), unlike Pt

(001) which adsorbed water dissociatively. This implies that Pt (111) did not favor the

dissociation of water on its slab, unlike Pd (111). In agreement with our study findings,

the work of Kiskinova et al.4 also confirms the difficulty of oxidizing or dissociating

water on Pt (111), and the author suggests the introduction of K to the Pt slab as a

promoter to ease the generation of surface hydroxyl (xOH).

6.3.2 Analysis of the HMF oxidation mechanism on other metals: Pd and Pt

In line with the findings made in Section 6.3.1, where the participation of water in the

oxidation of HMF on Pd and Pt were confirmed unfavorable. We find it essential to

understand their own oxidation mechanism without the participation of water. This

implies the activation of oxygen to surface oxygen atom (xO) unlike the case of

Au(111) where water is participates. The general HMF oxidation mechanism

employed in the analysis of the Pd(111) and Pt (111) slab without the participation of

water is pictorially displayed in Figure 6- 4.

Figure 6- 4 A Simplified reaction mechanism for HMF oxidation on Pd(111) and Pt(111). Note that the line with
purple is the hydroxyl oxidation pathway, yellow is the aldehyde oxidation pathway, blue is the adsorption pathway,
green is the desorption pathway, and black is the other conversion processes. All surface species are singly mono-
adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.
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The oxidation of HMF is initiated with the activation of oxygen gas to form surface

oxygen atoms (xO). After which, HMF is adsorbed to the slab (111), and the adsorbed

HMF (that is, xHMF) is then oxidized via the hydroxyl or aldehyde routes to yield xDFF

(that is, adsorbed DFF) and xHMFCA (that is, adsorbed HMFCA), respectively. The

intermediates (xDFF and xHMFCA) obtained via either route would then be further

oxidized to yield xFFCA (that is, the adsorbed FFCA). The later steps include the

oxidation of xFFCA to produce xFDCA with water formation and, lastly, the desorption

of FDCA and water from the slab (111).

6.3.2.1 Analysis of the reaction energy profile for HMF oxidation mechanism Pd (111)

The analysis of the Gibbs reaction energy profiles (in Figure 6- 5) for the oxidation of

HMF to FDCA on Pd (111) oxidation mechanism employed for the analysis of the

Pd(111) with the reaction mechanism presented in Figure 6- 4 shows that all the

elementary steps involved in this oxidation reaction were all exergonic exception of

the FDCA desorption steps which was slightly endergonic. The exergonic nature of the

various elementary reaction steps in the oxidation further reveals that the oxidation

of HMF without the generation of xOH would be feasible, which agrees with the

literature 2 which reports the infeasibility of oxidizing water on Pd (111) to yield

surface hydroxyl (xOH).

Moreover, the trend of the Gibbs reaction energies, ���� for the elementary steps

were in the order of O2 to xO (-1.92 eV) > xHMF to xHMFCA (-1.53 eV) > xFFCA to

xFDCA (-1.50 eV) > xDFF to xFFCA (-1.45 eV) > xHMF to xDFF (-0.87 eV) > xHMFCA to

xFFCA (-0.79 eV) > HMF to xHMF (-0.50 eV) > xFDCA to FDCA (0.12 eV), according to

the Figure 6- 5. The analysis reveals that the FDCA desorption showed the highest

reaction energy, while the oxygen activation showed the least in general. The reaction

energy indicates oxygen activation is highly spontaneous relative to other steps. It

was easier to activate oxygen without water on Pd (111) than on Au (111).
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The study further confirms the oxidation of the HMF via the aldehyde (xHMF to

xHMFCA, ���� = -1.53 eV) route to be thermodynamically feasible compared to the

hydroxyl (xHMF to xDFF, ���� = -0.87 eV) route due to the higher reaction energy

obtained for the aldehyde routes. This implies that the HMF oxidation on Pd (111)

would proceed via the aldehyde route to yield xHMFCA, followed by other later steps

on its slab. The route confirmed in our study was found to agree with the

experimental report of Davis et al.6 and Sanabria et al.7 which shows insignificant DFF

selectivity and higher selectivity for HMFCA in their results in the presence of Pd/AC6

and PdCl/AC7, respectively.

Figure 6- 5 Gibbs reaction energy profile (in eV) for the oxidation of HMF on Pd (111) at 1 bar and 110oC. Note that
the straight line is the hydroxyl oxidation pathway (i.e., HMFCA route), and the broken line is the aldehyde oxidation
pathway (i.e., DFF route). X represents the number of empty slabs modeled in the analysis. All surface species are
singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.

In the exception of the adsorption, oxygen activation, desorption, and hydroxyl

oxidation (xHMF to xDFF) routes, the trend of the surface reaction would be in the

order of xHMF to xHMFCA (���� = -1.53 eV) > xFFCA to xFDCA (���� = -1.50 eV) >

xHMFCA to xFFCA (���� = -0.79 eV). The trend order indicates that oxidation of xHMF

to xHMFCA was the easiest step while xHMFCA to xFFCA is the most difficult. In other

words, the oxidation of HMFCA is said to be the slowest while HMF oxidation is the
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fastest, which implies that the step oxidizing HMFCA to FFCA could be the rate-

determining step (RDS) for the oxidation process, being the step with the lowest

reaction energy ( ���� = -0.79 eV). The higher yield and selectivity accounted for

HMFCA for the use of Pd/AC, and PdCl/AC in the oxidation of HMF to FDCA in the

experimental report by Davis et al.6 and Sanabria et al.7 confirms the conversion of

alcohol function of HMFCA to aldehyde in FFCA happened at the slowest rate (rate-

determining step) compared to other conversion steps in their experiment. This

implies that the step is responsible for the low yield of FDCA in their studies and can

be said to be RDS in their investigation, which agrees with our deductions. Our study

shows that its was more easier to oxidize aldehyde function (that is, aldehyde

function of xHMF to carboxylic acid in xHMFCA) than alcohol function oxidation (that

is, alcohol function of xHMFCA to aldehyde in xFFCA) on Pd(111).

6.3.2.2 Analysis of the reaction energy profile for HMF oxidation mechanism Pt (111)

We further analyzed the reaction energy profile collated for Pt (111) use in Figure 6- 6,

where all the elementary steps presented were largely spontaneous, excluding the

oxidation of HMFCA’s alcohol function to carboxylic acid in FFCA and desorption of

FDCA, which is less spontaneous. The results indicate that the oxidation of HMFCA to

FFCA and FDCA desorption would be slow during the oxidation catalytic cycle on Pt

(111). Similar deductions have been made for the FDCA desorption on Pd (111),

indicating that it was also less spontaneous but more spontaneous on Au (111). The

viability or ease of desorbing FDCA from Pd and Pt can also be improved with the

engineering of the surface reaction entropy and temperature, ���.
Further analysis of the various oxidation routes presented in Figure 6- 6 confirms that

the aldehyde oxidation route (���� = -2.15 eV) would be more feasible compared to

the hydroxyl oxidation route (���� = -0.77 eV) due the stability and exergonicity of the

aldehyde oxidation routes. The deduction was similar to the findings made for Au
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(111) and Pd (111) in this study, which indicates the reaction would proceed from

xHMF to xHMFCA, then xHMFCA to xFFCA. In an experimental study by Davis et al.6,

their findings show a good agreement with our deduction for the reaction route,

showing insignificant selectivity for DFF evolution and higher selectivity for HMFCA in

the presence of Pt-supported by activated carbon. Similar to the report of Sanabria et

al.7 (using PtCl/AC) and Da Silva et al.8 (using Pt/ZrO2), which also showed higher

selectivity for the aldehyde (HMFCA) oxidation route with insignificant selectivity of

the hydroxyl (DFF) route.

Figure 6- 6 Gibbs reaction energy profile (in eV) for the oxidation of HMF on Pt (111) at 1 bar and 110oC. Note that
the straight line is the hydroxyl oxidation pathway (i.e., HMFCA route), and the broken line is the aldehyde oxidation
pathway (i.e., DFF route). X represents the number of empty slabs modeled in the analysis. All surface species are
singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.

Excluding the adsorption, desorption, oxygen activation, and hydroxyl oxidation

(xHMF to xDFF) routes, the order of the reaction energies was found to have followed

the trend: xFFCA [aldehyde] to xFDCA [carboxylic acid] (���� = -3.07 eV) > xHMF

[aldehyde] to xHMFCA [carboxylic acid] (���� = -2.15 eV) > xHMFCA [alcohol] to xFFCA

[aldehyde] ( ���� = 0.86 eV). In our study, we assume that the reaction kinetics

followed the same pattern as the reaction energies. The trend order indicates that

oxidation of xFFCA [aldehyde] to xFDCA [carboxylic acid] was the fastest reaction step,
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while xHMFCA [alcohol] to xFFCA [aldehyde] is the slowest and most difficult. The

findings made imply that the step oxidizing alcohol function of HMFCA to carboxylic

acid in FFCA on Pt (111) could be the rate-determining step (RDS) for the oxidation

process, due to the lowest reaction energy ( ���� = -0.79 eV) accounted for the

reaction step, which agreed with the experiment in the literature6–8. The report from

Da Silva et al.8 further demonstrated how using a basic environment could help speed

up the RDS of the HMF oxidation to yield more FDCA. And thermodynamic sink shown

in the energy profile for the oxidation of the HMF to HMFCA and HMFCA to FFCA on

Pt (111) could possible lead to deactivation due to the endothermic nature of the

path oxidizing the HMFCA’s alcohol function to aldehyde function in FFCA.

6.3.2.3 Comparative analysis of the HMF oxidation across the metals

The comparative analysis of the oxidation energy profile across all the metal slabs

reveals that HMFCA was generally more stable than DFF. The oxidation of HMF via the

aldehyde routes was generally more exergonic than the hydroxyl oxidation route,

which agreed with the experimental reports of Davis et al.6 and Sanabria et al.7

Analysis of the energy profiles reveals that the oxidizing alcohol function of xHMFCA

to aldehyde in xFFCA was found to be the slowest step across all the metal slabs like

Pt (111) and Pd (111) in this Chapter and Au (111) in Chapter 5. However, the fastest

steps in the oxidation mechanism across the metal slabs were found to be the

oxidation of FFCA (xFFCA to xFDCA) on Au (111), HMF (xHMF to xHMFCA) on Pd (111),

and FFCA (xFFCA to xFDCA) on Pt (111). It is, therefore, essential to engineer ways of

improving the rate of the oxidizing HMFCA into FFCA on metal slabs.

6.3.3 Impact of Alloying Effect on Oxidation and Degradation Intensity

In this section, we try to explore the influence or impact of alloying Au(111) with a

single new metal. From this, three different cases of catalysts were modeled. The

cases (that is, single-atom alloy metals) include AuAu(111) (which is the same as
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Au(111) in the previous Chapter as a pure form of Au catalyst), AuPd(111), and

AuPt(111). Each of the case’s impacts was evaluated in the selectivity of

oxidation/degradation of HMF and HMFCA to gain insight into redesigning Au-based

catalysts to retard or avert the activities of degradation routes. In this analysis, we

assume that oxidation of the HMF on AuX(111) alloys (where X = Au, Pd, Pt) would be

feasible with the participation of water to have hydroxyl (xOH) on the slab. This was

due to the large proportion of Au on the alloy slab (Au:X is 63:1), and Au oxidizes best

in with water participation unlike other metals.

6.3.3.1 HMF oxidation and degradation

Here, we explored the influence of alloying the Au with a new single metal atom on

the pathway identified for the degradation of HMF and HMFCA on Au (111) in

Chapter 5. The study unraveled the impact of the single-atom alloy cases on the Au

selectivity for the oxidation route leading to the formation of FDCA. In the study, we

deployed a ratio of 63:1 for Au metals to the new ones in modeling our single-atom

alloy cases. For each case of the alloy systems explored, the most stable position for

the new metal on the topmost layer was identified and used for analysis. The results

collected from the study are presented in Figure 6- 7.

The selectivity of the Au-based alloys for the oxidation activities was found to be in

the order of AuPt(111) > AuPd(111) > AuAu(111) using ����/���� , and degradation

activities was in the order of AuAu(111) > AuPd(111) > AuPt(111) using ����/������ .
The study reveals that the degradation of HMF would be less on AuAu(111)

compared to other forms of its alloy, while the oxidation of HMF on the AuPd(111)

and AuPt(111) would be more rapid compared to its pure form (Au).
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Figure 6- 7 Influence of the alloying effect on the HMF degradation and oxidation activity, computed at 110 ºC and
1 bar. The GREEN bars stand for Gibbs reaction energies for oxidizing HMF’s aldehyde functional group and the RED
bars stand for Gibb reaction energies for degrading HMF via the C-H bond of the furan ring on AuAu(111),
AuPd(111), and AuPt(111). All surface species are singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.

Moreover, the evaluation of the route stability (that is, reaction energy gap for routes)

was found to be in the order of AuPd(111) < AuAu(111) < AuPt(111) using����/������ − ����/���� . The analysis of oxidation activity intensity relative to the

degradation activities (that is, ����/������ − ����/���� ) confirms AuPt(111) as one

with the least viable degradation activities due to the wide reaction energy gap

obtained for two routes in Figure 6- 7, where oxidation route was largely exothermic

while degradation was much lesser. The higher exothermic route for HMF oxidation

activity shown relative to the degradation route indicates a significant rise in AuPt(111)

selectivity for producing FDCA compared to undesired products, compared to others

(AuAu(111) and AuPd(111)), which would aid in avoiding the carbon loss accounted

for in the experiment9.
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Figure 6- 8 Structural geometry for the oxidized (GREEN) and degraded (RED) HMF species on the different slabs
with important bond lengths. Note that the black atom is C, small while atom is H, yellow atom is Au, gray atom is
Pt, and blue atom is Pd; the broken line circle is indicate where Au was substituted with a new metal. All surface
species are singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.
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Figure 6- 8 further reveals that the HMF oxidized product strongly bonded on AuPt

(111) than AuPd (111) due its shorter bond length (2.017 Å) with the AuPt (111) slab

indicating the slab favoring more oxidation activity compared to AuPd(111). In a

nutshell, the bond length for the alloys shows good agreement with their Gibbs

reaction energies for the selectivity of HMF oxidation, whereas AuPt (111) shows the

best selectivity for oxidation activity due to its shorter bond length (C-Au). Our

prediction of AuPt alloying impact on the catalysis of HMF oxidation agreed with

existing report of the use of the alloy in oxidation of other biomass derivatives like

glucose10 and others11,12.

Analysis of the results in Figure 6- 7 reveals the impact of the alloying effect on the

selectivity of the Au catalyst for the promotion of the oxidation route and retardation

of the degradation routes. The study reveals that the introduction of palladium (Pd)

and platinum (Pt) improves the selectivity of the Au catalyst for oxidation activities

better than its pure form. The Au alloy was predicted to have shown a higher

selectivity for the oxidation activities, which aids in retarding the degradation

activities.

6.3.3.2 HMFCA oxidation and degradation

The approach deployed for analysis of alloy impact on HMF in Section 6.3.3.1

(presented in its earlier paragraph) was similarly used for HMFCA. Findings made for

the study of the alloying effect on the HMFCA, as shown in Figure 6- 9. The ease of

oxidizing HMFCA to FFCA was in the order of AuPd (111) > AuPt (111) > AuAu (111),

and the ease of hindering degradation of HMFCA was found to be in the order of

AuAu(111) > AuPd(111) > AuPt(111).
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Figure 6- 9 The alloying effect on the HMFCA oxidation and degradation selectivity, computed at 110 ºC and 1 bar.
The GREEN bars stand for Gibbs reaction energies for oxidizing HMFCA’s alcohol functional group and the RED bars
stand for Gibbs reaction energies for degrading HMF via the C-H bond of the furan ring on AuAu(111), AuPd(111),
and AuPt(111). All surface species are singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.

The results indicate that the least endothermic degradation route for HMFCA was on

AuPt(111), but AuAu(111) shows a better endothermic pathway for hindering the

degradation activity. Although, our simulation for the AuAu(111) shows less

exothermic reaction energy for HMFCA oxidation. Figure 6- 10 also indicates that the

affinity of the HMFCA degraded product for AuPt(111) was stronger than AuPd(111)

due to the short bond length (2.027 Å) obtained for AuPt alloy (especially at the C-Au

bond, where the H was abstracted). The bond lengths obtained across the slab shows

a good correlation with the Gibbs reaction energies on the alloy in Figure 6- 10. The

findings were in good agreement with the literature12 that shows adding Pd and Pt to

Au improves the selectivity for oxidation activity.
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Figure 6- 10 Structural geometry for the degraded (in RED) and oxidized (in GREEN) HMFCA species on the different
slabs with important bond lengths.Note that the black atom is C, small while atom is H, yellow atom is Au, gray
atom is Pt, and blue atom is Pd; the broken line circle is indicate where Au was substituted with a new metal. All
surface species are singly mono-adsorbed (not co-adsorbed) on a slab.

In a nutshell, the degradation of HMFCA is least feasible on AuAu (111) compared to

other alloys. And the oxidation of HMFCA was found to be more exothermic on AuPd
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(111) compared to AuAu (111) and AuPt (111). Although, the pure form and its alloys

were all found to have shown an exothermic reaction energy for the oxidation of

HMFCA on their slab.

6.3.3.3 Overall analysis of the AuAu(111), AuPd(111), and AuPt(111) on HMF and HMFCA

The unalloyed form of the Au (111) was found to have shown the least degradation

route with better selectivity due to its wide reaction energy gab obtained for the use

of AuAu(111), making it difficult for HMFCA degradation to override the oxidation

activity unlike other alloys selectively. The study confirms a better selectivity for the

HMFCA oxidation route compared to other alloys but shows a poor selectivity for the

HMF oxidation route than its degradation compared to the other alloys.

A-1 A-2

B C

Figure 6- 11 (A)Experimental results of unalloyed (on A-1, Catalyst = 1wt% Au/ ZrO2 SZ-61156: PVA:Au = 1.2) and
alloyed Au (on A-2, Catalyst = 0.5wt% Au-0.5wt% Pd/ ZrO2 SZ-61192) catalyst in HMF oxidation, accounting for the
concentration of species (HMF, HMFCA, FFCA, and FDCA) yield with carbon balance carried out at the conditions
(� ��� 0= 20 bar, ���/���2 = 33 mg, ����/��� = 500, �0 ��� = 45 m M, ���/���� = 3, T = 50oC for 7h, and
latter change to T = 150oC) information 9. (B) Another result for HMF oxidation on Au, AuPd and Pd catalyst
supported on nNIO, collected at 90 oC, 10 bar O2, 6 h, HMF/metal = 100, where BLACK is HMF conversion, RED is
HMFCA yield, BLUE is FFCA yield, GREEN is FDCA yield, ORANGE is DFF, by Bonincontro et al.14 (C) Our experimental
partner’s new results.
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However, the alloying of the Au with Pd to form AuPd (111) was found to have

improved the oxidation activity leading to the formation of FDCA with more

degradation than the pure AuAu (111). The findings made implies that alloying the Au

(111) with Pd would aid in improving the oxidation of HMFCA into FFCA, which has

been proven to be difficult in our study and existing reports in the literature6,8 due to

its slower rate of conversion to FFCA. The findings agreed with our partner’s

experimental results9 in Figure 6- 11A.

Other experimental works in the literature, like Wan et al.13 (96% FDCA yield using

AuPd/CNT), and Bonincontro et al.14 (95% FDCA yield using AuPd/nNiO in Figure

6- 11B), also agreed with our simulation prediction, which confirms that adding Pd to

the Au results in an improved yield and selectivity for FDCA. This was due to the

enhanced/accelerated activity of the HMFCA oxidation (that is, HMFCA to FFCA),

which was the rate-determining step (RDS). And the small carbon losses shown in the

species evolution plot in the experimental results collected by our partner9 in Figure

6- 11 can be said to be a product of unhindered or un-eliminated degradation

activities (which could be from either HMF or HMFCA). The RDS (HMFCA to FFCA)

shown in our studies reveals that the unease path of converting HMFCA to FFCA

relative to its desorption from Au(111) has resulted to the high of HMFCA seen in

Figure 6- 11 for the experiments (using Au/ZrO2 in A and Au/nNiO in B). In the two

experiments, the alloying of Au(111) with Pd improves the conversion of HMFCA to

FFCA (being the RDS) which improves the yield of FDCA in Figure 6- 11 using

AuPd/ZrO2 and AuPd/nNiO.

Our study further unravels that the introduction of Pt to Au (111) should significantly

improved the selectivity of the catalyst for the formation of FDCA due to the highly

significant reaction energy obtained for the oxidation of HMF compared to the

degradation route, which was relative of much lower reaction energy. This highly
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exothermic reaction energy obtained for the HMF oxidation activity would

significantly render degradation activity (reported in Chapter 5 as the primary

contributor to the carbon loss) less significant and competitive. Based on our

prediction, the AuPt (111) is expected to improve the FDCA yield and selectivity,

similar to how it influences glucose oxidation to favor tartaric acid selectively on

AuPt/TiO2
10 and the oxidation of glycerol to favor glyceric acid production on

AuPt/AC15. This implies that there would be a much better carbon balance and

selectivity for the path leading to the production of FDCA. Adding Pt to Au showed a

slight improvement in HMFCA oxidation activities.

6.4 Conclusions

A study of water oxidation to form hydroxyl was successfully carried out on Au (111),

Pd (111), and Pt (111) using a DFT calculation. The study confirms that the water

oxidation would not be favorable across all the metals investigated, except for the use

of Au (111), which was favorable due to the exothermic reaction energy obtained for

it. Moreover, the analysis reveals that oxidation of the HMF in the presence of water

would not be energetically favorable for Pd (111) and Pt (111).

Further study of the HMF oxidation mechanism over Pd (111) and Pt (111) in the

absence of water reveals that the oxidation of HMF across the two metals was

initiated via the aldehyde oxidation route (also called the HMFCA route). Moreover,

the slowest reaction step (also known as the most challenging step) was the oxidation

of HMFCA (that is, xHMFCA to xFFCA) on both metals. The findings do agree with the

existing experimental reports.

The prediction for AuPt (111) reveals that the degradation activity was significantly

slower in the oxidation of HMF than in the oxidation of HMFCA. On the other hand,

the effect of AuPd (111) to slow down degradation was stronger when HMFCA was
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oxidized than when HMF was, but not as strong as AuPt (111) for HMF. However,

adding Pt to Au (111) significantly improves the selectivity of Au for HMF oxidation

activity better than it does for HMFCA oxidation activity. In comparison, the

introduction of Pd resulted in enhanced activity for the oxidation of HMFCA

compared to HMF. Although, the intensity (or exothermicity) of the oxidizing HMF (on

AuPt) was found to be largely more significant than that of the HMFCA (on AuPd).

Our results suggest that the Pt can be used to redesign the Au catalyst by alloying

them to form a bimetallic (AuPt) alloy. The innovation is a strategy for retarding the

rate of HMF degradation, which has been established in Chapter 5 of our study to

have been intense relative to other routes. Alternatively, both Pt and Pd can be

employed in redesigning the Au catalyst by alloying them to form a trimetallic (AuPtPd)

alloy as another strategy for taking advantage of retarding HMF degradation,

improving selectivity for HMF oxidation activity (via AuPt), improving HMFCA

oxidation activity (via AuPd); and achieving lesser HMFCA degradation (via AuAu).
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6.6 Supplementary Information for Chapter 6

6.6.1 Other Geometrical Structures for the Other Species in the Chapter’s Studies

Table 6- 1 Geometrical Structure of the species in the Chapter's study. presenting the

other structure not presented in the main chapter.

Table 6- 1 Geometrical Structure of the species in the Chapter's study. Note that the black atom is C, small while
atom is H, yellow atom is Au, gray atom is Pt, and blue atom is Pd.

Geometrical Structure Description

HMF

adsorbed on

AuPd(111)

HMF

adsorbed on

AuPt(111)

HMF

Oxidization

Intermediate

Product on

AuAu(111)
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Intermediate

on

AuAu(111)

HMFCA

adsorbed on

AuPt(111)

HMFCA

adsorbed on

AuPd(111)
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Chapter 7 Summary & Further Studies

7.1 Summary of Key Findings

This study successfully deployed the computational approach using periodic density

functional theory (DFT) calculations in the simulation, analysis, and redesign of the

catalyst for the prevention or retardation of degradation activities experimentally

observed in the oxidation of furfural and HMF to FDCA over gold (Au). In addition, we

successfully explored ways of engineering the performance of a gold (Au)-based

catalyst using alloying strategies, where Au-based alloys, AuX (where X = Au, Pd, and

Pt), were investigated in the search for one with higher selectivity for oxidation

activities leading to FDCA production than one leading to degradation activities

(which lead to high carbon loss); as a measure for hindering or retarding the

degradation activities of the catalyst. In a VASP package, periodic DFT calculations

were run with density-dependent dispersion correction (dDsC).

In the first part of our study, we looked at the conversion of furfural to furoic acid on

Au(111). We found that when water was present on Au(111) and participated in the

reaction, it was much more exothermic and beneficial than when it did not participate.

It was also confirmed that the most energy-efficient way to start oxidation on Au (111)

in the presence of water is through the C-H oxidation pathway (which leads to furan

ketone, xFFO), followed by steps like oxidation of the xFFO intermediate (by forming a

C-O bond with OH to make furoic acid, xFA), and furoic acid (FA) desorption. The

research also confirms that breaking the O-H bond and making surface oxygen (O)

from some catalyst supports are major threats to the degradation of the furfural

intermediate and surface furoic acid species on an Au (111) slab. Based on the study's

results, we think that redesigning the Au catalyst to help break C-H bonds, stop O-H

bonds from breaking, and make it easier for furoic acid to get rid of itself would help
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stop the degradation activities and increase the yield and selectivity for their desired

reaction path and products. The presence of enough water to generate hydroxyl (xOH)

for the elimination of surface oxygen atoms, the use of a base, or the selection of a

catalyst support that does not generate oxygen (O) but hydroxyl (OH) during oxidation

on Au would be more efficient. It would stop degradation promotion caused by some

catalyst support reduction activities.

In the second study, we used the knowledge we had gained about the impact of

water on Au(111) from the furfural oxidation study to constrain the study of HMF

oxidation to take place in the presence of water. From this, the oxidation of water to

yield hydroxyl (xOH) was found to be easy and exothermic. Moreover, the HMF

oxidation route was confirmed to be via the aldehyde oxidation pathway (i.e., the

HMFCA path). It also reveals that a slower rate of oxidizing alcohol function of HMFCA

to the aldehyde in FFCA has led to a lower FDCA yield and a higher yield of HMFCA,

which agrees with experimental reports. In our search for degradation sources., we

established the infeasibility of ring opening and cracking holding around the aldehyde,

hydroxyl, and acid functional groups due to their relatively high reaction energies

obtained for their routes. Hydrogen abstraction from the furan rings was the primary

route identified, promoting the degradation activities leading to the carbon losses

reported in the experiment. Our study reveals that HMF is more prone to degradation

than the HMFCA on Au(111), using Gibbs reaction energies, activation barriers, and

the geometrical structures obtained for the analysis.

In the later study, our comparative analysis of the metals (Au, Pd, and Pt) in the

oxidation of water to form hydroxyl (xOH) shows that it was not favorable for all the

metals investigated, except for the use of Au(111), which shows exothermic reaction

energy. So, it would be more energy-efficient for Pd(111) and Pt(111) to oxidize HMF

without the participation of water. Further analysis of the HMF oxidation mechanism
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over Pd(111) and Pt(111) reveals that the oxidation across the two metals was more

favorable via the aldehyde oxidation route. Furthermore, it was confirmed that the

step of oxidizing the alcohol function of HMFCA to the aldehyde function of xFFCA

was the slowest step for both metals, which is in line with what has been found in

experiments. In our exploration for a better strategy for redesigning the Au catalyst,

we showed that alloying Pt with Au(111) significantly improves the selectivity of Au

for HMF oxidation activity better than it does for HMFCA oxidation activity. In

comparison, the introduction of Pd resulted in enhanced activity for the oxidation of

HMFCA compared to HMF. Although, the intensity (or exergonicity) of the oxidizing

HMF (on AuPt) is largely more significant than that of the HMFCA (on AuPd). The

study suggests that Pt can be used to redesign the Au catalyst by alloying them to

make a bimetallic (AuPt) alloy as a strategy for slowing down the rate of HMF

degradation, as shown in Chapter 5 of our study. Alternatively, the combined use of

Pt and Pd in redesigning the Au catalyst by alloying them to form trimetallic (AuPtPd)

material can be considered. The strategy uses AuPt to slow down the breakdown of

HMF and improve the selectivity of HMF oxidation activity, AuPd to make HMFCA

oxidation activity better, and AuAu to slow down the breakdown of HMFCA.

7.2 Perspectives for Further Studies

The best way of deploying the use of the AuPt and AuPd collectively in the oxidation

of HMF into FDCA can be explored. For purpose of understanding which of the

following strategies presented in Figure 7-1 would be more effective for optimizing

the FDCA yield with good process energy efficiency and economic viability. The first

strategy is a process design with two reactors, a recovery unit (Sep) for unconverted

HMF, and two pumps for maintaining pressure values. The second (one in the middle

in Figure 7-1) has a process design similar with the first strategy except for the

absence of recovery unit (Sep) and a pump. Whereas, the third strategy employs the
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use of single reactor with two different catalyst bed, where the first bed was for the

AuPt and second bed was for AuPd. The idea of having first bed in a single reactor (or

first reactor bed in a two-reactors process) loaded with AuPt was because its facilitate

oxidation of HMF to HMFCA and prevent degradation of HMF. In contrast, the AuPd

facilitate the oxidation HMFCA into FDCA.

Figure 7-1 Possible process design for a combined deployment of AuPt and AuPd in the oxidation of HMF to FDCA.

Some existing experimental studies have shown that the catalyst support has, in some

cases, influenced the surface reaction via the release of oxygen from the support

structure, which often leads to leaching and some undesired side reactions

(degradation). It was reported to occur on reducible support materials. More research

can be done to understand how the reducible support influences the catalysis of the

furfural and HMF oxidation, potentially providing a better way to avoid the undesired

activity initiated by the reduction process in the catalyst support material.

The impact of solvent and coverage effects on the catalysis of the Au-based catalyst in

the oxidation of furfural and HMF into FDCA can be considered in further studies, for

the purpose of unraveling how they could influence the catalysis of selected metals,

like Au, Pt, Pd, and many others.

To meet the growing market demand for FDCA, which is used to make different

valuable materials, it is vital to find better materials for catalyzing the carboxylation of
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furoic acid (as shown schematically in Figure 7-2) as an alternative source whose yield

can be compared to that of HMF oxidation. A heterogeneous catalytic approach is

under-explored in this process compared to other methods. These approaches

include homogeneous catalysis using palladium chloride and enzymatic catalysis using

P. thermopropionicum (PHmfF). Using the computational approach to gain insight into

the impacts of heterogeneous catalysts in improving the production yield would be

necessary.

Figure 7-2 A new route for FDCA production to consider in the further studies via the use of furfural.

Exploration of all the reaction reaction barriers by micro-kinetic simulation in search

of further insight into how reaction condition, catalyst loading, type of reactor, and

species evolution (with changing independent variables like temperature, time, and

others) affect the processes studied using DFT simulation would be essential. It would

further help bridge some experimental results with the theoretical ones. We can have

theoretical results in form-like product distribution, conversion, yield, selectivity, and

turn-over-frequency (TOF) similar to the experiment, unlike other descriptors used in

DFT simulation.



Abstract
(In English): Hydroxymethyl furfural (HMF) and furfural (FF) have been identified as key bio-refinery platforms
for the synthesis of new materials. The conversion of these platform molecules into intermediates increasingly
relies on heterogeneous catalysis rather than the enzymatic approach in recent years. One of these catalytic
processes is the oxidation of HMF and FF to 2,5-furan dicarboxylic acid (FDCA) and furoic acid (FA), using O2 as
oxidant and supported gold catalysts. However, oxidation faces degradation challenges when using
heterogeneous catalysts, leading to low yield and poor selectivity for FDCA and FA. In this thesis, we proposed a
redesign strategy of the Au catalyst to retard the degradation activities reported in the oxidation of biomass
derivatives (HMF and FF) on Au. Our study uses a theoretical approach based on the periodic density functional
theory. First, we showed that the activation of O2 when working in a liquid water environment is metal
dependent: OH forms on Au, while O forms on Pt and Pd. Then, the oxidation and degradation pathways of HMF
and FF on Au were identified by computing the stability of possible surface intermediates. This study shows that
the alcohol function is more difficult to oxidize than the aldehyde function in HMF and this step is probably the
rate-determining step. Regarding degradation, the furan ring’s C-H is the most sensitive to oxidation compared
with other routes examined. Analysis of the same reaction on Pt and Pd shows the mechanism to be the same,
with greater stability of intermediates leading to higher activity but also higher degradation. Finally, the effect of
alloying on Au catalysis was evaluated, showing that AuPd alloy improves the kinetics, while AuPt alloy improves
HMF oxidation selectivity and delays degradation activity. Our study suggests alloying Pt and Au to retard HMF
degradation, the main threat. Alternatively, alloying Pt and Pd with Au to form a trimetallic alloy would improve
kinetics and retard HMF degradation.
Keywords /Mots-clés: Heterogeneous Catalysis, Reaction Engineering, Green Chemistry, Oxidation, Degradation,
Selectivity.

Résumé
(In French): L'hydroxyméthyl furfural (HMF) et le furfural (FF) ont été identifiés comme des plateformes clés de
bio-raffinage permettant la synthèse de nouveaux matériaux. La conversion de ces molécules plateformes en
intermédiaires repose de plus en plus sur la catalyse hétérogène plutôt que l'approche enzymatique ces dernières
années. L'un de ces procédés catalytiques est l'oxydation du HMF et du FF en acide 2,5-furane dicarboxylique
(FDCA) et en acide furoïque (FA), en utilisant O2 comme oxydant et des catalyseurs d’or supportés. Cependant,
contrôler finement l'oxydation est difficile et ces procédés souffrent généralement de dégradation lors de
l'utilisation de catalyseurs hétérogènes, conduisant à un faible rendement et une mauvaise sélectivité pour le
FDCA et le FA. Dans cette thèse, nous cherchons à proposer une stratégie de reconception du catalyseur Au pour
retarder les activités de dégradation rapportées dans l'oxydation des dérivés de la biomasse (HMF et FF) sur Au.
Nous utilisons une approche théorique basée sur la théorie fonctionnelle de la densité périodique. Tout d’abord,
nous avons montré que l'activation de O2 lorsque l'on travaille dans un environnement d'eau liquide dépend du
métal : OH se forme sur Au, tandis que O se forme sur Pt et Pd. Ensuite, les voies d'oxydation et de dégradation
de HMF et FF sur Au ont été identifiées en calculant la stabilité des intermédiaires de surface possibles. Cette
étude montre que la fonction alcool est plus difficile à oxyder que la fonction aldéhyde dans le HMF et cette
étape est probablement l'étape cinétiquement déterminante. En ce qui concerne la dégradation, les liaisons C-H
du cycle furane du HMF sont les plus sensibles à l'oxydation par rapport aux autres voies examinées. L'analyse de
la même réaction sur Pt & Pd montre que le mécanisme est le même, avec une plus grande stabilité des
intermédiaires conduisant à une plus grande activité mais aussi à une dégradation plus importante. Enfin, l'effet
d'alliage sur la catalyse Au a été évalué, ce qui montre que l'alliage AuPd améliore la cinétique, tandis que
l'alliage AuPt améliore la sélectivité de l'oxydation du HMF et retarde l'activité de dégradation. Notre étude
suggère d’allier Pt et Au pour retarder la dégradation du HMF, la principale menace. Sinon, l'alliage de Pt et Pd
avec Au pour former un alliage trimétallique améliorerait la cinétique et retarderait la dégradation du HMF.
Mots-clés: Catalyse hétérogène, Ingénierie des réactions, Chimie verte, Oxydation, Dégradation, Sélectivité.
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